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Notice Pleading
Questions for Discussion

Notice pleading used to be a nice, not overly taxing way of introducing students to the subject of
federal civil procedure. However, thanks to the Court’s decisions in Bell Atlantic v. Twombly and
Ashcroft v. Iqbal, things have gotten a great deal more complicated. Here are some questions you
may find useful to think about as you read through the materials and prepare for class.

1. How does modem pleading in the federal Rules of Civil Procedure differ from common law
pleading?

2. How does it differ from Code Pleading?

3. Broadly stated, what were the drafters’ purposes in 1938 in modernizing pleading?

4. Describe some of the common types of instances in which allegations were found to be
insufficient before the Court’s decisions in Twombly and Iqbat?

5. What is the new pleading test from Twombly and Iqbal?

6. What does the Supreme Court mean by saying an allegation is conclusory? What about the
following allegations? Do you think they are conclusory?

a. Defendant violated my constitutional rights.

b. Defendant violated my constitutional right to equal protection under the law.

c. On Dec 5, 2011, Defendant fired me because of my race, in violation of my constitutional
right to equal protection under the law.

d. On Dec 5, 2011, Defendant fired me because of my race and replaced me with Mr. John
Smith, a less qualified white male, in violation of my constitutional right to equal
protection under the law.

7. What is a court to do when it determines that allegations are conclusory?

8. What does the Supreme Court mean by saying allegations are not plausible? What is a court
to do when it determines that allegations are not plausible?

9. What is the broadest interpretation of the Court’s cases? What is the narrowest?
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SUPREME COURT OF ThE UNiTED STATES

No. 00—1653

AKOS SWIER&LtJw1CZ, PEITI’IONER u.
SOREMA N. A.

ON WRIT OF CRTIOAR1TO TEE UNiTED STAI’ES COURT OF
APPEAlS POE TEE SECOND CU?.OUTT

[Fehausry 26,2002]

JUSTICE TBOMAS delivered the apiidon of the Court.
This case presents the questIon whether a comlilaint in

an employment dis-imixiation lawsuit must contain ape..
tffic facts establishing a puma fade case of discriniination
murder the framework set forth by this Court in McDonnU
Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973). We hold, that
an employment dis.’rnination complaint need nt include
such facts and instead must contain only “a short and plam
statement ‘of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled
to relief” Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 8(a)(2).

I
Petitioner Akos Swinrkiewicz is a native of Hungary,

who at the time of his complaint was 53 years o1d. In
April 1989, petitioner began working for respondent
Sorema N. A, a reinsurance company headq,,uax±ered in
New York and principafly owned and cothofled by a

Because we uavaw here a dciainn ranth rasoondcnt’e msition to
disrnis, we must accept ac e afl of Lbs factwil allegations cuaLaned
in the complaint, Sea, e.g., Leuthennan r. To’run Cmty ?Jo’co&s
frtellger,ce ond cocrd&ition Uc, 507 U.S. 163, 164 (1593).
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French parent coization. Petitioner was initially em
ployed. in the position of senior vice presirlent and thief
unde.dting officer (0110). Nearly six years later, Fran
cola M. Chave]., respondent’s Chief Executive OfficaT,
demoted. petitioner to a marketing and. services position
and. &ansfexred the imik of his underwriting responsIlIii
ties to Nicholas Papadopoulo, a 32-year-old. who, like Mr.
Chaval, Is a French national Ahout a year later, Mr.
Cliavel stated that be wanted to euergixe” the under
writing department and appointed Mr. Papadopouia as
(DUO. Petitioner claims that Mr. Papad.opouio bad, only
one year of under’wvitimg experience at the time he was
promoted, and. therefore was less experienced. and less
quaiiEed to be CliO than he, since at that point he had. 26
years of experience in the insurance ind.ustry.

Following his demotion, petitioner contends that he
“was isolated by Mr Chavel. . - excluded. from business
deolsions and meetings and. denied the opportunity to
reach his true potential at SOREMI” App. 26. Petitioner
unsuccessfully attempted to meet with Mr. Chavel to
discuss his discontent. finally, in April l97, petitioner
sent a memo to Mr. Chavel outlining his gievances and
requesting a severance package. Two weeks later, respon
dent’s general counsel presented petitioner with two op
tions: He could either resign without a severance package
or be disroissed.. Mr. Chavel fired petitioner af’er he
refused. to resign.

Petitioner filed a lawsuit ofleging that he had been
terminated on account of his national origin in violation of
Title VU of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 253, as
amended, 42 US. C. 2000e at seq. (1994 ad.. and. Supp.
V), and. on account of his age in violation of the Age Dis
crimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA), 81 Stat.
602, as amended., 29 B. S. C. §621 at seq. (1994 ed. and
Supp. V). App. 28. The United. States Disiict Court for
the Son-them District of New York dismissed. petitioner’s

Ic
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complaint because it found that be “ha[d.] not adequately
alleged. a prima fa.cie case, in. that he ha[d] not adequately
alleged circumstances that support an inference of din

jation.” 3d., at 42. The United States Court of Ap
peals for the Second Circuit a.fflrmad the dismissal, rely
ing on its settled precedent, which requires a plaintiff in
an employment disiiiation complaint to allege facts
constitating a prima facis case of discrimination under the
framework set forth by this Court rn McflomnaU Douglas,
supra, at 802. See, e.g., Thrshis v..Biese Organiration, 211
F. 3d 30, 35—36, 38 (CA2 2000; Austin v. Ford Models,
Inc., 149 F. 3d 148, 152—153 (CA2 1998). The Court of
Appeals beld that petitioner had. failed to meet his burden
because his allegations were “insufficient as a matter f
law to raise an inference of discrimination..” S Fed.. Appx.
63, 65 (CA.2 2001). We granted. certiorari, 533 U S. 976
(2001), to resolve a split a.ong the Courts of Appeals
concerning the proper pleading standard for employment
disitinn cases,2 end now reverse.

U
Applying Circuit precedent, the Court of Appeals re

quired. petitioner to plead a prima fade case of discrimina
tion in order to sur9ive respondent’s motion to dismiss.
See 5 Fed.. Appx, at 64—ES. In the Court of Appeals’ uiew,
petitioner was thas required to allege in his complaint: (1)

21’s majority of Courts of Appeals have held that a plaintiff need out
plead a prima case of ‘‘-‘4”’ntion under McDonnelZ 1)iugos
Corp. v. Green, 411 U. .9. 792 (1973), in order to eursive a motion to
clinoiss. See, e.g, Sparrow . United Air Lines, Inc., 15 F. 3d 1111,
1114 (CDC 2000); Bennett v. Schmidt, 153 F. 3d 615, 518 (CAl 1998);
Ring r. First llilarstate Mortgage, Inc., 964 F. 2d 924 (CAB 1993).
Others, however, maintain that a coxuphiat must contain toal
aflegntioua that support each element of a prima lade case. In addition
to the case below, see Jackson v. Cotumbus, 194 F. 3d 737, 751 (CAB
1999).
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membershio in a protected. group; (2) q,uaiificatioa for the
job Ia quesdon; (3) an adverse employment action; and (4)
circumstances that support an inference of discxirnination..
Thki; cf. Mc]Jonnell Douglas, 411 U. S., at 802; Te.ms Dept.
of Commumity Affairs v. Burdine, 450 IJ. S. 248, 253—254,
n. 6 (1981)

The prima fade case under McDonnell Douglas, how
ever, is an evidentiary standard, not a pleading require
ment In McDonnell Douglas, this Court made clear that
“[tjhe critiial issue before us cuncexn[ed] the order and.
aflocaffon of kroof in a private, non-class action challeng
ing employment dincriroination” 411 U. 5., at 800 (em
lihasis added). In subsequent cases, this Court has reiter
ated that the prima fade case relates to the employee’s
burdea of presenting evidence that raises an inference of
discriminaffon See Burdine, supra at 252—253 (“In
[McDonnell Douglas,] we set forth tha basic allocation of
hurdans and. order ofv.tesentatiou of proof in a Title Vii case
alleging discriminatory treatment First the plaintl has
the burden of praying by the preponerauce of the evidence
a prima fade case of disc__n”tion” (footnotes omitted));
450 U. S. at 255, n. B (“This evidentiary relationsb be
tween the presumption created by a prima facie case and
the consequentialhurden of produsdon placed on the defen
dant is a traditional feature of the common law”).

This Court has never indicated that the requirements
for establishing a prima fade case under McDonnell Doug
la. also apply to the pleading standard that plaintiffs
must satisfy in order to survive a motion to dismiss. For
instance, we have rejected the argument that a Title VU
complaint requires greater ‘partiru1axity,” because this
would ‘too narrowly cnstric[L] the role of the pleadings.”
McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Trarzsp. Co., 427 U. S. 273,
28, n. 11 (1976). Consequently, the ordinary rules for
assessing the sufficiency of a complaint apply. See, e.g.,
Scheuer v. Bhodes, 416 U. S. 232, 236 (1974) (‘When a
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federal court reviews the suffi±n of a cop1aint, before
the reception of any evidence either by adavit or admis
sions, its task is necessarily a limited one. The issue is not
whether 2. plaintiffwill ultimately ptavail but whether the
claimant is entitled to offer evidence to support the

In addition, Under a notice pleadisg system, it is not
appropriate to require a plaintiff to plead. facts establish
ng,\a prima fade case because the McDonnell Douglas

framework does not appiy in every employment discrimi-’
nation case. For instance, if a plaintiff is able to produce
direct evidence of disimination, he may prevail without
proving all the elements of a prima fade case. See Traits
World Airlines, Inc.. v. Thw-stan, 469 U. S. 111, 121 (1985)
I’jhe McDonnell Douglas test is inapplicnNa where the
plaintiff presents dIzect evidence of dismimirmtion’. Under
the Second Circuit’s heightened. pleading standard, a
plaintiff without d±rect evidence of discrimination at the
time of his complaint must plead a prima fade case of
distion, even though discovery might uncover such
direct evidence. It thus seems incongruous to reql±e a
plaintiff, in order to survive a motiofl to dismiss, to plead
more facts than he may ultimately need to prove to suc
ceed on the merits if direct evidence of discrimination is
discovered..

Moreover, the precise requirements of a prima fade case
can vary d.ep ending on the context and were “never in
tended to be rigid, mechanized, or ritualistic.” Fumco
Consf.r. Corp. v. Waters, 438 U. S. 567, 677 (1978); see also
McDurntellDuugtas, supra, at 802, a.. 13 (fJhs specification
• . . of the irima fade proof required from respondent is not
uecossay applicable in every respect to differing factual
tituations”); Teamsters v. United States, 431 U. S. 324, 358
(1977) (noting that this Court “did not purport to create an
iriüerible formulation” fur a prima fade case); Ring v. First
Interstate Mortgage, Inc., 984 F. 2d 924, 927 (CAB 1998)
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rcri anire a plaintiffs complaint against a particular
formulation of the prima facie case at the pleading stage is
inappropriate”). Before discovery has unearthed relevant
facts and. evidence, it±nay be diEcuit to define the precise
formulation of the recjuired prima fade case in a particu
lax cato. Given that the prima fade case operates as a
flexible evidentiary standard, it should, not be transposed
into a rigid pleading standard for discrimination cases.

Furthermore, imposing the Court of Appeals’ heightened
pleading standard in em1oyment discri,,iration cases
conflicts with Federal Rule of Clvii Procedure 8(a)f2),
which provides tiaat a coniplaint must include - only “a
short and, plain statement of the claim showing that the
pleader is entitled to reliei” Such a statement must sim
ply “give the defendant fair notice of what the plaintiffs
claim is and the grounds upon which it rest&” Canley v.
Gibson, 355 U. B, 41, 47 (195’?). This simplified notice
picading standard relies on liberal discovery rules and
siiminary judgment motions to define disputed facts and
issues and to dispose of unmeritorious rbmc. See id., at
47—4a; Leotherinan v. Tan-ant County Narcotics Intefligence
and Coordination Units 507 U.S. 163, 168-469 (1993). “'The
provisions for discovery are so flexible and the provisions
for pretrial procedure and summary judgment so effective,
that attempted. surprise in federal practice is aborted very
easily, synthetic issues detected, and the gravamen of the
dispute brought frankly into the open for the inspection of
the court.” 5 C. Wright & A.. Miller, Federal Practice and
Procedure §1202, p. 76 f2d ad. 1990).

Rule 8(a)’s simplified pleading standard applies to all
civil actions, with limited exceptions. Rule 9(b), for exam
ple, provides for greater particuiaxi1y in all averments of
fraud or mistake.3 This Court, however, has declined to

‘In all avermen of frairt or mistake, the cixutmxstanraa conafitut-
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extend such exceptions to other contexts. In Leatharmcm
we stated: “ll’lhe Federal Rules do address inRuie 9(b)tim
question of the need for greater particularity in pleading
certain actions, but do not Include among the enumerated
actions any reference to complaints afleing municipal
liability under §1983. &prassio urthz.s esL exclusio eiter
us.” 507 U. S., at 168. Just as Rule 9(b) makes no men
tion of municipal liability under Rev. Stat. §1979, 42
U. S. C. §1983 (1994 ed., Supp. V), neither does it refer to
employment discrimination. Thus, complaints in these
cases, as in most others, must satisfy only the simple
requirements of Rule 8(a).4

Other provisions of the Federal :Rules of Civil Procedure
axe inextaicably linked to Rule B(a)’s simplified notice
pleading standard.. Rule 8(e)(1) states that “[n)o technical
fornis of pleading or motions axe required,” ann Rule 8(1)
provides that “[a.)fl pleadings shall be so consued as to do
substantial justice.” Given the Federal Rules’ simpli6ed
standard far pleading, “[a) court may dismiss a complaint
only if it is dear that no relief could be granted under any
set of facts That could be proved consistent vith the allega
tñcns.” ETh1w7 v. Eircg & Spo1dimg, 467 U S. 69, 73 (1984).
If a pleading fails to specify the allegations in a manner
that proviães sucient notice, a defendant can move for a
more definite statement under Rule 12(e) before resFond

lug fraud or mistake shaU be stated with particuiaxity. ?falice, lutant.
hosrlede, end other c ision of mind, of a person may be avened
generally.”

‘Th r5CWIefl15flt3 .iifia b t Fed1 Ru]e of Civi’
Procedure Farms. which “are sndent under the rules and are in
tended to indicete the simplidty and brevfty of statement Which the
rules contemplate.’ Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 4. For example, Form 9 sets
forth a complaint for uaglieuce in wisich plainbff simply states in
relevant part ‘On June 1, 193G, in a public highway c5flsd Bay]ston
Steeitlu Boatou, Massachusetts, defendant negligently drove a otcr
vehicle against plsthbEwlao was then crossing said highway.”
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ing. Mixeover, claims lacking merit may be dealt with
through summary jud.gment under Rule 56. The liberal
notice pleading of Rule 8(a) is the starting point of a sim
plified pleading system, wIdth was adopted to focus litiga
tion on the merits of a claim. See ConZey, supra, at 48
(“The Federal Rules reject the approach that pleading is a
game of skifi in which one misstep by counsel may be
decisive to the outcome and accept the principle that- the
purpose of pleading is to facilitate a proper decision on the
merits”).

Applying the relevant standard., petitioner’s complaint
easily saiisñes the requirements of Rule 8(a) because it
gives respondent fair noLice of the basis for petitioner’s
claims. Petitioner alleged that he bad been terminated on
account of his national origin in violation of Titic VU and
on account of his age in violation of the ADEA. App. 28.
His complaint detailed the events leading to his termina
tion, prcrvi.ed relevant dates, end included the ages and
nationalities of at least some of the relevant persons in
volved w-itli his termination. I&, at 24—28. These aliega
tions gi-ve respondent lair notce of what petifionexs
claims ae and the grounds upon which they rest. See
Conley, supm, at 47. In addition, they state claims upon
which relief could be granted under Title VII and the
ADEA

Respondent argues that allowing lawsuits based on
con clusoxy allegations of discrimination to go forward Will
burden the courts and. encourage disgnmtled emplnyees to
bring unsubstantiated suits. Brief for Respondent 34-40.
Whatever the practical merits of this argument, the Fed
eral Rules do not contain a heightened pleading standard
for employment discrimination suits. A reqi±ement of
greater spedEcity for particular claims is a result that
rmust be obtained. by the process of omending the Federal
Rules, and not by judicial interpretation.” Lentherman,
supra, at 16& Furthermore, Rule 8(a) establishes a
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pleading otandard w±th.mat regard to whether a claim will
succeed on the meats. “Indeed it may appear on the face
of the pleadings that a recovery is very remote and un
likely but that is not the test.” Scheuer, 416 U. S., at 236.

For the foregoing reasons, we hold that an employment
the inaiaon plaintiff need not plead a prima fade case
of discrimination and that petitioner’s complaint is sum
dent to survive respondent’s moion to dismiss. Accord
ingly, the judgment of the Court of Appeals is reversed,
and the case is remanded for further proceedings consis
tent with this opinio

I is so ordered.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

AKOS SWIERKIE’ICZ,
Plaintiff, CIVIL ACTION NO. 9g-cV

V.

SOREMAN.A., JURYTRIAL DEMANDED
DefendanC

COMPLAINT

1. This is an employment disciimination action brought byAkos

Swierkiewicz Ia recover damages against SOREMA NA. (‘SOREMA’) fortlie violation

of his ights underTitle VII of the 1964 CMI Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. §2000e et seq. flitle

VII’) and the Age Discrjrnination in Employment Act of 1 967, 29 U.S.C. §621 ets

(ADE).

JURISDiCTION AND VENUE

a. Jurisdiction over Mr. Swierkiewicz’s Title VII claim is conferred by

4% U.S.C. §2OOOe5(O(3). Jurisdiction over his ADEA claim is conferred by 29 U.S.C.

§626(c)(1).

b. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to the general venue

statute, 28 U.S.C. §1391, and under Title VIrs special venue statute, 42 U.S.C. §2000e-

5(fl(3).
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) PARTIES

2, Plaintiff, Akos Swierklewicz, resides at 821 Hudson Diive, Yardley,

pennsylvania 19067.

3. Defendant SOREMA is a New York corporation heequartered at

199 Water Street, 20th Floor, New York, New York 10036.

4. At all times relevant hereto, SOREMA has resided and conducted

busine.s lii this judicial district.

5. At al times relevant hereto, SOREMA has been an employer within

the meaning of Title VI and the ADEA.

EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES

6. On or about July 11, 1997 Mr. Swierkiewicz filed a Charge of

Discrimination against SOREMA with the Philadelphia District Office of the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission (“EEOC), Charge No. 170971447, charging it

with unlawful national origin and age discrimination in connection with his dismissal from

employment.

7. Dy notice dated May 3, 1999 and which he received on May 5,

1 999, Mr. Swierkiewicz vies notified by the EEOC of his right to file a civil action against

SOREMA.

8. This lawsuit has been timely flIed within 90 days oí Mr.

Swierkiewicz’s receipt of the EEOC’s right-to-sue notice.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
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9. Mr. Sviierkiewicz is a native of Hunga;. Hbcame a United -

States citizen in 1970.

10. Mt. Swietkiewicz is 53 years old. His date 9f birth is July 25, 1946.

11. SOREMA was formed in 1989. It is a reinsurance company

principally owned and controlled by a French parent corporation. At all times relevant

hereto SOREMA’s Chiet Executive Officer has been Françcis M. Chaval, a French

national. -

12. From 1970 to 1986, Mc. Swierkiewicz was employed by INA which

after its merger in 1982 with Connecticut General, became CIGNA Insurance Company.

His last position at. CiGNA was Vice President of Special Risk Facilities,

13. From 1986 to 1 989, Mr. Swierkiewicz was employed by SCOR

U.S., a reinsurance company, as Senior Vice President fort Research and Special Risks.

14. On April 17, 1989 Mr. Swierldewicz began his employment with

SOREMA in the position áfSepio,r Vice President and Chief Underwriting Officer

(“CUO’).

15. In all respects, Mr. Swierkiewicz performed his ob in a satisfactory

and exemplary manner.

16, Despite plaintiffs stellar performance, in Febmary 1995 Mr. Chavel

demoted him from his CUD position to a marketing and services position and

transferred the bulk of his underwriting responsibilities to another French national,

Nicholas Papadopoulo, who was 32 years old at the time (and 18 yeats younger than

plaintiff).
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17. Mc. Chavel demoted Mr. Sv4erkiawicz on accotint of his national

origin (Hungarian) and his age (he was 49 at the lime).

18. A year later, in or about February 1996, Mc. Chavelfon-nally

apppinted Mr. Papadopoulo as SOREMA’s CUD.

19. Mr. Papadopoulo was far iCSS experienced and less qualified to be

SOREMA’s DUO than was Mr. Swierkiewicz. Indeed, Mr. Papadopoulo had just one

year of underwriting exedence prior to being appointed CUD by Mr. ChaveL By

contrast, plaintiff had more than 26 years of broad based experience in the insurance

and reinsurance industry.

20. At the lime Mr. Papadopoulo assumed plaintiffs duties as CUD,

Mt. Chavel stated that he wanted td ‘energize’ the underwriting department — clearly

( implying that plaIntiff was too old for the job.

21. In light of Mr. Papadopoulo’s inexperience, Mr. Chavel brought in

Daniel Peed from SOREMA’s Houston, Texas office to support him in his CUD duties.

Mr. Peed, like Mr. Papadopoulo, was in his early 30s. Shortly after his transfer to

SDREMA’s office in New York City, Mr. Chaud promoted Mr. Peed to the position oi

Senior Vice President of Risk Property.

22. Prior to his transfer, Mr. Peed had been a Second Vice President

reporting to plaintiff.

23. Not long after plaintiffs demotion, SDREMA hired another French

national, Michel Gouze, as ‘ñce President in charge of Marketing. Mr. Gauze, unlike

plaintiff, had verj little prior experience in the insurance/reinsurance business.
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24. Because of his inexperience, Mr. Gauze needed to rely on Mr.

Swieikiewicz to perform his marketing duties for SOREMA.

25. Mr. Gauze’s marketing duties at times overlapped with those of

plaintiff. Despite Mr. Swieridewlcz’s requests to better coordinate their duties,

Mr. Chavel refused to accommodate those requests or to have Mr. Gouze report to

plaintiff.

26. Mr. Swierkiewicz was isolated by Mr. Chavel following his

demotion, excluded from business decisions and meetings and denied the opportunity

to reach his trne potential at SOREMA,

27. Efforts by Mr. Swierkiewicz to meet with Mr. Chavel to resolve the

unsatisfactory working conditions to which he was subjected followinq his demotion

prnved unsuccessful.

28. On April 14. 1997, following two years of ongoing discrimination on

account of his national origin and age. Mr. Swierkiewicz sent a memo to Mr. Chavel

outlining his grievances and requesting a severance package to resolve his disputes

v/jihSDREMA.

ZD. Mr. Chav& did not respond to Mr. Swlerkiewicz’s memo.

3G. In The morning, on Tuesday April 29, 1997, Mr. Chavel and Daniel

E. Schmidt, tV, SOREMAS Generel Counsel, met with Mr. Swierldewicz and gave him

two options: either resign his job (with no severance package) or be fired.

Mr. Swierkiewicz refused to resign his employment with SDREMA.

As a result, he was fired by Mr. Chavel, effective that very day (April 29, 1997).
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) 3j. SOREMA had no valid basis to fire Mr Swerldewicz,

32. Plaintiff’s age and national origin were motivating factors in

SOREMA’s decision to teiintnate his employment

33. Unlike plaintiff who was fired without cause and without any

severance pay or benefits, SOREMA has provided generous severance packages to a

number of former executives for whom ft had cause to terminate their employment.

These jnclude, but are not limited to, the following indMduals: Jay Kubinak, Thilo

Herda, Douglas Zale, NigeI Harley and Marcus Oorbally.

34. As a direct and proximate cause of his being fired by SOREMA,

Mr. Swierkiewicz has sufiered and will continue to suffer a substantial loss of earnings

to which he otherwise would have been entitled. This includes, but is not limIted to, the

loss of his salary, bonus, automobile allowance and pension credits as well as the loss

of his medical and dental insurance, life insurance, short and lang term disability

jnsurance and the insurance he had tbr accidental death and dismemberment.

35. As a fu;t’er direct and proximate cause of his being fired by

SOREMA, Mr. Swierkiewicz has suffered damage to his reputation and harm to his

career. He has also experienced physical pain and suffering, mental anguish, and the

loss of enjoyment of life’s pleasures.

35. SOREMA acted willfully and in reckless disregard of Mr.

Swierkiewici’s rights under litle VII nd the ADEA by discharging him from employment

on account of his age and national origin.
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STATEMENT OF CLAIMS

COUNT I: VIOLATtON OF TITLE VII

37. Mr. Swierkiewicz repeats and incorporates by reference the

allegations ot paragraphs 1 - 40 of the Complaint as if they wtre sat forth in M.

38. SOREMA terminated Mr. Swierkiewlczs emptoyment on account of

his national origi and thereby violated his right to equal employment opportunity as

protected by TrUe VII.

COUNT II: VIOLATION OF THE ADA

30. Mr. Swierkiewicz repeats and incorporates by reference the

a!!gtin of paragraphE I - 42 of the Ccmpint as If they were set forth in full.

40. SOREMA terminld Mr. S,lrrkiewi.’o amployruerit on account of

his age and thereby violated his right to equal employment opportunity as protected by

the ADEA.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Mr. SeIecz respectIly requests the Court to enter

judgment in his favor and against SOREMA, and to accord him the following relieft

(a) Sack pay with prejudgment Interest and all the fringe benefits to

which he is entitled;

(b) Front pay and benefits to the extent reinstatement is not feasible;
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(c) Compensatoiy damages for his non-economic injuries in an amount

authorized byThle VII;

(U) Punitive damages to punish and deter SOREMA from future acts of

employment discrimtnatfon in an amount authorized by Title VII;

(e) Liquidated damages in an amount equal to twice Mr. Swierkiewicz’s

back pay losses as authorized by the ADEA;

(0 An award of reasonable counsel fees and costs to compensate

Mr. Swierkiewicz for having to prosecute this action against SOREMA; and

(g) Such other legal and equitable relief or may be just and proper

under the circumstances.

JURY DEMAND

Mr. Swierkiewicz demands a trial by jury on all the issues in this action

that are triable by law.

Respectfully submitted,

RAYNES, tV1CCARTY, BINDER, Ross & MUNDY

HAROLD L GOODMAN, ESQUIRE
1845 Walnut Street, 20th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215)558-6190

Counsel for Plaintiff
Akos Swierkiewicz

fl k. A’oust3 1999at .
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SUPREME CO1JRT OF ‘TUE UNiTED STATES

No. O7—1O1

JOEN 13. ASHCROFT, FOIMER ATTORNEY GENERAL,
L, PE’TttONZRS u. JAvAm IQBAL fT AL.

ON ?RF OF CfRTORAR! TOfUNITED STATES COURT OF
AFIEAIS FOR ThE SECOND CIRCUIT

g21 13, 2009]

JuS’ricE ERNNEDY delivered the opinion of the Court.
Respondent Jacraici Iqbal is a citizen of Pà)dsta.u and. a

Muslin. In the wake of the September 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks he was arrested in the United. States on c±ninal
charges and detained by federal officials. Respondent
claims be was deprived of various conslitutional protec
1±ms whiJe in federal custody. To redress the alleged
depthations. respondent filed a complaint ag-inst nurner
one federal nr4sle, including John AhoraR, the former
Attorney General of the United States, and. Robert M’uel
ler, the Director of the, Federal Bureau of Investigation
(F31). Ashcroft and Mueller are the petitioners in the case
now before us. As to these two petitibners, the complaint
alleges that they adopted an unconstitutional policy that
subjected respondent to harsh conditions of candnement
on account of his race, religion, or naUonal origin.

In the Distrist Court petifoners raised the defense of
ualifed immunity and moveI to dismiss the siuit con
tending the complaint was not snffiteut to state a claim
against them. The District Court denied the motion to
dismiss, concluding the complaint was sufficient to state a
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claim despite petitioners’ official status at the thnas in
question. Petitioners brought an interlocutory appeal in
the Court of Appeals for th& Second Circuit. The court,
without discussion, assumed it had jurisdiction. over the
order denying the motion to dismiss; and, It affirmed the
District Court’s decision.

Respondent’s account of his prison. ordeal ciuld, if
proved, demonstrate unconstitutional misconduct by some
governmental actors. But the ails gmions and pleadings
with respect to these actors are not before us here. This
case instead turns on a narrower question: Did respon
dent, as the plaintiff in the District Court, plead factual
matter that, if taken as true, states a claim that petition
ers deprived, him of his clearly established const.itutional
rights. We bold respondent’s pleadings axe insufficient.

I
FoUowing the 2001 attacks, the FBI and other entities

within the Deparirrent of Justice ‘oegaa an mn.vestigaom
of vast reach to identi the assailants and prevent them
from &±acldng anew. The FBI dedicated. more than 4,000
special agents anA 3,000 support personnel to the en
deavor. By September 18 “the FBI bad received more
than 96,000 tips or potential leads from the ptiblic” ‘Dept.
of Justice, Office of Inspector Genera], The September 11
Detainees: A Review of the Treatment of Aliens Held. on
Immigration Charges in Connection. with the stigalion’
of the September 11 Attacks 1, 11—12 (Apr. 2003) (herein
afer OIG Report), htt,pilwwvt.usdoj.govloigisperial/
0306/fuilpdl?bcsi_scan._610731C0F14759ATh”0&bcsi_stan.
_fflenameful1pdf (as visited. May 14, 2009, and available
in Clerk of Court’s case file). ,.

In. the ensuing mouths the FBI questioned. more than
1,000 people with suspected lixiira to the attacks in. par
ticular or to terrorism in general Id., at 1. Of those mdi
viduals, some 762 ware held on immigration charges; and
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a 184-member subset of that group was deemed to he “of
‘bigh interest’” to the uvestigatian. I at ilL The high-
interest detainees were held under restrictive couditions.
designed to prevent them from communicating with the
general prison population or the utside world. Id., at
1.12—113.

Respondent was one of the detainees. According to his
complaint, in November 2001 agents of the FBI and Tm
migration and. Naturalization Service arrested him, on
charges of fraud in relation to identitication documents
and conspiracy to defraud. the United. States. Iqba2 v.
HasLy, 490 F. 3d 143, 147—148 (CA2 200’7). Pending trial
for those crimes, respbndent was housed at the Metropoli
tan Detention Center (MDC) in 3rooklyu, New york
Respondent was desIgnated a person “of high interest” to
th.e September 11 investigation and in January 2002 was
placeã in a section of the MDC knawn as the Administa
tive Maximum Special Houthng Unit (ADMAX SHU) Id.,
at 14& As the facility’s name indicates, the £DMAI SEll
incoxporates the maximum security condithms alluwable
under Foderai Bureau of Prison regulations. ,ThLL
z):rsfAx SEtJ detainees were kept in kdawn 23 hours a

day, spending the remaining hour outside their cells in
handcuffs and leg irons ccompa.nied. by a four-ocer
escort. Thid.

Respondent pleaded guilty to the crh,i+vi’1 charges,
served a term of impxisoxun.eut, and. was removed to his
native Paitistan. Id., at 149. Re then tiled a Biuen. action
in the United States District Court for the Eastern Dis
frict of New York against 34 current and rmer federal
offidals and 19 “John Doe” federal corrections ocers.
See Brucis v. SL Unlswiijrt ‘Fèri Narco€ks Agents, 403
U. S. 388 (1971). The defendants range from the correc
tional officers who had day-to-day contact With respondent
during the tens of his confinement, to the waid ens of the
MDC faulity, all the way to peiátioners—v.ciais who
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Were at the highest level of the federal law enforcement
hierarchy. First Amended Complaint in No. 04—CV--4809
(JG)(JA), ¶‘1Q—1l, Apu. to Pet. for Cart l5’la (hereinafter
Complaint).

The 21-cause-of-action complaint does hot chaflenge
respondent’s arrest or his confinement in the MDC’S gait
eral prison population.. RatheT, it concentrates on his
treatment while confined to the ADMAX SEtY. Tha com
plaint sets forth various c1i,ig against daf.endants who
are not before us. For instance, the complaint alleges that
respondent’s Sailors 1dcked him in the stomach, punched
him in the face, and dragged him across” his cell without
5ustifcation, iii, 1113, App. to Pet, for Cert. 176a sub
jected him to serial strip and body-cavity searches when
he posed na safety risk to himself or others, id., ¶I43—
145, App. to Pet for Cart. 182 a; and refused to let him and
other Muslims pray beta-use there would be “[nJo prayers
for terrorists,” i&, ¶154, App, to Pet. for Cart. iB4a.

The aflegatlaus against petitioners ate the oxcly ue5
relevant here. The complaint contends that petitioners
darignalod n±pc,iident a person of highint-z2rot on or
count of his race, religicn, or national origin. in contraven
tion of the First and Fifth Amendments to the Cunst-itu
tion. The complaint alleges that “the [Thl], under the
direction of Defendant MUELLER, arrested end detained
thousands ofArab Muslim men. - as part of its investiga
lion of the events of September 1L” Id., 147, at 164a.’ It
further alleges that “[tjhe policy of holding past
September-lith detainees in highly restrictive conditions
of confinement unfit they were ‘cieaxed’ by the FB was
approved by Defendants ASUCSROYf and MUELLER in
discussions in the weeks after- September 11, 200L” Id.,
169, at 168a. Lastly, the complaint posits that petitioners
“each knew of, condoned, and willfully and maliciously
agreed to subject” respondent to harsh conditions of con- -

finament “as a matter of policy, solely on account of [his)
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relion, race, andloz national origin and for no legitimate
Fenoloal interest.” IcL, ¶96, at 172a—173& The plead
ing names Ashoruft as the “rintipa1 architect” of the
policy, id., “jlO, at 15’7a, and identifies Mueller as “instru
mental in [it.sJ adoption, mulgaffon, and iraplemanta
tirra.” Id.. ¶11, at 157a.

Petitioners moved to dismiss the complaint far failure to,
state su,rient allegations to show their awn involvement
in clearly established imconstitutional conduct The Die
trict Court denied their motion. Accepting all of the ails
gatieris in respondent’s complaint as true, the court held
that ‘it cannot be said that there [is] no set of facts on
which [respondent] would be entitled to relief as against”
petitioners. Id., at 136a—137a (relying on Conky v. GTh
son, 355 U. S. 41 (1957)). Invoking the collateral-order
doctrine petitioners tiled an interlocutory appeal in the
United States Court of Appeals for the Second CixcuiL
While that appeal was nding this Court decided Bell
Atlantic Corp. v. Twomb, 550 U. S. 544 (2007), which
discussed the standard for evaluating whether a complaint
is sufficient to survive a motion to dismiss.

The Court of Appeals considered Twamblys applicabil
ity to this case. Acknowledging that Twombly retired the
Con.ley no-set-of-facts test relied upon by the District
Court, the Court of Appeals’ opinion discussed at length
bow to apply this Courfs “standard for assessing the
adequacy of pleadings.” 490 F. 3d1 at 155. It concluded
that Twombly tailed for a “flexible ‘plausibility standard,’
which obliges a pleader to amplify a claim with same
factual allegations in those contexts where such amplifica
tion is needed to render the claim plausible.” Id., at 157—
153. The court found that ètifloners’ appeal did not
present one of “those contexts” requiring amplification. As
a consequence, it held respondent’s pleading adequate to
allege petitioners’ personal involvement in discriminatory
decisions which, if true, violated clearly established consti
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ttiffon.si law. Id. at 1’14.
Judge Cabranes toucu.rred. He agreed that th major

ity’s “discussion of the relevant pleading stfindard.s re
flect[ecl] the uneasy compromise ... between a qualified
inimunity privilege rooted in. the need to preserve the
effectiveness of government as contemplated by our consti
torianal structure and. the pleading requisements of Thile
8(a) of the Federal Rnies of Ciil Procedure.” Id., at 178
(internal quotation marks and citations omitted). Judge
Cabranes nonethIess expressed concern at the prospect of
subjecting bigh-ranldug Government official4- entitled to
assert the defensr of qualified immunity and charged. with
responding to “a national and international security emer
gency tuiptecedeuted in the history of the American Re
public”—to the burdens of discoveiy on the basis of a
complaint as uauspedc as respondent’s. Id., at 179.
Reluctant to vindicate that concern as a member of the
Court of Anusals. ibid.. Judge Caizraues urged this Court
to address the appropriate pleading standard “at the
earliest opporbrnity.” IcL, at l7. We granted certiorari,
554 U. S. — (2008), and now reverse.
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lit Twombly, supra, at 553—564, the Court found it

necessary ñrst to discuss the antiiust principles impli
cated, by the complaint. Hate too we begin by taTting nate
of the elements a plaintiff must plead to tata a claim of
unconstituhonal d ination against officials enlzitled.
to assert the defense of quaiiñed immunity.

Lu Bzuans—proceeding on the theory that a right sug
gests a remedy—this Court recognized for the &st time
an implied private action for damages against federal
officers alleged to have violated a citizens constitutional
tights.” Cnrrectiojw Sewicas Crnp. v. Malesko, 534 U. S.
61, 66 (2001). Because implied causes of a±on are disfA
voted, the Court has been reluctant to extend Biuens
liability ‘to any new context or new category of defen
Janta” 534 U. S., at 68. See a]sa WUkk, 551 U. S., at
549—650. That reluctance might well have disposed of
resoondent’s First Amendment claim of religious discrimi
naláon. For while we have allowed, a Biuems action to
redress a violation of the equa1 protection component of
the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Auteudment, see
Doijs v. Passznon, 442 Ii. S. 22B (1979), we have not found
an implied. damages remedy under the Free Exeraise
Clause. Indeed, we have declined to extend Evens to a
claim sounding in the First Amendment Bush v. Lucas,
462 U. S. 367 (1983). Petitioners do not press this argu
ment, however, so we assume, without deciding, that
respondent’s First Amendment claim is actionable under
flven.s.

In the limited settings where Bivens does apply, the
implied cause of action is the “federal analog to suits
brought against state officialslmder Rev. Stat. §1979, 42
U. S. C. §1983.” Hartmon 547 U. S., at 254, ii. 2. Cf
Wilson v. Layne, 526 U. S. 603, 609 (1999). Based on the
rules our precedents establish, respondent correctly con
cedes that Government officials may not be held liable for
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the uncon tutional conduct of their subordinates under a
theory of respoitckat superior. Icbal Brief 46 ‘mt is tin
disputed that supervisory .Buens liability caimot be estab
lished. solely on a theory of responcfeat auperirn-”). See
Monefl v. Mix YDTk City Dept. of Social &rus, 436 U S.
658. 591 (1978) (5nding no vicarious liability for a mwiid
pal “person’ under 42 U. S. C. §1983); see also Dunlot v.
1Pfuiroe, 7 Cranch 242, 269 (1812) (a federal official’s
liability “will only result from his own neglect in not prop.
erly supeñnteading the ds uge,” of his subordinates’
duties); .Robertsom v. Skhel, 127 U. 8. 507, 515—516 (1888)
(‘A public officer or agent is not responsible for the mis
feasances or position wrongs, or for the nanfeasaucer,, o.r
negligances, or omissions of duty, of the suhagents or
servants or other persons properly employed by or under
him, in the discharge of his official duties”). Because
vicarious liability is inapplinable to Bivens and. §1983
suits, a plaintiff must plead that each Government-official
defendant, through the official’s own individual actions,
has violated the Csntian

The factors necessary to establish a Buena violation will
vary with the constitutional provision at issue. Where the
claim is invidious dismh’tion in contravention of the
First and. Fifth Amendments, our decisions make dear
that theplaintif must plead and prove that the defendant
acted with discriminatory purpose. Church of Lukwni
Babalu Aye, Inc. v. Eisleah, 608 U. S. 520, 540—541 (1993)
(First Amendment); Washington v. Doris, 426 11 S. 229,
240 (1976) (Fifth Amendment). Under eatant precedent
purposeful disnriminatinn requires more than “intent as
volition or intent as awareness of consequences.’ Person
neZ Ad&nistrator of Mass. v.’Fesmey, 442 U. S. 256, 279
(1979). It instead involves a dedsioumaker’s undertaking
a coijxse of action “because of’ not merely ‘in spite of’ [the
action’s] adverse effects upon an ideutifable group.” Thid.
It fbllows that, to state a claim based on a violation of a
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dearly established right, respondent mast plead sufficient
factual matter to show that peticioners adapted and inn
plemented the detention policies at issue not for a neutra],
investigative reason but for the purpose of discriminat±ig
on account of race, religion, or national oz:igin.

Respondent disagxees. He argues that under a theory
of ‘supervisory liability,” petitioners can be liable for
“knowledge anil acquiescence in their subordinates’ use of
disnintory criteria to make ci cation decisions
among detaincea.” Iqbal Brief 45—46. That is to say,
respondent believes a supervisor’s mere knowledge of his
subordinate’s discriminatory purpose amounts to the
supervisor’s violating the ConstitutIcin. We zeject this
axjumeat. Respondent’s conception of supervisory liabil
ity” is inconsistent with his accurate stipulation that
petitioners may not be held accountable for the misdeeds
of their agents. In a §1983 suit or a fliuen.s actiiou—wliere
iasters d not answer for the tarts of their servants—the

term “supervisory liability” is a misnomer. Absent vicari
ous liability, each Government official, his or her title
notwithstanding, is only liable for his or her own miscon
duct. Lu the context of determining whether there is a
violation of clearly established right to overcome qtiaiifled
immunity, purpose rather than mowledge is required to
impose Biuens liability an the subordinate for unconetitii
tional disnthninatian, the same holds txue for an official
charged with violations arising from his or her superin
tendent responsibilities.

Iv
A

We turn to respondent’s complaint. Under Federal Rule
of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2), a pleading must contain a “short
and plain statement of the claim showing that tbe pleader
is entitled to reliei” As the Court held in Twcmbly, 550
U. S. 544, the pleading standard Rule 8 announces does
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not require detaflacI factual allagatians,” but it demands
more than an inmdomed, the-defendant-izoiawfally
harmed-me accusatwL Li, at 555 (citing Papasom v.
Aflain, 478 U S. 265, 286 (1985)). A pleading that offers
“labels and conclusions” or “a ibimulaic recitation of the
elements of a cause of action will not do” 550 U. S., at
555. Nor does a complaint suffice if it tenders “naked
assertion[s]” devoid of “further factual enhancement” Li,
at 557.

To survive a mutton to tcmcs, a complaint must con
tain sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to “state a
claim to relief that is plausible on its face.” Id., at 570. A
r4aim has facial plausibility when the .plaintiff pleads
factual content that allows the court to draw the reason
able inference that the defendant is liable for the miscon
duct aflged. Id., at 556. The plausibility standard is not
akin to a “probability reuuirement,” but it asks for more
than a sheer possibility that a defendant has acted u.ulaw
folly. Thd. Where a cbmplaint pleads facts that are
‘merely cuuLLtnl with” a defendants liability, it “stops
short of the line between poaniffity and plausibility of
entitlement to relief.’” Id., at 557 (brackets omitted).

Two working principles underlie our decision in
Tuombty. First, the tenet that a court must accept as true
all of the aUegatiàns contained in a complaint is inappli
cable to legal condusious. Threadbare recitals of the
elements of a cause of action, supported by mere conclu.
son statements, do not suffice. Id., at 555 (Although for
the purposes of a motion to dismiss we must take all of the
factual allegations in the complaint as true, we “axe not
bound to accept as true a legal conclusion couched as a
factual allegation” (internal ‘cjuotation marks omitted)).
Rule S marks a notable and generous departure from the
hyper-technica], code-pleading reme of a prii’ era, but it
does not unlock the doors of discovery for a plaintiff armed
with nothing more than conclusions. Second, only a corn.-
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plaint that states a plausible claim for relief survives a
motion to dismiss. Id., at 556. Determfning whether a
complaint states a plausible claim for relief will, as the
Court of Appeals observed, be a context-specific task that
requires the reviewing court to draw on its judicial. experi
ence and. common sense. 490 F. 3d, at 157—158. But
where the well-pleaded. facts do not permit the court to
infor more than the mere possibility of miscànduct, the
complaint has alleged—but it has not “show[n]’L_”that the
pleader is entitled to relief.” Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 8(a)f2).

In keeping with these principles a court considering a
motion to dismiss can choose to begin by identifying plead
ings that, because they axe no more than conclusions, are
not entitled. to the assumption of tenth. While legal con.
c.luthnns can provide the framework of a complaint, they
must lie supported by factual allegations. When there are
wail-pleaded. factual allegations, a couxt should assume
their veracity and. then determine whether they plausibly
give use to an. entitlement to relief.

Our decision in 7laombty ffluxstuates the two-pronged
approach. There, we considered. the suEdency of a com
plaint alleging that incumbent telecommunications pro.
viders had entered an. agreement not to compete and to
forestall competitive entry, in violation c the Sherman
Act, 15 U. S. C. §1. Recogninng that §1 enjoins only anti-
competitive conduct “eflcted by a contract, combinat.iou,
ax conspiracy,” Copperweld Corp. v. fdepemdence flthe
Corp., 467 U.S. 752, 775 (1934), the plaintiffs in Thiombly
flatly pleaded that the defendants “ha[d.j entered. into a
contract, combination or conspiracy to prevent competitive
entry ... and. ba[cfj agreed not to compete with one an
other.” 650 U. S., at 551 Cmtefnal quotation marks omit
ted). The complaint also alleged that the defendants’
“parallel course of conduct -. - to prevent competition” and
inflate prices was indicative of the unlawful agreement
alleged. Ibid. (internal quotation marks omitted).

ii
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The Court held. the plaintiffs’ complaint deEcient midei
Rule 8. In doing so it first noted. that the Flalltiffi3’ asser
tion of an uniawftil agreement was a ‘“legel conclusion’”
and, as suth, was not entitled to the assumption of trutk
Id., at 555. Had the Court simply credited the ailegalinu
of a conspiracy, the plainti would have stated a claim
for relief and, been entitled to proceed perforce. The Court
next addressed the “nub” of the plaintiffs’ complaint—the
well-pleaded., noucoudusory factual allegation of parallel
behavior—to determine whether it gave rise to a “plausi
ble suggestion of conspiracy.” Id., at 565—566. Acknowl
edging that parallel conduct was consistent with an
unlawful agreement, the Court nevertheless concluded
that it did, not plansThly suggest an illicIt accord because it
was not only compatible with, but indeed ‘as more likely
exulained by, lawful, zmcho.reographed, free-market behav
ior. Id., at 567. Because the well-pleaded. fact of parallel
conduct, accepted as true, did. not plausibly suggest an
unlawful agreement, the Conrt held the plaintiffs’ com

3iit rat hc di izsd, Id, at 570.

B
Under Twornby’s construction of Rule 8, we conclude

that respondent’s complaint has not ‘nudged this1 claims”
of invidious discrimination “across the line from conceiv
able to plausible.” Ibid.

We begin our analysis by identifying th allegations in
the complaint that are not entitled to the assuription of
truth. Respondent pleads that petitioners mew of con
doned, and willfully and. maliciously agreed to subject
[him)” to harsh conditions of confinement “as a matter of
policy, solely on account of(Lhis] religion, race, andlor
national origin and for no legitimate penological interost.”
Complaint ‘96, App, to Pet, for Cart. 173a—174a. The
complaint alleges that Aslicroft was the “principal archi
tact’ of this invidious policy, ici, lD, at 157a, and that
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Mueller was i trumentaY’ in adopting and executing It,
Id., ¶11, at 15Th. These bare assertions, -much like the
pleading of conspiracy in TwornbIy, amount to nothing
more than a ufjj edtaffou of the elements” of a
constitutional disrr%niidon claim, 550 U. S., at 555,
zz.amely, that petitioners adopted a policy “because o±’ not
merely ‘in spite of,’ its adverse effects upon an identifabla
groupY Feeney, 442 U. S., at 2’19. As such, the aflegations
are conclusory and not entitled to be assumed true.
Twomhly, Su?r1, 550 U. S., at 554—555. To be clear, we d.o
not reject these bald allegations on the ground. that they
are unrealistic or ususenaicat We do not so characterize
them any more than the Court in Twombly rejected the
plaintiffs’ express allegation of a ‘contract, coxohination ox
conspiracy to prevent competitive entry,” Id., at 551,
because it’ thought that claim too chimerical to be main
tainel It is the condusoxy nature of respondent’s allega
tions, rather than their extravagantly fancifol nature, that
diseutitlas them t the presumption of truth.

We next consider the factual allegations in respondent’s
complaint to detenrdne if they plausibly suggest an anti
tkment to relief. The complaint alleges that “the [FBi),
under the direction of Defedant vtDEILE3, arrested and
detained thousands of.Axab Muslin men ... as part of Its
investigation of the events of September 1L” Complaint
¶47, App. to Pet. for Cert. 164a It forther claims that
“[t)he policy of holding post-Septeinher-lith detainees in
highly restrictive conditions of confinement until they
were ‘cleared’ by the FBI was approved by Dfeudants
ASHCRDFT and MUELLER in discussions in the weeks
after September ii, 2001.” Id., ¶69, at 168a. Taken as
true, these allegations ax cnsistent With petitioners’
puzposefdfly designating detainees “of high interest1’
because of their race, religion, or national origin. But
given more likely explanations, they do not plausibly
establish this purpose.

I
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The Sestember 11 attacks were perpetrated by 19 Arab
Muslim hijackers who counted themselves members in
good standing of ai Qaed.a. an Islaniic fundamentalist
group. .Al Qaeda was headed by another Arab Muslim—
Osarna bin Laden—and composed in large part of his Arab
Muslim disriples. It should come as na surprise that a
le1ñmats policy directing law enforcement to arrest and
detain individuals becauss of their suspected link to the
attacks would produce a dispaxate, incidental impact on
Arab Muslims, even though the pm-pose of the policy was
to target neither Arabs nor Muslims. On the facts respon
dent alleges the arrsts Mueller oversaw were likely h-’v
fiil and justified by his nonisiniinktozy intent to detain
alieps who were illegally present in the United States and
who bad potential connections to those who committed
terretizt acts. As between that “obvious alternative ex
planation” for the axresta, Twombly, suprc, at 56’!, arid the
uuruosefu) invidious d5simiaaEon respondent asks us to
infer, dis ,nnation is not a plausible condusicn.

But even if the complaint’s weu-pieaaed facts g±vu rise
to a plausible inference that respondent’s arrest was the
result of uncon.ctitiitioual dis-irnination, that inference
alone would nrt entitle respondent to relief It is isnpor
taut to recall that respondent’s complaint theflenges
naither the constitutionality of his arrest nor his initial
detention in the MDC. Respondent’s constittxtional claims
against petitioners rest solely on their ostensible “policy of
holding post-Septemher4lth detainees” in the ADMAX
SEll once they were categorized as- ‘of high interest
Complaint 69, Ap. to Pet. for CerL 168a. Ta prevail on
that theory, the complaint must contain facts plausibly
showing that petitioners purposefully adopted a policy of
chissifying post-September-li detainees as “of high inter
act” because of their race, religion, or national origin.

This the complaint fails to do. Though respondent
alleges that various other defendants, who are not before
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us, may have labeled him a person of of high in±erest for
impavrissible reasons, his only factual allegation against
petitioners accuses them of adopting a policy approviug
‘rethictive conditions of confinement” for post-September
11 detamees until they wexe “.‘deared’ by the YBL” Thd.
Accepting the truth of that allegation, the complaint does
net show, or even intimate, that pebtioners purposefully
housed detainees in the ADMAX SEtJ due to their race,
religion, or national origim AU it plaus1hl uggests is
that the Natioii’s top law enforcement officers, iii the
aerma±h of a devastating terrorist attack, sought to keep
suspected txrorists in the most secure conditions avail
able until the suspects could be cleared of terrorist activ
ity. Respondent does not argue, nor can he, that such a
motive would violate petitioners’ constitutional obliga
tions. Ee would need to allege more by way of factual
content to ‘nudg(eJ” his claimofpurposefol distrimination
across the line from conceivable to plausible.” Twombly,
SSOU.3.. at 570.

To be stirs, respondent can attempt to draw certain
contrasts between the pleadings the Cotirt considered in
Twombly and the pleadings at issue here. In Twombly,
the complaint alleged general wrongdoing that extended
over a period of years, id., at 551, whereas here th com
plaint alleges discrete wrongs—for instance, beatings—by
lower level Government actors. The allegations here, if
true, and, if condoned by petitioners, could, be the basis for
some inference of wrongful intent on petitioners’ part.
Despite these distinctions, respondent’s pleadings do not
suffice to state a claim.. UnlIke in Twombly, where the
doctrine of respondecLt superior could bind the corporate
defendant, here, as we b.ave nbted, petitioners cannot be
held liable unless they themselves acted on account of a
cons.iimtionafl protected characteristic. Yet respondent’s
complaint does riot contain any factual allegation suffi
cient to plausibly suggest petitioners’ discriminatory state
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of mind. His pleatiiugs thus do not meet the standard
necessary to comply th Rule 8.

It. is important to notes however, that we express no
opinion concerning the sifficlency of respondent’s com
plaint against th defendants who are not before us.
Respondent’s account of lila prison ordal alleges serious
official misconduct that we need not address hem. Our
decision is limited to the determination that respondent’s
complaint does not eni±le him to reiisf from petitionoxs.

C —

Respondent offers three arguments that bear on our
disposition of his case, bu.t nane is persuasive.

1
Respondent rst says that our decision in Twombty

slinuld. be limited to pleadings made in the context of an
antiust dispute. Iqbal Brief 87-38. This argument is
act supported by Thooibly and is inrompe±l1’le with the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Though Twombly de
tarmined th sufficiency of a. compint sounding in anti
trust, the decision was ba.seã on our interpretation and
application of Rule 8. 550 U. S., at 554. That Rule in turn
governs the pleading stanãard “in all civil actions and.
proceedings in the United States district couitsY Fed.
Rule Civ. Proc. 1. Our decision in Twonrbly expounded the
pleading standard for “aR dfl actions,” ibid., and it ap
plies to antitrust and disiminaticn suits a)ãe. See 550
U. S., at 555—556, and a. 3.

2
Respondent next implies that our construction of Rule 8

should he tempered where, as’be, the Court of Appeals
has “instructed the disbicb court to cabin discovery in such
a way as to preserve” petitioners’ defense of qualifled
mrnuLty “as much as possible in anticipation of a sam-
mazy judgment motion.” •Ibal Brief 21. We have held,
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discovery as to the other parties proceeds, it would prove
necessary for petitioners and. their coiznsel to participate
in. the process to ensure the case does not develop in a
misleading or slasited way that causes prejudice to their
position: Even if petitioners are not yet themselves sub
ject to discovery orders, then, they would. not be free from
the burdens of discovery.

WdecUraô respondent’s invitation to relax the pleading
req.lilremiints on the ground that the Court cf’Appeals
promises petitioners nifninially intrusive discovery. That
promise provides especially cold comfort in this pleading
context, where we are impdfle&to give real content to the
concept of quaiiEed. immunity for high-level n.Ecials who
must be neither deterred nor detracted from the vigorous
performance of their duties. Because respondent’s com
plaint is detEcient under Rule 8, he is not entitled to dis
covery. cabined or otherwise.

3
Respondent tEnafly maintains that the Federal Rules

expressly allow him to allege petitioners’ diarzriniinatory
intent “generally,” which be equates with a conclusory
allegation. Iqbal. Brief 32 (citing Fed.. Rule Civ. Proc. 9).
It follows, respondent says, that his complaint is suE
dently well pleaded. because It claims that petitioners
disiminated against him “on account of [his] religion,
iacc, andior national origin and for no legitimate periologI
cal interest.” Complaint ‘96, App. to Pet, for Cert. 172a—
173a. Were we required to accept this allegation as true,
respondent’s complaint would survive petitioners’ motion
to dismiss. But the Federal Rules do not require courts to
credit a complaint’s conclusory statements without rafor
ence to Its factual context.

It is true that Rule 9(b) requires particularity when
pleading “fraud or mistebe,” while allowing ‘[m)alice,
intent, knowledge, end other conditions of a person’s mind
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[tol be afleged generafly But “genexafly” is a relative
term- In the context of Rule 9, it is tø be compared to the
particularity requirement applicable to fraud or mistake.
Rule S merely excuses a party from pleading discrijntua
tory intent under an elevated pleading standard. It does
not give him license to evade the less rigid—thotigh still
operative—sttictuxes of Rule 8. See 5A C. Wright & A
Miller, Federal Practice and ProcedurB §1301, F- 291 (3d
ed 2004) (‘tA] rigid rule requiring the detailed pleading of
a condition of mind would be imdeuirable becauee absent
overriding consideiations pressing for a specificity re
quirement, as in the case of averments of fraud or mis
take, the general ‘hort and plain statement of the c.la±zn’
mandate in Role 8(a) ... should control the second sen.
tenco of Rule 9(b)”). And Rule 8 does not empower re
spondent to plead the hare elements of his cause of action,
ax the label generai allegation1” and expect his com
plaint to survive a motion to dismiss.

V
We hold that repwideiit’s complaint Eaili pkad uffi..

ciet forts to state a claim for purposeM and unlawful
disc±oination against petitioners. The Court of Appeals
slemid decide in the rst instance whether to remand to
the District Court so that respondent can seek leave to
amend his deficient complaint.

The judgment of the Court of Appeals is reversed, and
the case is remanded for further proceedings consistent
it1z this opinion.

It is so ordered.
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The Rise and Fall of
Plausibility Pleading?

Adam N. Steinman*

I. TWOMBLY, IQBAL, AND THE RISE OF “PLAUSIBILITY PLEADING”

This Part describes federal pleading standards beginning with
the adoption of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in 193$. It outlines
Supreme Court case law setting forth the well-known notice-pleading
approach, and then details the Court’s decisions in Twombly and Iqbat.
It concludes by summarizing the initial reaction to Twombty and Iqbat
and the early impact of those decisions in the lower federal courts.

A. Pleading Standards During the Federal Rules’First Seven Decades

Rule 8 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides that, in
order to state a claim, a complaint need only provide “a short and plain
statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.”9
This pleading standard was a core feature of the Federal Rules when
they were initially adopted in 1938.20 It was meant to provide a simpler
approach than had traditionally been required under either common-
law pleading or code pleading, in order to facilitate determinations of
cases on their merits.2’

18. Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 563 (2007).
19. FED. R. dv. P. 8(a)(2).
20. Charles E. Clark, Simplified Pleading, in 2 FED. RULES DECISIONS 456, 462 (1941)

C’Simplified pleading is basic to any program of civil procedural reform That is the course of
the new Federal Rules of Civil Procedure ).

21. See Stephen B. Burbank & Sean Farhang, Litigation Reform: Art Institutional Approach,
162 U. PA. L. REV. 1543, 1584 (2014) (“In rejecting common law pleading,... the drafters of the
1938 Federal Rules embraced the insights of legal realism. Pleadings are an inferior method to
find out what actually happened ); Miller, Deformatio,r ofFederal Procedure, aupra note 4, at
288—89:

[T]he distinguished proceduralists who drafted the Federal Rules believed in citizen
access to the courts and in the resolution of disputes on their merits, not by tricks or
traps or obfuscation. . . . Because the rulemakers were deeply steeped in the history of
the debilitating technicalities and rigidity that characterized the prior English and
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The Federal Rules illustrated this simpler approach with several
hypothetical complaints that were included in the Rules’ appendix. One
of them provided that a negligence complaint would satisfr Rule 8 by
alleging: “On <Date>, at <Place>, the defendant negligently drove a
motor vehicle against the plaintiff.”22 A hypothetical patent
infringement complaint, using the example of electric motors, provided
that it would be sufficient to allege: “The defendant has infringed and
is still infringing the Letters Patent by making, selling, and using
electric motors that embody the patented invention.”23

Judge Charles Clark, the chief drafter of the original Federal
Rules, believed that these sample complaints were “the most important
part of the rules” as far as illustrating Rule 8’s pleading standard.24 As
of December 1, 2015, the forms that had long appeared in the Federal
Rules’ Appendix have been removed, and Rule 84—which had provided
the forms “suffice under these rules and illustrate the simplicity and
brevity that these rules contemplate”26—has been abrogated.26 The
Advisory Committee Note to this 2015 amendment states explicitly,
however, that the elimination of the forms “does not alter existing

American procedural systems—that is, the common law forms of action and then the
codes—the Rules established an easily satisfied pleading regime for stating a grievance
that abjured factual triviality, verbosity, and technicality.

Charles B. Clark—who was the chief drafter of the original rules as well as dean of the Yale Law
School and, later, a federal judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit—put it this
way: “[Tin the case of a real dispute, there is no substitute anywhere for a trial. To attempt to make
the pleadings serve as such substitute is in very truth to make technical forms the mistress and
not the handmaid of justice.” Charles E. Clark, The Handmaid of Justice, 23 WASH. U. L.Q. 297,
319 (1938). For more on Clark’s view of the proper role of pleading standards, see Charles F. Clark,
Pteading Under the Federat Rules, 12 WYO. L.J. 177, 179—89, 191—93, 196—97 (1958) [hereinafter
Clark, Pleading Under the Federal Rules]; Christopher M. Fairman, The Myth of Notice Pleading,
45 Aiuz. L. REV. 987, 990—94(2003); and Michael F. Smith, Judge Charles E. Ctark and the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure, 85 YALE L.J. 914, 917—19, 923—32 (1976).

22. FED. R. Civ. P. Form 11, J 2 (2014), reprinted infra Appendix B. Until 2007, this form
appeared as Form 9 and was drafted slightly differently. See Twombly, 550 U.S. at 575—76
(Stevens, J., dissenting) (quoting former Form 9: “On June 1, 1936, in a public highway called
Boylston Street in Boston, Massachusetts, defendant negligently drove a motor vehicle against
plaintiff who was then crossing said highway.”); Swierkiewicz v. Sorema N.A., 534 U.S. 506, 513
n.4 (2002) (same). The 2007 change occurred as part of a general restyling of the Federal Rules,
which was intended “to be stylistic only” and “to make no changes in substantive meaning.” FED
R. Civ. P. 1 advisory committee’s notes to 2007 amendment.

23. See FED. R. CIV. P. Form 18, 3 (2014), reprinted infra Appendix B. This language derived
from Form 16 of the original rules, but became Form 18 in 2007.

24. Clark, Pleading Under the Federal Rules, supra note 21, at 181:
What we require [in Rule 8] is a general statement of the case.... We do not require
detail. We require a general statement. How much? Well, the answer is made in what
I think is probably the most important part of the rules so far as this particular topic is
concerned, namely, the Forms.

25. FED. R. Civ. P. 84 (2014) (abrogated 2015).
26. FED. R. Civ. P. 84 advisory committee’s notes to 2015 amendment.
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pleading standards or otherwise change the requirements of Civil Rule
8.”27

For the Federal Rules’ first seven decades, Supreme Court case
law elaborated on the simplified approach to pleading commanded by
the text of Rule 8 and these ifiustrative forms. In 1957, Conley v. Gibson
made clear that “the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do not require a
claimant to set out in detail the facts upon which he bases his claim.”28
Rather, a complaint is sufficient as long as it “give[s] the defendant fair
notice of what the plaintiffs claim is and the grounds upon which it
rests.”29 During the half-century that followed Contey, the Court
repeatedly quoted and applied the “fair notice” standard30—so much so
that the federal approach enshrined in Rule 8 came to be known as
“notice pleading.”3’

This approach, the Court would later emphasize, was compelled
by the text of Rule 8 itself: “In Conley v. Gibson, . . . we said in effect
that the Rule meant what it said.”32 When presented with arguments

27. Id. As discussed in more detail infra note 163, long-standing forms such as the
complaints in Form 11 and Form 18 should continue to inform federal courts’ approach to pleading
even though the Appendix of Forms has been deleted. Given their continued relevance—and
because such abrogated content may be harder to find as electronic sources of information are
updated to reflect the current Rules—several of the forms relevant to pleading standards are
reproduced in Appendix B of this Article.

28. Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 47 (1957).
29. Id.
30. See, e.g., Swierkiewicz v. Sorema NA., 534 U.S. 506, 512 (2002) (quoting Contey, 355

U.S. at 47); Leatherman v. Tarrant Cty. Narcotics Intelligence and Coordination Unit, 507 U.S.
163, 168 (1993) (same).

31. E.g., Swierkiewiez, 534 U.S. at 511 (describing the federal approach as “a notice pleading
system”); Lenthernzan, 507 u.s. at 168 (noting “the liberal system of ‘notice pleading’ set up by the
Federal Rules”); Thomas v. Independence Twp., 463 F.3d 285, 295 (3d Cir. 2006) (“[TJhe notice
pleading standard of Rule 8(a) applies in all civil actions, unless otherwise specified in the Federal
Rules or statutory law.”); see also Mayle v. Felix, 545 U.S. 644, 669 (2005) (contrasting the court’s
approach to habeas corpus petitions with “the generous notice-pleading standard for the benefit of
ordinary civil plaintiffs under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)”). It is worth noting that Charles
Clark himself had some reservations about framing the pleading standard in terms of notice; he
wrote:

The usual modern expression, at least of text writers, is to refer to the notice function
of pleadings . . . . This is a sound approach so far as it goes; but content must stilt be
gwen to the word “notice.” It cannot be defined so literally as to mean all the details of
the parties’ claims, or else the rule is no advance.

Clark, supra note 20, at 460 (emphasis added). For convenience, however, this Article will use the
phrase “notice pleading” to refer to the pleading standard that prevailed before Tuombty, if only
because the Supreme Court itself has embraced that phrase. By contrast, the Court has still never
used the phrase “plausibility pleading”; a Westlaw search for that phrase in the Supreme Court
database returned zero cases.

32. Lentherman, 507 U.S. at 168:
Rule 8(a)(2) requires that a complaint include only “a short and plain statement of the
claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.” In Conley v. Gibson,. . . we said in
effect that the Rule meant what it said: “The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do not
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that heightened pleading standards would be desirable for certain
kinds of issues in certain kinds of cases, the Court invariably responded
that such concerns—however justified as a practical matter—could not
be squared with the Federal Rules as they were written, and therefore
could only be implemented “by the process of amending the Federal
Rules, and not by judicial interpretation.”33

Indeed, the Court made one of its most robust reaffirmations of
notice pleading just five years before Twombly came down.
Suierkiewicz v. Sorema N.A.34 was an employment-discrimination case
decided in 2002. in a unanimous opinion authored by Justice Thomas,
the Court concluded that it was sufficient for a plaintiff to allege that
his “age and national origin were motivating factors in [the defendant’s]
decision to terminate his employment.”35 Emphasizing Contey’s “fair
notice” standard,36 Justice Thomas made clear that the pleading
threshold did not require the plaintiff to show that he will ultimately
prevail on his claim,37 or that he has or will likely uncover evidence to
support his allegations.38 Justice Thomas explicitly recognized that the

require a claimant to set out in detail the facts upon which he bases his claim. To the
contrary, all the Rules require is a short and plain statement of the claim that will give
the defendant fair notice of what the plaintiffs claim is and the grounds upon which it
rests” (citations omitted).

33. E.g., Swierkiewicz, 534 U.s. at 515 (“A requirement of greater specificity for particular
claims is a result that ‘must be obtained by the process of amending the Federal Rules, and not by
judicial interpretation.’” (quoting Leatherman, 507 U.S. at 168)); see also Subñn & Main, supra
note 4, at 1847 (“In 1993, and then again in 2002, the Supreme Court. . . found that only Congress
or other rulemakers—not the courts—could deviate from the ‘notice pleading’ standard required

by Federal Rule 8(a).”).
34. 534 U.S. 506.
35. Amended Complaint at j 37, Swierkiewicz v. Sorema NA., No. 99 Civ. 12272 (S.D.N.Y.

Apr. 19, 2000), reprinted in Joint Appendix, 2001 WL 34093952, at 27a; see also Swierkiewicz, 534

U.S. at 514 (“Petitioner alleged that he had been terminated on account of his national origin in
violation of Title WI and on account of his age in violation of the ADEA.”).

36. Swierkieuicz, 534 U.S. at 512:

[1]mposing the Court of Appeals’ heightened pleading standard in employment
discrimination cases confficts with Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2), which
provides that a complaint must include only “a short and plain statement of the claim
showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.” Such a statement must simply “give the
defendant fair notice of what the plaintiffs claim is and the grounds upon which it rests”
(quoting Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 47 (1957)).

37. See id. at 515 (‘[The federal] pleading standard [is] without regard to whether a claim
will succeed on the merits.”); accord Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232, 236 (1974):

When a federal court reviews the sufficiency of a complaint, before the reception of any
evidence either by affidavit or admissions, its task is necessarily a limited one. The
issue is not whether a plaintiff wifi ultimately prevail but whether the claimant is
entitled to offer evidence to support the claims.

38. See Swierkiewicz, 534 U.S. at 511—12 (rejecting as “incongruous” with notice pleading a
requirement to allege facts raising an inference of discrimination, because “direct evidence of
discrimination” might be unearthed during discovery even though the plaintiff was concededly
‘without direct evidence of discrimination at the time of his complaint”).
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federal approach to pleading would “allowfl lawsuits based on
conclusory allegations of discrimination to go forward.”39 But
“[wJhatever the practical merits of this argument, the Federal Rules do
not contain a heightened pleading standard for employment
discrimination suits.”4°

Notice pleading was not a free pass, however. Even at the
pleading stage, a defendant could challenge a claim’s legal sufficiency.4’
If the substantive law does not provide a remedy for the conduct alleged,
the complaint’s statement of the claim does not “showfl that the pleader
is entitled to relief’ as required by Rule 8(a)(2).42 And such a complaint
“fail[s] to state a claim upon which relief can be granted,” which justifies
dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6).43 Indeed, a pleading-stage motion to
dismiss was—and remains—a suitable vehicle for resolving novel
questions of substantive law.44 Notice pleading was also understood to
permit dismissal at the pleading stage when the plaintiffs own
allegations reveal a fatal defect that defeats the claim on the merits. In
other words, a plaintiff may “pleadfl itself out of court”45 by making

allegations that conclusively undermine its claim for relief. If so, a Rule
12(b)(6) dismissal is proper.46

41. See, e.g., Am. Postal Workers Union v. City of Memphis, 361 F.3d 898,902(6th Cit. 20U4)
(reviewing a dismissal “based purely on the legal sufficiency of a plaintiffs case’); Browning v.
Clinton, 292 F.3d 235, 242 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (“A Rule 12(b)(6) motion tests the legal sufficiency of a
complaint ); Int’l Mktg., Ltd. v. Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., 192 F.3d 724, 732 (7th Cit. 1999):

[G]iven that the written agreements were, as a matter of law, the only valid agreements
between IlviL and the defendants, and given that UvtL by its own admissions apparently
failed to meet the payment terms that would have triggered the defendants’ duty to
perform, neither ADM nor Swift acted wrongfully

see atso Clyde Spifienger, Teaching Twombly and Iqbal. Elements Analysis and the Ghost of
Charles Clark, 60 UCLAL. RE’!. 1740, 1745 (2013):

“[Niotice pleading” did not alter the requirement that the complaint’s allegations satisr
the elements of a recognized cause of action. The conceptual basis for assessing the legal
sufficiency of a complaint that had prevailed prior to the [Federal Rules’] adoption
remained in place: The complaint’s allegations must be assessed in light of governing
substantive law to ensure that they address the elements of some recognized claim.

42. FED. R. Cw. P. 8(a)(2).
43. FEi. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6).
44. See generally, e.g., Cutter v. Wilkinson, 544 U.s. 709 (2005) (on appeal from the district

court’s denial of a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, deciding whether the federal Religious Land Use and
Institutionalized Persons Act violated the Establishment Clause); Rosenbrahn v. Daugaard, 61 F.
Supp. 3d 845 (D.S.D. 2014) (deciding in the context of defendants’ motion to dismiss that South
Dakota’s ban on same-sex marriage was unconstitutional); Wyeth, Inc. v. Weeks, 159 So. 3d 649
(Ala. 2014) (on certification from a federal district court in connection with a Rule 12(b)(6) motion
to dismiss, considering whether a name-brand drug manufacturer could be liable for failing to
warn a purchaser of the generic version); see also Rutan v. Republican Party of III., 497 U.S. 62,
65 (1990) (on appeal from a grant of a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, deciding “whether promotion, transfer,
recall, and hiring decisions involving low-level public employees may be constitutionally based on
party affiliation and support”).

45. Xechem, Inc. v. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., 372 F.3d 899, 901 (7th Cir. 2004).
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II. RECONCILING TWOMBLYAND IQBAL WITH NOTICE PLEADING

This Part examines the Court’s reasoning in Twombty and Iqbat
and the pleading framework they employ. Although the decisions are
problematic in many respects, their approach to pleading can and
should be reconciled with the notice-pleading approach that
characterized federal practice for nearly seven decades. Section A
proposes a basic understanding of the Twombty/Iq bat two-step analysis,
and shows how that approach can be applied consistently with notice
pleading. Section B examines Twombty’s “retirement” of the Supreme
Court’s statement in Contey that “a complaint should not be dismissed
for failure to state a claim unless it appears beyond doubt that the
plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would
entitle him to relief,”03 and explains why Twombty’s critique of Contey
does not constitute a meaningful departure from notice pleading.
Section C elaborates on what should constitute a “conclusory” allegation
whose truth need not be accepted at the pleading phase.

A. Iqbal’s Two Steps

To reconcile the logic of Twombty and Iqbat with notice pleading,
one must consider carefully the two-step analysis Justice Kennedy
described in Iqbat. That analysis proceeds as follows: First, the court
must identify allegations that are mere “legal conclusions” and
disregard them for purposes of determining whether the complaint
states a claim for relief. 104 Second, the court must assess whether the
remaining allegations, accepted as true, plausibly suggest an
entitlement to relief.’05 Under this framework, the real potential for
mischief lies in the ability to disregard conclusory allegations. Only the
first-step examination of “legal conclusions” can excise allegations from
a complaint. The second-step “plausibility” inquiry allows a complaint
to pass muster even if a substantive requirement of the plaintiffs claim
is stated only in conclusory terms.’°6

Accordingly, calling the Twombty and Iqbat framework
“plausibility pleading” is a significant over-simplification. Under the

103. Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.s. 41, 45—46 (1957).

104. Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009); see also supra notes 76—80 and accompanying
text (describing this part of the Iqbal opinion).

105. Iqbat, 556 U.S. at 678; see also supra notes 81—82 and accompanying text (describing this
part of the Iqbat opinion).

106. See Steinman, supra note 8, at 1319 (“Conclusoriness is destructive; it justifies
thsregarding an allegation. Plausibility is generative; it justifies creating an allegation that is not
validly made in the complaint itself (perhaps because it was alleged only in a conclusory
manner).”).
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logic of Twombty and Iqbat, there is no need to assess plausibility if the
nonconclusory allegations establish all of the requirements of a
meritorious claim. Twombly recognized this, noting that an
“independent” allegation of an agreement between the Baby Bell
defendants would have sufficed.’°7 And Iqbat recognized this, noting
that it was paragraph 96’s “conclusory nature”—not the fact that it was
“chimerical” or “fanciful”—that allowed the Court to refuse to accept its
truth.’°8 As long as a complaint’s nonconclusory allegations, accepted as
true, establish a claim for relief, the complaint necessarily passes
muster. To allow courts to second-guess such allegations under the
guise of “plausibility” would contravene the requirement that
nonconclusory allegations must be accepted as true at the pleading
phase.’°9

What about Iqbat’s recognition that courts may refuse to accept
the truth of conclusory allegations? One might argue that even to
recognize that possibility is to impose a more restrictive pleading
standard than had existed prior to Twombty and Iqbat. Well before
Twombly and Iqbat, however, federal appellate courts had embraced
the idea that a court was not required to accept mere legal

Indeed, the power to disregard legal conclusions flows
quite naturally from the core fair-notice requirement. If a complaint
provides—in the language of Iqbat—merely an “unadorned, the-
defendant-unlawfully-harmed-me accusation,” or “a formulaic
recitation of the elements of a cause of action,”2 it has not provided
“fair notice of what the plaintiffs claim is and the grounds upon which
it rests.”3

107. Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.s. 544, 564 (2007).

108. Iqbat, 556 U.S. at 681. Justice Kennedy also made clear that “[w]ere we required to

accept [paragraph 96] as true, respondent’s complaint would survive petitioners’ motion to

dismiss.” Id. at 686.

109. Put another way, “when a complaint contains nonconclusory allegations on every

element of a claim for relief, the plausibility issue vanishes completely,” because “the court must

assume the veracity of such nonconclusory allegations.” Stemman, supra note 8, at 1316 (citation

omitted). “If such allegations address each element that would be needed to ultimately prove the

plaintiffs claim, then they do more than make an entitlement to relief plausible—they con&m an

entitlement to relief, at least for purposes of the pleadings phase.” Id. at 1316—17 (citation omitted).

110. See, e.g., Achtman v. Kerby, Mclnerney & Squire, LLP, 464 F.3d 328, 337 (2d Cix. 2006)

(“[C]onclusory allegations or legal conclusions.., will not suffice to defeat a motion to dismiss.”

(citation omitted)); Chofla Ready Mix, Inc. v. Civish, 382 F.3d 969, 973 (9th Cix. 2004) (“[Tjhe court

is not required to accept legal conclusions (citation omitted)).

111. Iqbat, 556 U.S. at 678 f”[T]he pleading standard Rule 8 announces does not require

‘detailed factual allegations,’ but it demands more than an unadorned, the-defendant-unlawfully-

harmed-me accusation.” (quoting Tuornbty, 550 U.s. at 555)).

112. Id. (quoting Twornbty, 550 U.S. at 555).

113. Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 47 (1957). Indeed, one might perfectly align Twonibty and

Iqbat with notice pleading simply be deEning the term “conclusory” to niean “failing to provide fair
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The biggest challenge going forward from Twombty and Iqbal is
to determine what qualifies as a conclusory allegation whose truth may
be disregarded at the pleading phase. This inquiry is what makes
Twombty and Iqbat so potentially disruptive to notice pleading, but it is
also the key to saving notice pleading. One way to reconcile the
Twornbtyllqbat framework with notice pleading would be with the
following approach: an allegation qualifies as “conclusory”—and hence
fails to provide “fair notice”—when it states a mere legal conclusion
rather than identifying a real-world act or event.’14

This approach should not cause alarm for proponents of notice
pleading. Suppose, for example, that a complaint alleges merely: “the
defendant violated the plaintiffs legal rights in a way that entitles the
plaintiff to relief’; or “the defendant violated the plaintiffs rights under
Title WI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act”; or “the defendant breached a
duty owed to the plaintiff under state law and this breach proximately
caused damages to the plaintiff.” These allegations would all state a
claim for relief, in the sense that the plaintiff would prevail if these
allegations were ultimately proven true. Yet even notice pleading would
require something more. Why? Because they do not identify what
actually occurred in the real world: What did the defendant do? What
happened to the plaintiff? These hypothetical allegations epitomize the
“unadorned, the-defendant-unlawfully-harmed-me accusation,”5 or
the “formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of action,”6 that
can be disregarded as conclusory. One might call this a transactional
approach to pleading—it is the failure to provide an adequate
transactional narrative that permits the court to refuse to accept such
allegations as true.

notice of what the plaintiffs claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.” Under the two-step

framework set forth in Iqbat, the only basis for refusing to accept an allegation as true is that it is

conclusory. See supra notes 78—82, 106—109 and accompanying text (summarizing Iqbal and

emphasizing that the nonconclusory allegations must be accepted as true). If “conclusory” means

nothing more than “falling to provide fair notice,” the conflict with notice pleading disappears. See
Steinman, supra note 8, at 1324—25 (“Iqbat’s recognition that conclusory allegations need not be

accepted as true does not necessarily mean the end of notice pleading. it merely cloaks the notice

inquiry in different doctrinal garb.”); Id. at 1325 (“To say that an allegation is ‘conclusory’ because

it lacks X is no different than saying that ‘fair notice’ requires the defendant to be informed of X.”).

114. See Steinman, supra note 8, at 1334:

One way to reconcile Twombly and Iqbat with authoritative pre-Twornbty texts and
precedents is to define conclusory’ in transactional terms. A plaintiffs complaint must
provide an adequate transactional narrative, that is, an identification of the real-world
acts or events underlying the plaintiffs claim. When an allegation fails to concretely
identify what is alleged to have happened, that allegation is conclusory and need not be
accepted as true at the pleadings phase.

115. Iqbat, 556 U.s. at 678.
116. Id. (quoting Twonzbty, 550 U.s. at 555).
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I will elaborate in more detail below on how this transactional
approach fits with the Supreme Court’s reasoning in Twombly and
Iqbal.”7 For now, it is important to note that this approach does not
require a court to inquire how a plaintiff will ultimately prove her
version of what happened, or to assess the likelihood that the plaintiff
will ultimately succeed. The plaintiff need only provide allegations
regarding the events underlying her claim. It thus avoids the
informational “Catch-22” associated with a restrictive understanding of
plausibility pleading. As long as the plaintiff can articulate a
transactional narrative that, if true, would entitle her to relief, she can
use the discovery process to uncover evidence to support that
transactional narrative.

What about plausibility—the second step in the Twornbtyllq bat
framework? The plausibility inquiry might perform a number of
functions that do not invite the troubling consequences that would flow
from a more restrictive reading of those decisions. First, as Twornbty
and Iqbal both indicate, plausibility could allow courts to infer things
that were not themselves alleged in the complaint—or that were alleged
purely in a conclusory manner. Many have criticized the Supreme
Court’s reasoning regarding how a court should decide whether certain
allegations do “plausibly suggest” some missing requirement of a viable
cause of action.”8 These critiques are well taken, but it is crucial to
recognize that a plaintiff need not rely on “plausibl[e] suggest[ionsJ” if
the complaint’s nonconclusory allegations, accepted as true, establish a

117. See infra Section ii.c (elaborating on how “conceptualiz[ing] what counts as ‘conclusory’in transactional terms . . reconcile[sJ the Court’s conclusions in Twornbty and Iqbat with preTuombly notice-pleading precedents”); see also Steinman, supra note 8, at 1298—99, 1328—39(describing the transactional approach).
118. See, e.g., Miller, Deformation of Federal Procedure, supra note 4, at 334:

[Tuombly] requires facts—not conclusions—showing” (a word in the Rule neverpreviously judicially focused on or accorded any significance) a ‘plausible” claim, withlittle guidance as to what that means. And what does it mean? Justice Souter’sTu’ombty opinion oniy tells us plausibility is something more than purely speculativeor possible, but it can be less than probable. Of course, that’s not very helpful.
(footnotes omitted); Burbank, supra note 95, at 118 (criticizing “[tjhe Iqbat Court’s reliance on‘judicial experience and common sense’ “ as “an invitation to ‘cognitive illiberalism’” (citing DanM. Kahan, David A. Hoffman & Donald Braman, Whose Eyes Are You Going to Believe? Scott v.Harris and the Perils of Cognitive Itliberatism, 122 HARV. L. REV. 838 (2009)). Additional confusionregarding plausibility stems from seemingly contradictory language on the relationship betweenplausibility and the likelihood of uncovering supporting evidence during discovery. On one hand,Tuonthly stated that “when a complaint adequately states a claim, it may not be dismissed basedon a district court’s assessment that the plaintiff will fail to find evidentiary support for hisallegations.” Tuonibly, 550 U.S. at 563 n.8. On the other hand, it stated that the plausibility
inquiry “calls for enough fact to raise a reasonable expectation that discovery will reveal evidenceof illegal agreement.” Id. at 556. This tension is discussed infra note 297.
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meritorious claim.”9 As a logical matter, the potential for the
plausibility inquiry to salvage complaints where the requirements of a
meritorious claim are addressed oniy by conclusory allegations makes
the pleading framework more forgiving, not less.120 Again, it is only the
ability to disregard conclusory allegations that allows courts to second-
guess the truth of a complaint’s allegations.

Second, plausibility can encompass the sort of legal-sufficiency
inquiries that have long been an accepted aspect. of notice pleading.’2’
Even if a complaint describes with unquestionable clarity the events
that are the basis for the plaintiffs cause of action, it should not survive
the pleading phase if those events would fail, as a matter of law, to
justify any relief for the plaintiff. It would correctly be said that the
complaint does not “statefl a plausible claim for relief.”22 One subset of
this scenario is where the plaintiff has “pled itself out of court” by
including allegations that conclusively undermine a viable claim.’2’ In
this situation, the plaintiffs own allegations would confirm that the
complaint does not “statefl a plausible claim for relief.”24

Under this view of the plausibility inquiry,’25 plausibility plays
no role when a complaint’s nonconclusory allegations, accepted as true,
establish a claim for relief. Because those nonconclusory allegations
must be accepted as true, such a complaint necessarily would survive
the plausibility inquiry. The complaint must be examined as if all of
those nonconclusory allegations . have been proven. If those
nonconclusory allegations make out a meritorious claim, there is no role
for a free-floating assessment of those allegations’ “plausibility.”

C. Twombly, Iqbal, and the Power to Disregard Conctusory Allegations

For all of the reasons explained earlier, Twombty and Iqbat’s
most significant potential impact lies in courts’ ability to disregard
allegations in a complaint on the grounds that they state only “legal
conclusions.”43 Because Iqbat itself recognizes that nonconclusory
allegations must be accepted as true, a court may second-guess a
complaint’s allegation only if it finds that the allegation is conclusory. I
argue here that as long as the complaint’s allegations identify the basic
events that establish the plaintiffs entitlement to relief, those
allegations are nonconclusory—the plaintiff should not be required to
include allegations indicating how it will prove those allegations.

Admittedly, the Twombly and Iqbat decisions themselves fail to
provide concrete guidance on what makes an allegation impermissibly
“conclusory.” One reason for this difficulty is that the Court does not
reconcile its refusal to accept some allegations in those cases with its
willingness to accept others.’ In Iqbal, for example, the Court deemed
it sufficiently nonconclusory to allege that “[i]n the months after
September 11, 2001, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (‘FBI’), under
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the direction of Defendant MUELLER, arrested and detained
thousands of Arab Muslim men. .. as part of its investigation of the
events of September 11,” and that “[tJhe policy of holding post-
September- 11th detainees in highly restrictive conditions of
confinement until they were cleared by the FBI was approved by
Defendants ASHCROFT and MUELLER in discussions in the weeks
after September 11, 200 1.”146 If there is a principle that explains why
these allegations must be accepted as true but the allegation in
paragraph 96 does not, the Court does not explain what it is.’

In deciding how best to navigate this terrain, it is significant
that neither Twombly nor Iqbat overrule Swierkiewicz or any other
aspect of pre-Twornbty pleading except for Contey’s “beyond doubt...
no set of facts” language.’48 As discussed above, Twombly took issue
only with an extremely literal reading of that phrase.’49 The pre
Twombty notice-pleading framework did not depend on the contorted
reading of Conley that Twombty correctly retired.”° That Twombly took
pains to challenge that one particular reading of one particular phrase
in Contey buttresses the view that other tenets of the long-standing
notice-pleading framework should remain intact. Again, Twombly
embraced Contey’s “fair notice” standard.’5’ It would be perverse to read
Iqbal as implicitly rejecting that standard when its analysis was based
on the Twombly decision that had explicitly reaffirmed “fair notice.”52

Moreover, the Supreme Court has repeatedly instructed that its
decisions should not be read to overrule earlier decisions implicitly.
Only the Supreme Court has the “prerogative of overruling its own
decisions.”53 Until the Court itself has done so, lower courts continue
to be bound by those prior decisions.’54 Caution seems especially

145. Iqbat Complaint, supra note 83, at 47; see also Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 681 (quoting the
complaint).

146. See Iqbnl Complaint, supra note 83, at 69; see also Iqbot, 556 U.S. at 681 (quoting the
complaint).

147. See Steinman, supra note 8, at 1329 (comparing the allegations that the Court
disregarded in Iqbal with the ones that the Court accepted as true).

148. See supra notes 60—135 and accompanying text.
149. Supro notes 126—133 and accompanying text; see also Steinman, supra note 6, at 1757

(“Twornbty jettisoned only a very problematic, borderline-nonsensical understanding of this phrase

150. See Steinman, supra note 6, at 1757 C’No serious jurist had ever read Conley as imposing
such a meaningless standard ).

151. See supra note 60 and accompanying text.
152. Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007) (quoting Conley v. Gibson, 355

U.S. 41, 47 (1957)).
153. Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203, 237 (1997) (internal quotation marks omitted).
154. See id. at 238 (emphasizing that lower courts are bound to follow Supreme Court holdings

“unless and until [the Supreme] Court reinterpreted the binding precedent”); see also Scheiber v.
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warranted where, as here, the later decisions cite and reaffirm the
earlier decisions that they have supposedly overruled.’55

The approach proposed earlier—which would conceptualize
what counts as “conclusory” in transactional terms’56—is able to
reconcile the Court’s conclusions in Twombly and Iqbat with pre
Twombly notice-pleading precedents.’57 First, consider paragraph 51 of
the Twornbty complaint:

In the absence of any meaningful competition between the [defendants] in one another’s
markets, and in tight of the porottet course of conduct that each engaged in to prevent
competition from CLECs within their respective local telephone andlor high speed
internet services markets and the other facts and market circumstances alleged above,
Plaintiffs allege upon information and belief that Defendants have entered into a contract,
combination or conspiracy to prevent competitive entry in their respective local telephone
andlor high speed internet services markets and have agreed not to compete with one
another and otherwise allocated customers and markets to one another.’

As a logical matter, an agreement to engage in parallel conduct
must come before the parallel conduct itself. Yet paragraph 51 suggests
that the conspiracy derives from the parallel conduct, rather than the
other way around. The Twombly majority emphasized precisely this
fact in finding that while “a few stray statements [in the complaint]
speak directly of agreement, on fair reading these are merely legal
conclusions resting on the prior allegations.”59 Accordingly, Justice

Dolby Labs., Inc., 293 F.3d 1014, 1018 (7th Cir. 2002) (Posner, J.) (“[Wie have no authority to
overrule a Supreme Court decision no matter . . . how out of touch with the Supreme Court’s
current thinking the decision seems.”).

155. See supra notes 60—62 and accompanying text.
156. See supra notes 113—117 and accompanying text.
157. It may be worth interrogating the presumption that the Supreme Court’s ultimate

conclusion on a particular issue—such as whether paragraph 51 of the Twonibly complaint or
paragraph 96 of the Iqbat complaint should be accepted as true at the pleading phase—generates
obligations on future courts as a matter of stare decisis. See Steinman, supra. note 6, at 1742
(examining whether stare decisis should “requir[e] future courts to infer obligations from the mere
results of cases”). As explained above, neither Twornbty nor Iqbat provided any clarifying principle
that would require courts to disregard allegations that would have passed muster for purposes of
notice pleading. If stare decisis requires courts to read Twontbly and Iqboi as creating broader
authority to disregard allegations at the pleading phase, then courts are—by necessity—being
forced to infer from those bare results new principles that the precedent-setting decisions never
themselves articulated. See id. at 1783—90. Although result-based stare decisis may foster
consistency in a very loose sense, it carries with it the risk that courts will be required to read
decisions far more sweepingly than is justified. See id. at 1742. For these reasons, I have argued
elsewhere that—as a matter of institutional design—a better approach to stare decisis would not
require courts to justify, reconcile, or explain the bare results reached by superior courts. Id. at
1783—86.

158. Twornbty Complaint, supra note 51, at 51.
159. Tuonibly, 550 U.S. at 564—66 (explaining that “the complaint first takes account of the

alleged absence of any meaningful competition between the ILECs in one another’s markets, the
parallel course of conduct that each ILEC engaged in to prevent competition from CLECs, and the
other facts and market circumstances alleged earlier” and that “ ‘in tight of’ these, the complaint
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Souter concluded that the Twombty plaintiffs had merely “rest[ed] their
§ 1 claim on descriptions of parallel conduct and not on any independent
allegation of actual agreement among the ILE Cs.”6°

Now consider the key paragraph of the Iqbat complaint.
Paragraph 96 alleged that Ashcroft, Muller, and nine other defendants
“each knew of, condoned, and willfully and maliciously agreed to subject
Plaintiffs to [harsh] conditions of confinement as a matter of policy,
solely on account of their religion, race, and/or national origin.”6’ The
problem with this paragraph is not necessarily the allegation that
Ashcroft and Mueller acted “solely on account of [Iqbal’s] religion, race,
and or national origin.” If it were, Iqbal would indeed be hard to square
with Swierkieuicz (where the complaint contained a similarly cursory
allegation regarding the defendant’s intent),’62 as well as former Form
11 (which states without elaboration that the defendant was driving
“negligently”).’63

concludes that the ILECs have entered into a contract, combination or conspiracy to preventcompetitive entry into their markets and have agreed not to compete with one another.” (emphasis
added)) (quoting Twornbty Complaint, supra note 51, at 51) (other quotation marks andalterations omitted)).

160. Id. at 564 (emphasis added). One can certainly take issue with the Court’s reading ofparagraph 51. The placement and phrasing of that paragraph could have been an attempt to
indicate, consistent with Rule 11, “that the conspiracy allegation was one that did not currentty
have evidentiary support but ‘will likely have evidentiary support after a reasonable opportunity
for further investigation or discovery.’” Steinman, supra note 8, at 1338—39 (quoting FED. R. CIV.
P. 11(b)(3)). For the Twontbty plaintiffs, it is unfortunate that the Court failed to consider this
possibility. But the fact remains that the Tu’ornbty majority’s concern with paragraph 51 was that
it did not constitute an “indepeitdent allegation of actual agreement” but rather a mere “legal
conclusion[] resting on the prior allegations.” Twonibty, 550 U.s. at 564 (emphasis added). Had
the complaint provided such an “independent allegation of actual agreement,” it would have—in
the language of Iqbat—qualified as a nonconclusory allegation that must be accepted as true.

161. Iqbat Complaint, supra note 83, at ¶1 96.
162. See supra notes 34—40 and accompanying text (describing Swierkiewicz).
163. See supra note 22 and accompanying text (describing Form 11). The 2015 amendments

to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure eliminated nearly all of the Forms that had appeared in
the Federal Rules’ Appendix, including all of the sample complaints. See supra notes 22—27 andaccompanying text (describing the sample complaint for negligence and the sample complaint forpatent infringement). The Advisory Committee Note makes clear, however, that the elimination
of the forms “does not alter existing pleading standards or otherwise change the requirements ofCivil Rule 8.” FED. R. CIV. P. 84, advisory committee note. Indeed, the impetus for eliminating theforms confirms that no substantive change to the Federal Rules is intended; rather, the committee
note explains that the Forms “are no longer necessary” because “[t]he purpose of providingillustrations for the rules, although useful when the rules were adopted, has been fulfilled.” Id. Asan interpretive matter, it would be nonsensical to use the fact that the Forms’ “purpose” has been
“fulfilled” as justification for an approach to pleading (or any other topic governed by the FederalRules) that flies in the face of those same Forms. Given the explicit instruction in the proposedcommittee note, and the fact that no amendments were made to the rules that govern pleadingand pleading motions (such as Rule 8 and Rule 12), pleading forms that have occupied the FederalRules for its first eight decades remain the best indicator of the pleading framework contemplated
by the drafters, and they should continue to be followed unless and until the Court commands a
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But there is another way to understand what made paragraph
96 conclusory. It failed to state what Ashcroft and Mueller actually did
vis-à.-vis Iqbal. Given the Court’s understanding of what was required
for Bivens liability—that “each Government-official defendant, through
the official’s own individual actions, has violated the Constitution” —

Ashcroft’s and Mueller’s individual conduct was crucial as a matter of
substantive law. Yet up until this key allegation in the Iqbat complaint,
Ashcroft’s and Mueller’s role in Iqbal’s confinement seemed to be solely
their approval of the hold-until-cleared policy. This policy was never
alleged to have been adopted for invidious reasons—a point that Justice
Kennedy made explicitly in his opinion.’65 Insofar as paragraph 96 did
not allege that discriminatory animus drove Ashcroft and Mueller to
take any particular, concrete, real-world action, one might legitimately
conclude that—at least as to Ashcroft and Mueller—the allegation in
paragraph 96 is “nothing more than a ‘formulaic recitation of the
elements’ of a constitutional discrimination claim.”66

A proper application of Iqbat could yield a different outcome,
therefore, if a hypothetical complaint alleged:

Ashcroft and Mueller ordered that all post-September- 11th detainees who are Arab or
Pakistani Muslim men be subjected to harsh conditions of confinement, and they issued
this order because of its adverse effect on this particular group. Iqbal was subjected to
harsh conditions of confinement pursuant to this policy.

Or perhaps:

Ashcroft and Mueller knew Iqbal personally and they ordered that he be subjected to
harsh conditions of confinement because he was a Pakistani Muslim man.

In both instances, the allegation of the defendants’ state of mind is no
less cursory than in Iqbat itself.’67 But these hypothetical allegations
state more than mere legal conclusions because they describe—
admittedly in “short and plain” fashion’68—what actions Ashcroft and

different approach. Several of the forms relevant to pleading standards are reproduced in
Appendix B of this Article.

164. Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S 662, 676 (2009).
165. Id. at 683.
166. Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007).
167. See Steinman, stipro note 8, at 1341 (arguing that under a proper understanding oflqbot,

“an allegation may contain some language that, in isolation, might be characterized as conclusory
without the allegation being deemed conclusory’ for purposes of Iqbat step one”).

168. FED. R. CIV. P. 8(a)(2) (requiring “a short and ptain statement of the claim showing that
the pleader is entitled to relief’ (emphasis added)).
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Mueller took. 169 Therefore, they should be accepted as true without any
assessment of their “plausibility.”70

This approach also makes sense of Swierkiewicz and the sample
negligence complaint (former Form 11)171 that occupied the Rules’
Appendix for nearly eight decades. Although $uierkiewicz—like
Iqbat—involved a defendant’s discriminatory intent, the Swierkiewicz
complaint provided a straightforward transactional narrative: the
plaintiff was employed by the defendant, and the plaintiff was fired
because of his age (fifty-three) and national origin (Hungarian). Former
Form 11 also concretely identified the liability-generating conduct and
event: the defendant negligently driving his car against the plaintiff.’72
This is more than the sort of “unadorned, the-defendant-unlawfully-
harmed-me accusation” that Iqbat declared should be disregarded as a
mere legal conclusion, even though it does not elaborate on precisely
how the defendant was negligent.’73

III. THE SUPREME COURT’S POST-IQBAL PLEADING DECISIONS

For the reasons described in Part II, the best reading of Twornbty

and Iqbat does not impose on the federal judiciary a new plausibility-

pleading regime. The framework developed in Twombty and Iqbat does

not, in fact, make an assessment of the complaint’s “plausibility” the

crucial inquiry in deciding whether it survives a motion to dismiss. Nor

do Twombty• and Iqbat compel a more restrictive pleading standard

than the notice-pleading framework that existed in pre-Tuombty years.

We now have the benefit of additional input from the Supreme Court,

which has addressed federal pleading standards on numerous occasions

during the last five years. This Part will describe the six most

significant post-Iqbat Supreme Court decisions that address pleading

standards.

D. Fifth Third Bancorp v. Dudenhoeffer

In June 2014, the Court decided Fifth Third Bancorp u.
Dudenhoeffer.223 The case focused primarily on the substantive law
governing ERISA duty-of-prudence claims. The unanimous opinion by
Justice Breyer began by rejecting the defendant’s argument that
certain kinds of ERISA fiduciaries (those of an employee stock

217. Id. at 2070.
218. Id. (emphasis added).

219. Id. at 2069; see also supra text accompanying note 215.
220. Wood, 134 S. Ct. at 2068—69.

221. See supra notes 45—46 and accompanying text; see also Xechem, Inc. v. Bristol-Myers

Squibb Co., 372 F.3d 899, 901 (7th Cir. 2004) (noting that a plaintifrpleads itself out of court”

when its complaint “admits all the ingredients of an impenetrable defense”).

222. Wood, 134 S. Ct. at 2070.

223. 134 S. Ct. 2459 (2014).
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ownership plan, or ESOP) should enjoy a “presumption of prudence.”224
In remanding the case, however, Justice Breyer stated that a motion to
dismiss a duty-of-prudence claim “requires careful judicial
consideration of whether the complaint states a claim that the
defendant has acted imprudently.”225 Discussing some of the relevant
considerations, the Court clarified several aspects of the substantive
law governing ERISA duty-of-prudence claims depending on whether
the alleged lack of prudence was based on publicly available
information known to the fiduciary or inside information known to the
fiduciary.

With respect to the first category, the Court explained that
“allegations that a fiduciary should have recognized from publicly
available information alone that the market was over- or undervaluing
the stock are implausible as a general rule, at least in the absence of
special circumstances.”226 But the Court refused to rule out the
possibility that “a plaintiff could nonetheless plausibly allege
imprudence on the basis of publicly available information by pointing
to a special circumstance affecting the reliability of the market price as
an unbiased assessment of the security’s value in light of all public
information that would make reliance on the market’s valuation
imprudent.”227

With respect to the second category (where the use of inside
information might run afoul of securities laws), the Court wrote that “to
state a claim for breach of the duty of prudence on the basis of inside
information, a plaintiff must plausibly allege an alternative action that
the defendant could have taken that would have been consistent with
the securities laws and that a prudent fiduciary in the same
circumstances would not have viewed as more likely to harm the fund
than to help it.”228

{L]ower courts faced with such claims should also consider whether the complaint has
plausibly alleged that a prudent fiduciary in the defendant’s position could not have
concluded that stopping purchases—which the market might take as a sign that insider
fiduciaries viewed the employer’s stock as a bad investment—or publicly disclosing
negative information would do more harm than good to the fund by causing a drop in the
stock price and a concomitant drop in the value of the stock already held by the fund.229

224. Id. at 2463; see otso id. at 2470 (The proposed presumption makes it impossible for aplaintiff to state a duty-of-prudence claim, no matter how meritorious, unless the employer is in
very bad economic circumstances. Such a rule does not readily divide the plausible sheep from the
meritless goats.”).

225. Id. at2471.
226. Id.
227. Id. at 2472.
228. Id.
229. Id. at 2473.
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The Court’s discussion of the potential role pleading motions
might play in the context of E SOP duty-of-prudence claims does not
suggest a fundamentally more restrictive approach to pleading. While
the Court indicates that certain things must be “plausibly alleged,” the
only concrete “implausibility” examples the Court provides are theories
that fail as a matter of law. As a matter of law, holding stock is not
imprudent if selling that stock based on inside information would
violate securities laws. As a matter of law, holding or buying a
particular stock is not imprudent simply because the price of that stock
was dropping, because, absent special circumstances, fiduciaries may
prudently rely on the premise that the market price accurately reflects
publicly available information. As a matter of law, failing to stop new
purchases is not imprudent if doing so would have done more harm than
good, such as by signaling to the market that the stock is a bad
investment and leading to a drop in the stock price that would hurt
existing holdings. Where a complaint does allege a legally sufficient
theory, however, nothing in Fifth Third suggests that a court may
second-guess the underlying allegations based on a perceived lack of
plausibility.230

230. As this Article was in its final editing stages, the Supreme Court issued a per curiam
decision in Anigen Inc. u. Harris, 136 S. Ct. 758 (2016), a case that had previously been remanded
to the Ninth Circuit for further consideration in light of Fifth Third. See Amgen Inc. v. Harris, 134
S. Ct. 2870 (2014). Prior to Fifth Third, the Ninth Circuit had found that the Anigen complaint
had adequately stated an ESOP duty-of-prudence claim based on the defendants’ “continuing to
provide Amgen common stock as an investment alternative when they knew or should have known
that the stock was being sold at an artificially inflated price.” See Harris v. Amgen, Inc., 770 F.3d
865 (9th Cir. 2014). After Fifth Third, on remand from the Supreme Court, the Ninth Circuit
‘reiterated its conclusion that the complaint states such a claim.” Anigen, 136 S. Ct. at 758; see
also Harris v. Arngen, Inc., 788 F.3d 916, 919 (2014) (“The opinion filed on October 30, 2014, and
published at 770 F.3d 865, is hereby amended and replaced by the amended opinion filed
concurrently with this order.”); id. at 929 (“On reconsideration in light of Fifth Third, we again
reverse the district court’s dismissal.”). The Supreme Court then found that the Ninth Circuit’s
post-Fifth Third ruling had “failed to properly evaluate the complaint” because it “failed to assess
whether the complaint in its current form has plausibly alleged that a prudent fiduciary in the
same position could not have concluded that the alternative action would do more harm than good.”
136 S. Ct. at 759 (internal quotation marks omitted). The Supreme Court then stated, without
elaboration: “Having examined the complaint, the Court has not found sufficient facts and
allegations to state a claim for breach of the duty of prudence.” Id. It did, however, “leavefl to the
District Court in the first instance whether the stockholders may amend it in order to adequately
plead a claim for breach of the duty of prudence guided by the standards provided in Fifth Third.”
Id.

As with the Fifth Third decision itself, the Court did not speci1r in Arngen what would berequired to adequately allege that a particular alternative action would not have “done more harm
than good.” Although the Court found the Arngen complaint to be insufficient, that complaint did
not contain any allegations regarding whether removing Amgen common stock from the list of
investment alternatives would have led to adverse consequences that might outweigh the benefits
to the plan participants. See Amended Complaint at ¶ 288—292, Harris v. Amgen, No. No. 2:07-
cv-05442-PSG-PLA (C.D. Cal. Mar. 23, 2010), available at 2010 WL 11401029. As described above,
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F. Omnicare, Inc. v. Laborers District Council
Construction Industry Pension Fund

Omnicare, Inc. v. Laborers District Council Construction
Industiy Pension Fund24° involved a false registration claim under § 11
of the 1933 Securities Act. As in Fifth Third, the Court in Omnicare
focused primarily on the governing substantive law, but it then
indicated the role that pleading standards might play on remand. The
plaintiffs in Omnicare asserted that the issuer’s statement of an opinion
in a registration statement was actionable because the issuer had
“omitted to state facts necessary to make its opinion . . . not
misleading.”24’ Specifically, the Omnicare plaintiffs challenged the
issuer’s belief that its arrangements with pharmaceutical
manufacturers complied with federal and state law.242

Writing for the majority, Justice Kagan rejected the defendant’s
argument that an issuer’s statement of opinion can never be grounds
for a § 11 “omission” claim.243 Instead, she recognized: “[A] reasonable
investor may, depending on the circumstances, understand an opinion
statement to convey facts about . . . the speaker’s basis for holding that
view. And if the real facts are otherwise, but not provided, the opinion
statement will mislead its audience.”244 Put another way: “if a
registration statement omits material facts about the issuer’s inquiry
into or knowledge concerning a statement of opinion, and if those facts
conflict with what a reasonable investor would take from the statement
itself, then § il’s omissions clause creates liability.”245

Because a viable cause of action in this context exists “only when
an issuer’s failure to include a material fact has rendered a published
statement misleading,”246 Justice Kagan emphasized (citing Iqbat) that

240. 135 S. Ct. 1318 (2015).
241. Id. at 1327; see also 15 U.S.C. § 77k(a) (2012) (creating a cause of action if a registration

statement “omitted to state a material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the
statements therein not misleading”). Omnicare also recognized that an opinion would violate § il’s
prohibition on making an “untrue statement of a material fact,” 15 U.S.C. § 77k(a), if the speaker
did not hold the belief she professed, or if a supporting fact the speaker used to support her belief
was false. 135 5. Ct. at 1327 (“[L]iability under § li’s false.statement provision would follow
not only if the speaker did not hold the belief she professed but also if the supporting fact she
supplied were untrue.”). The allegations in Omnicare did not support that theory. Id. (noting that
the plaintiffs “cannot avail themselves of either of those ways of demonstrating liability” because
the allegedly false sentences were “pure statements of opinion” and the plaintiffs “do not contest
that Omnicare’s opinion was honestly held”).

242. Omnicare, 135 S. Ct. at 1323.
243. Id. at 1328—29.
244. Id. at 1328.
245. id. at 1329.
246. Id. at 1332.
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“an investor must allege that kind of omission—and not merely by
means of conclusory assertions.”247 That is, the complaint must “identify
particular (and material) facts going to the basis for the issuer’s
opinion—facts about the inquiry the issuer did or did not conduct or the
knowledge it did or did not have—whose omission makes the opinion
statement at issue misleading to a reasonable person reading the
statement fairly and in context.”248 Justice Kagan did not, however,
indicate that a court may refuse to accept the truth of such an allegation
at the pleading phase—the plaintiffs obligation is merely to “identify”
the omitted facts that form the basis for a claim that the issuer’s
statement was misleading.249 If the court is able to determine as a
matter of law that the omitted fact does not “show that Omnicare lacked
the basis for making those statements that a reasonable investor would
expect,”25° that is no different than the usual inquiry into legal
sufficiency that was traditionally proper fodder for motions to dismiss.

In remanding the case, Justice Kagan recognized that the
complaint in Omnicare had alleged “that an attorney had warned
Omnicare that a particular contract ‘carried a heightened risk’ of legal
exposure under anti-kickback laws.”25’ However, she observed that
“[i]nsofar as the omitted fact at issue is the attorney’s warning, that
inquiry entails consideration of such matters as the attorney’s status
and expertise and other legal information available to Omnicare at the
time.”252 Whether Omnicare’s opinion was misleading may also depend
on “whatever facts Omnicare did provide about legal compliance, as well
as any other hedges, disclaimers, or qualifications it included in its
registration statement.”253

These considerations are consistent with examining the legal
sufficiency of a § 11 false registration claim at the pleading phase.
Depending on the allegations, a court might properly conclude as a
matter of law that the opinion was not misleading in light of other
information contained in the registration statement—not just “hedges,
disclaimers, or qualifications” but also, as in Omnicare, information in

247. Id. Accordingly, Justice Kagan explained: ‘The Funds’ recitation of the statutory
language—that Omnicare ‘omitted to state facts necessary to make the statements made not
misleading—is not sufficient; neither is the Funds’ conclusory allegation that Omnicare lacked
‘reasonable grounds for the belief it stated respecting legal compliance.” Id. at 1333.

248. Id. at 1332.
249. id.; see also id. at 1333 (‘[The plaintiffJ cannot proceed without identifying one or more

facts left out of Omnicare’s registration statement.”).
250. Id. at 1333.
251. Id.
252. Id.
253. Id.
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the registration statement that there was a risk of legal exposure.254 In
listing these considerations, Justice Kagan did not indicate that courts
should be undertaking a more rigorous inquiry than is ordinarily proper
to determine whether a claim fails as a matter of law. Indeed, the
Supreme Court has indicated that issues-relating to such securities law
claims often present mixed questions of law and fact that are properly
left to the ultimate fact-finder.255

IV. BEYOND PLAuSIBILITY PLEADING

The preceding Parts of this Article show that (1) Twombty and
Iqbat should not have been read to impose a plausibility-pleading
regime that was more restrictive than the long-standing notice-
pleading approach; and (2) recent Supreme Court decisions on pleading
confirm the view that Twombty and Iqbat should be applied in a way
that preserves notice pleading and pre-Twombty Supreme Court case
law. Confusion continues in the lower federal courts, however, and it is
worth addressing a few points that have arisen as courts have struggled
to make sense of Twombly and Iqbat.

As described in Part II, it is possible to reconcile the idea that
courts may disregard so-called “conclusory” allegations with the pre
Twombty notice-pleading approach. It is crucial, however, to
understand what makes an allegation a mere “legal conclusion” whose
truth need not be accepted at the pleading phase. A statement is not
conclusory for pleading purposes simply because it contains some
language that might be called conclusory in other contexts.265 The key
allegation in former Form 11, for example, must be accepted as true
even though one might call it conclusory to allege that the defendant
was driving “negligently.”266 The allegation regarding the defendant’s
discriminatory intent in $wierkiewicz must be accepted as true even
though one might call it conclusory to allege that Mr. Swierkiewicz’s
“age and national origin were motivating factors in [the defendant’s]
decision to terminate his employment.”267 These allegations are not
conclusory in the transactional sense—and therefore are sufficient to
give defendants fair notice—because they provide a basic identification
of the liability-generating events or transactions and the defendant’s
role in those events or transactions. In addition to making sense of
Twombty and Iqbal,268 this approach gives effect to Rule 9(b)’s
instruction that “[mJalice, intent, knowledge, and other conditions of a
person’s mind may be alleged generally.”269

265. See supra notes 16 1—173 and accompanying text.
266. See supra note 22 and accompanying text (describing Form 11). As discussed supra note

163, Form 11 remains instructive regarding federal pleading standards even though it and other
forms in the Federal Rules’ Appendix were eliminated in December 2015. Former Form 11 (and
other forms relevant to pleading standards) are reproduced in Appendix B of this Article.

267. See supra note 35.
268. See supra notes 161—166 and accompanying text.
269. FED. R. Cw. P. 9(b); see supra note 169.
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Post-Iqbat lower court decisions have been inconsistent when
handling these sorts of allegations.270 There have, however, been some
encouraging examples of a more sensible approach—even before the
Supreme Court’s more recent pleading decisions described in Part III.
In Swanson v. Citibank, N.A.,27’ for example, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Seventh Circuit found that a complaint for discrimination under
the Fair Housing Act was sufficient because it “identifie[dJ the type of
discrimination that [the plaintiff] thinks occurs (racial), by whom
(Citibank, through Skertich, the manager, and the outside appraisers
it used), and when (in connection with her effort in early 2009 to obtain
a home-equity loan). This is all that she needed to put in the
complaint.”272 Under the approach proposed in this Article, that is the
correct way to understand federal pleading standards after Twornbty
and Iqbat, and it is consistent with both pre-Twornbty and post -Iqbat
Supreme Court case law.

Another important question going forward is how much detail a
complaint must provide in describing the relevant events or
transactions in order to avoid being labeled conclusory. Notice pleading
may not be dead, but even Charles Clark—the chief drafter of the
original Federal Rules—recognized that some “content” must be given
to the word “notice.”273 As Clark also recognized, notice “cannot be
defined so literally as to mean all the details of the parties’ claims, or
else the rule is no advance.”274 This spirit should continue to inform
federal pleading standards. An allegation should not be treated as
conclusory—or as failing to provide fair notice—simply because it does
not provide “exact dates, times, locations, or which particular
employees or officers of an institutional or corporate party were
involved.”275 As long as the complaint provides a “short and plain”276
identification of what is alleged to have happened, there is no need for
courts to insist at the pleading phase on detail for detail’s sake.

270. See Alex Reinert, Pleading As Information-Forcing, 75 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 1, 12—13 & nn.83—86 (citing cases).
271. 814 F.3d 400, 405 (7th Cir. 2010).
272. Id. at 404; see also Samovsky v. Nordstrom, Inc., 619 Fed. Appx. 547, 548 (Mem) (7th Cir.Oct. 28, 2015) (reversing Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal of an employment discrimination claim as‘premature” because “ ‘I was turned down for a job because of my race’ is all a complaint has tosay”).
273. See supra note 31 (citing Clark, supra note 20, at 460).
274. Clark, supra note 20, at 460.
275. Steinman, supra note 8, at 1343.
276. FED. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2).
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Twornbty and Iqbat, in fact, both recognize that Rule 8 does not require
“detailed factual allegations.”277

On this issue as well, courts since Iqbal have adopted confticting
stances. One example has arisen in the context of Fair Labor Standards
Act (FLSA) claims for failure to pay overtime wages. In Landers v.
Quality Communications, Inc.,278 the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit recently found that it was insufficient for an FLSA
complaint to allege that the plaintiff had worked more than forty hours
per week but had not received overtime pay for those hours; rather, it
was necessary to identifr the particular weeks overtime hours were not
paid.279 Other courts, however, have held that such detail is not
required.28°

In determining what constitutes a “conclusory” allegation that
can be disregarded at the pleading phase, there is an unavoidable level-
of-generality problem. Why, for example, is it sufficient for a plaintiff to
allege that the defendant in former Form 11 “negligently drove” rather
than to require the plaintiff to allege the particular aspect of the
defendant’s driving that constituted negligence? On the other hand, if
the pleading standard tolerates “negligently drove,” must it also
tolerate “tortiously drove,” or “drove in a manner that makes the
defendant liable to the plaintiff?” These are difficult questions that may
elude perfectly coherent answers. It should be recognized, however, that
notice pleading was not immune from these level-of-generality
problems; again, some content must be given to the word “notice.”28’

One possible guidepost for resolving these issues may be the
substantive contours of the plaintiffs claim. To say that the defendant
drove “tortiously” may be impermissibly conclusory because the
substantive law itself delineates between different kinds of tortious
behavior. An intentional tort and a negligence tort are distinct legal
claims. They are subject to distinct legal standards that, at trial, would

277. Ashcroft v. lqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (“As the court held in Twornbty, the pleadingstandard Rule 8 announces does not require ‘detailed factual allegations’ (quoting BellAtlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007))); Twonibty, 550 U.S. at 555 (“[A] complaintattacked by a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss does not need detailed factual allegations ).278. 771 F.3d 638 (9th Cir. 2014).
279. Id. at 644—46.
280. See, e.g., Pope v. Walgreen Co., No. 3:14—cV—439, 2015 WL 471006, at *5 (W.D. Tenn.Feb. 4, 2015) (“To require the present plaintiffs to each specify in their complaint a particular weekin which they worked more than 40 hours without overtime pay would, again, be rigidly harsh andinconsistent with Iqbal and Twornbty.”)
281. See supra note 31 (citing Clark, supra note 20, at 460).
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invite distinct instructions to the jury.282 On this view, an adverb like
“tortiously” is problematic because it glosses over these distinctions
with a catch-all legal conclusion. Such an approach would not be
insurmountable for plaintiffs, however. Even if the more general adverb
“tortiously” is too conclusory to be accepted as true in and of itself, a
plaintiff could still pursue relief under both a negligence theory and an
intentional tort theory. The Federal Rules unequivocally authorize
plaintiffs to plead claims in the alternative—even claims that are
inconsistent with one another.283

Recognizing the substantive contours of particular claims can
also explain what might seem to be a tension between former Form 11
and the Court’s post-Iqbat decisions in Fifth Third and Omnicare. If it
is sufficient to allege that the defendant “negligently” drove, how can
Fifth Third suggest that it is insufficient to allege simply that an ESOP
fiduciary “imprudently” bought or failed to sell company stock? And how
can Omnicare suggest that it is insufficient to allege simply that
Omnicare “lacked ‘reasonable grounds” for its belief?

One answer is that the Fifth Third and Omnicare decisions
clarify the substantive law in ways that establish new substantive
requirements for pursuing the claims at issue in those cases. After Fifth
Third, there is no longer a generic ERISA “imprudence” claim against
an ESOP fiduciary with respect to their decision to buy or hold their
own company’s stock. Such claims depend on what information would
have alerted the fiduciary that its behavior was imprudent. If it was
public information, then the claim is legally insufficient unless—at the
very least—special circumstances reveal that the market price was
failing to account for that information.284 If it was private information,
then the claim is legally insufficient unless taking the purportedly
prudent course of action would be consistent with securities laws
against insider trading and would not have harmed the fund in other
ways.285 As in the car-accident example above,286 a plaintiff might
pursue multiple theories—either together or in the alternative. But a

282. See, e.g., N.Y. PArTERN JURY INSTR.—CIVIL 2:10—2.12 (various instructions relating to
negligence); N.Y. PATTERN JURY INSTR.—CIVIL 3:1—3.3 (various instructions relating to intentional
torts).

283. See FED. R. CIV. P. 8(d)(2) (“A party may set out 2 or more statements of a claim or defense
alternatively or hypothetically, either in a single count or defense or in separate ones. If a party
makes alternative statements, the pleading is sufficient if any one of them is sufficient.”); FED. R.
Cjv. P. 8(d)(3) (“A party may state as many separate claims or defenses as it has, regardless of
consistency.”).

284. See supra notes 226—227 and accompanying text.
285. See supra notes 228—229 and accompanying text; see atso supra note 230 (describing the

Court’s per curiam decision in Arngen, a follow.up to Fifth Third).
286. See supra note 283 and accompanying text.
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blanket allegation that the defendant acted “imprudently” need not be
accepted as true.

Similarly, Omnicare means that there is no longer a generic
claim that the expression of an opinion in a registration statement was
a “false statement.” Rather, there are distinct claims that (1) the
speaker did not actually hold the opinion stated in the registration
statement; (2) the speaker supported its opinion with a fact that was
false; or (3) a reasonable investor would understand the opinion to
convey facts about the speaker’s basis for that opinion, but the real facts
are otherwise and are not provided in the statement.287 Where—as in
Omnicare—a plaintiff pursues the third theory, it must at least identify
the facts whose omission make the statement of the opinion without
those facts misleading.288 And again, the plaintiff is free to pursue
multiple theories of liability as alternative claims.289

To survive the sort of legal-sufficiency inquiry that has always
been proper at the pleading phase, a complaint’s “statement of the
claim” must have allegations that—accepted as true—cover each of the
substantive requirements articulated in Fifth Third and Omnicare.
Courts should be sensitive to how much detail is required when
describing the events underlying the plaintiffs claim,290 but it is not
inconsistent with notice pleading to require allegations that, assuming
they are proven true, would make out a viable claim for relief. When
the Court states that such allegations must “plausibly” satisfy the
substantive requirements of a viable claim, this should be understood
to allow screening for legal insufficiency, as described above.29’ The
plausibility inquiry should not permit a court to insist that the
complaint itemize subsidiary facts or evidence that the plaintiff plans
to use to support those allegations.

Finally, it is important to address the relationship between
pleading standards and discovery. There is, of course, an important

287. See supra note 241 and accompanying text.
288. See supra notes 246—247 and accompanying text.
289. See supra note 283 and accompanying text.
290. See supro notes 273—280 and accompanying text.
291. See supra notes 121—124 and accompanying text. This approach makes sense of the

Court’s post-Iqbot statements that certain matters must be “plausibly” alleged. See, e.g., supra
notes 201—208, 214—222, 226—230 & 259—263 and accompanying text (discussing Motrixx, Wood,fifth Third, and Dart Cherokee). As the Court explained in Johnson, this inquiry focuses on a
claim’s “substantive plausibility.” Johnson, 135 S. Ct. at 347. It is only if a complaint lacks a
substantively necessary requirement of a meritorious claim (or addresses it merely with a“conclusory,” “unadorned, the-defendant-unlawfully-harmed.me accusation,” Iqbat, 556 U.S. at
678) that a court should inquire whether the remaining allegations in a complaint “plausibly
suggest” its truth. See supra notes 118—120 and accompanying text; see atso supro notes 83—87and accompanying text (discussing Justice Kennedy’s reasoning in Iqbot).
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practical relationship between the two. Because the pleading standard
determines whether the case will proceed to the discovery phase,
finding the proper balance between the costs and benefits of court-
supervised discovery has been a central feature of the pleading
debate.292 Too lenient a pleading standard might impose unwarranted
discovery costs on innocent defendants,293 yet too strict a pleading
standard could thwart meritorious claims by plaintiffs who cannot
satisfy the pleading standard without obtaining the information needed
to do so through the discovery process.294

The Twornbty and Iqbat opinions do contain a number of
comments regarding potential discovery burdens, although most are
simplistic and empirically unsupported.295 Twornbty and Iqbat do not,
however, employ a pleading standard that depends on a case-specific
assessment of the likely burdens or benefits of discovery. The Tuombly
and Iqbat framework insists that nonconclusory allegations be accepted
as true,296 regardless of whether it appears likely that supporting
evidence will be found during discovery: again, “a well-pleaded
complaint may proceed even if it strikes a savvy judge that actual proof
of those facts is improbable, and ‘that a recovery is very remote and
unlikely.’ “297

292. See Steinman, supra note 8, at 1311 (“At the core of this consequentialist debate over
pleading standards is a struggle to balance the costs and benefits of pre-trial discovery”).

293. See Id. (“If pleading standards are too lenient, plaintiffs without meritorious claims could
force innocent defendants to endure the costs of discovery and, perhaps, extract a nuisance
settlement from a defendant who would rather pay the plaintiff to make the case go away.”).

294. See id. at 13 11—12. This, of course, is the “Catch-22” described supra notes 94—95 and
accompanying text.

295. See Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.s. 662, 685 (2009) (describing the need to avoid “disruptive
discovery” that “exacts heavy costs in terms of efficiency and expenditure of valuable time and
resources”); Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 558 (2007) (“Thus, it is one thing to be
cautious before dismissing an antitrust complaint in advance of discovery, but quite another to
forget that proceeding to antitrust discovery can be expensive.” (citations omitted)); id. at 559
(“[TJhe threat of discovery expense will push cost-conscious defendants to settle.”). In fact,
empirical studies confirm that disproportionately burdensome discovery is the rare exception in
federal court. See Emery G. Lee III & Thomas E. Willging, Defining the Problem of Cost in Federal
Civil Litigation, 60 DUKE L.J. 765, 773 (2010).

296. See supra Part II.
297. Tuombly, 550 U.s. at 556 (quoting Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232, 236 (1974)). This

notion is not undermined by Tuombty’s comment that the plausibility inquiry “calls for enough
fact to raise a reasonable expectation that discovery will reveal evidence of illegal agreement.” Id.
As discussed supra notes 157—160 and accompanying text, Tuornbty undertook the plausibility
inquiry only because the complaint had failed to make an “independent allegation of actual
agreement.” Id. at 564 (emphasis added). Had the complaint provided such an “independent
allegation of actual agreement,” it would have qualified as a nonconclusory allegation that must
be accepted as true. See id. That would have rendered the plausibility inquiry—and any need for
additional “fact to raise a reasonable expectation that discovery will reveal evidence of illegal
agreement”—unnecessary. Id. at 556. This is confirmed not only by the logic of the Tuonibty
opinion itself, but also by Twombly’s reliance on Dura Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Broudo, 544 US.
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Even on Twombly and Iqbat’s own terms, the pleading standard
is not an invitation for courts to make off-the-cuff assessments about
discovery burdens based solely on the allegations in the complaint.
Discovery expense is a valid concern, but it is one that is already
accounted for in the discovery rules themselves. The Federal Rules
explicitly state that discovery will not be permitted unless it is
“proportional to the needs of the case, considering the importance of the
issues at stake in the action, the amount in controversy, the parties’
relative access to relevant information, the parties’ resources, the
importance of the discovery in resolving the issues, and whether the
burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its likely
benefit.”298 Procedurally, parties can request ex ante limits on the kind,
quantity, and sequence of discovery, and they can also make a-la-carte
objections to particular discovery requests at the time those requests
are made.299 The structure of the discovery rules ensures that parties
are never forced to comply with an unduly burdensome discovery
request without an opportunity for the court to consider whether the
request is proper.

Indeed, there are functional reasons to insist that this inquiry
occur as part of the discovery process rather than in the context of a
Rule 12(b)(6) motion. A Rule 12(b)(6) motion allows a defendant to
obtain dismissal of the complaint without even having to deny the truth
of the plaintiffs allegations.300 A Rule 12(b)(6) motion merely targets

336 (2005), for the proposition that a complaint should not survive the pleading phase if there is
no “reasonably founded hope that the [discovery] process will reveal relevant evidence.” Id. at 559—
60 (quoting Duru, 544 U.S. at 347). For Duro, there would have been such ‘reasonably founded
hope” as long as the complaint had provided “some indication of the loss and the causal connection
that the plaintiff has in mind.” Dura, 544 U.S. at 347 femphasis added). All Dura required, then,
was a mere articulation of events connecting the defendant’s conduct to the loss suffered by the
plaIntiff—not some affirmative indication that supporting evidence would, in fact, be found. See
Steinman, supra note S, at 1334—35 (describing Dura as consistent with a transactional approach
to pleading).

298. See FED. R. CIV. P. 26cb)(l). Prior to the 2015 amendments to Rule 26, proportionality
considerations were addressed in Rule 26cb)f2)(c)(iii). The 2015 amendments “rearranged” the
previously codified proportionality considerations “slightly” and added an explicit reference to “the
parties’ relative access to relevant information.” FED. R. Civ. P. 26 advisory committee’s note to
2015 amendment (“The considerations that bear on proportionality are moved from present Rule
26(b)(2)(C)(iii), slightly rearranged and with one addition.”).

299. See FED. R. civ. P. 16(c)(2)(F) (authorizing the court to “take appropriate action on.
controlling and scheduling discovery”); FED. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(2) (authorizing the court to order
limitations on discovery); FED. R. civ. P. 26(c)(1) (“A party or any person from whom discovery is
sought may move for a protective order.”); FED. R. Civ. P. 37 (describing the process for resolving
discovery disputes).

300. See FED. R. civ. P. 12(a)—(h) (authorizing the defense of “failure to state a claim” to be
asserted “by motion” prior to having to serve an answer); see also Twonibly, 550 U.S. at 572
(Stevens, J., dissenting) (noting that the Twombly complaint was dismissed “without so much as
requiring [the defendants] to file an answer denying that they entered into any agreement”).
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whether the complaint adequately states a claim. Therefore, the
defendant can file such a motion free from Rule 8’s obligation to “admit
or deny the allegations asserted against it by an opposing party,”°’ as
well as Rule li’s obligation that a defendant may deny such allegations
only when an “inquiry reasonable under the circumstances” reveals
that “denials of factual contentions are warranted on the evidence” (or
at least “are reasonably based on belief or lack of information”).’02 What
difference does this make? If information surfaces that confirms the
plaintiffs allegations after a Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal, it is unlikely that
there will be any potential recourse against the defendant. But if the
defendant improperly denies an allegation in its answer or improperly
withholds relevant information during the discovery process, and this
ultimately leads to a judgment against the plaintiff (either at summary
judgment or at trial), Rule 60(b) can be used to reopen the case.303

Even if a court is concerned about discovery burdens, it is hard
to see why at least some basic discovery is not warranted in all cases
where the complaint provides a simple transactional narrative that, if
accepted as true, would establish a legally viable claim. Narrowly
tailored discovery—some number of relevant interrogatories, requests
for identifiable, relevant documents, and depositions of key witnesses—
would admittedly impose some litigation costs on the defendant. But so
does litigation over pleading sufficiency at the Rule 12(b)(6) phase,304
which can invite amended complaints that are then followed by
additional Rule 12(b)(6) motions challenging the sufficiency of those
pleadings.30’ Defendants are often happy to incur those costs if the
potential result is a pre-answer dismissal of the complaint. For the
system as a whole, however, it seems better to have pre-trial activity
focus on the discovery of relevant information—and a direct assessment
of what type and quantity of discovery is warranted—than on pre

301. FED. R. CIV. P. 8(b)(1)(B).
302. FED. R. Civ. P. 11(b)(4).
303. See FED. R. Civ. P. 60(b)(3) (“[TJhe court may relieve a party or its legal representative

from a final judgment, order, or proceeding for the following reasons: . . . (3) fraud (whether
previously called intrinsic or extrinsic), misrepresentation, or misconduct by an opposing party.”);
see, e.g., Summers v. Howard Univ., 374 F.3d 1188, 1193 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (‘As several circuits have
held, failure to disclose or produce materials requested in discovery can constitute misconduct
within the purview of Rule 60(b)(3).” (citations and internal quotation marks omitted)).

304. See Steinman, supra note 8, at 1355:
[T]he argument that a stricter pleading standard is needed to control discovery costs
overlooks the costs that heightened pleading standards can add to the pleadings phase
itself. . . . [A] stricter pleading standard can encourage costly, time-consuming litigation
over pleading sufficiency. The perception that Tuonthty and Iqbat raised the bar for
federal pleading standards seems to have had precisely this effect.

305. See, e.g., Santiago v. Warminster Twp., 629 F.3d 121, 133—34 (3d Cir. 2010) (considering
whether the plaintiffs Third Amended Complaint passes muster under Tuonibty and Iqbai).
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answer briefs and motions scrutinizing every jot and tittle of the
plaintiffs complaint. As Charles Clark observed: “we cannot expect the
proof of the case to be made through the pleadings” because “such proof
is really not their function.”306

CONCLUSION

From the original drafters of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure to the twenty-first century critics of Twombty and Iqbat,
scholars have long recognized the importance of pleading standards to
an effective, well-functioning system of civil justice. The initial pleading
is the key to the courthouse door. A claim that cannot survive the
pleading phase is effectively no claim at all.

This realization drove the federal courts’ approach to pleading
during the first seven decades of the Federal Rules. Although Twornbty
and Iqbat disrupted the traditional framework, they need not be
interpreted in a way that imposes a newly restrictive pleading
standard. The Twombty and Iqbat decisions had many flaws, but it
was—and still is—possible to read them in a way that would retain the
notice-pleading approach set forth in the text of the Federal Rules and
confirmed by pre-Twombty case law. More recent Supreme Court
decisions refute the conventional wisdom that Twombty and Iqbat
installed a plausibility-pleading regime that gives courts greater power
to second-guess a plaintiffs allegations at the pre-answer motion-to-
dismiss stage. This is a positive development, but it may have little
impact unless it receives the same attention that accompanied the
Twombty and Iqbat decisions themselves.

APPENDIX A: MOST FREQUENTLY CITED
SUPREME COURT DECISIONS

The following chart lists the one hundred most-frequently cited
Supreme Court decisions of all time, in terms of citations by federal
courts and tribunals. The citation counts are based on the Shepard’s
citation service primary database as of September 9, 20 15.307

306. Charles E. Clark, The New Federal Rules of Civit Procedure: The Last Phase—
Undertying Philosophy Embodied in Some of the Basic Provisions of the New ProcethLre, 23 A.B.A.
J. 976, 977 (1937).

307. Reprinted with the permission of LexisNexis. Sincere thanks to Frear Simons and
Praveen Nuthakki for compiling this information.
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ik Caae Federal Court Citing

1
Anderson v. Liberty Lobby. Inc., 477 U.S. 242

195 159(1986)

2 Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317 (1986) 183.365
Bell Ati. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544

127 521(2007)

4 Ashcroft v. Iqbal. 556 U.S. 662 (2009) 104,712
Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio

94 229Corp., 475 U.S. 574(1986)

6 Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668(1984) 70,312
7 Thomas v. Am, 474 U.S. 140(1985) 68,944
8 Conley v. Gibson. 355 U.S. 41 (1957) 60,389
9 Slack v. McDaniel, 529 U.S. 473 (2000) 51,901

10 Haines v. Kerner, 404 U.S. 519 (1972) 51,029
McDonnell Douglas Corp. v Green. 411 U.S.

44 833792 (1973)

12
Mcneil v. Dep’t of Soc. Serve., 436 U.S. 658

577(1978)

13 Neitzke v. Williams. 490 U.S. 319(1989) 42,084
14 Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389(1971) 41.975
15 Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976) 41,044
16 Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362(2000) 40,156
17 Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825 (1994) 37.406
18 Miller-El v. Cockrefl, 537 U.S. 322(2003) 35,293
19 Erickson v. Pardus, 551 U.S. 89(2007) 28,298
20 Harlow v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 800 (1982) 26,999
21 United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220 (2005) 26,818
22 Coleman v. Thompson, 501 U.S. 722 (1991) 25,669
23 Jackson v. Virginia. 443 U.S. 307 (1979) 24,940
24 Anders v. California, 386 U.S. 738(1967) 24.858

Adickes v. S. H. Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 14425 (1970) 24.085

26 Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232 (1974) 22,728
27 Heck v. Humphrey, 512 U.S. 477(1994) 22.348

Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of
28 Federal Bureau of Narcotics. 403 U.S. 3$8 21.394

(1971)
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2014 WL 51290
S.D. Texas,

Houston Division.

Perry COLEMAN, Plaintiff,
V.

JOHN MOORE SERVICES, INC., Defendant.

Jan. 7, 2014.

MEMORANDUM AND OPINION

LEE H. ROSENTHAL, District Judge.

*1 The plaintiff, Perry Coteman, sued his former employer, John Moore Services LP, alleging violations of the FairLabor Standards Act for failure to pay overtime for hours worked in excess of 40 hours in a workweek. John Moorehas moved to dismiss Coleman’s amended complaint for failure to state an FLSA violation or FLSA employer statusunder federal Rule of Civil Procedure l2(b)f6) and Rule 8fa)’s pleading standards.

Based on the pleadings; the motion, response, and reply; and the applicable law, this court finds that the complaint’sallegations are inadequate and grants the motion to dismiss, without prejudice and with leave to amend.

I. The Allegations in the Amended Complaint
Coleman’s amended complaint is terse. His FLSA allegations in his amended complaint are as follows:

6. The Plaintiff worked for Defendant from on or about January 2008 to on or about May 2012 as an electrician.
7. During one or more weeks of Plaintiff’s employment with Defendant, Plaintiff worked in excess of forty (40)hours (overtime hours).

8. During one or more weeks of Plaintiff’s employment with Defendant wherein Plaintiff worked overtime hours,Defendant failed to pay Plaintiff one and one-half times his regular rate of pay for each overtime hour worked.
9. The acts described in the preceding paragraph violate the Fair Labor Standards Act, which prohibits the denialof overtime compensation for hours worked in excess of forty (40) per workweek. Defendant willfu]ly violatedPlaintiff’s rights under the FLSA.

Coleman seeks actual and compensatory damages. He also seeks liquidated damages for a willful FLSA violation.
John Moore moves to dismiss under Rule l2fb)(6) based on recent case law applying Belt Atlantic Corporation ‘.Twombty, 550 U.S. 544, 127 S.Ct. 1955, 167 LEd.2d 929 (2007) and Ashcroft v. !qbat, 556 U.S. 662, 129 S.Ct.1937, 173 L.Ed.2d 868 (2009) to similar bare-bones FLSA allegations. John Moore argues that Coleman’sallegations that he worked in excess of 40 hours per week without being paid overtime are insufficient because they“merely parrots” the FLSA’s text without supporting the overtime allegations with sufficient facts.
*2 In response, Coleman argues that the case law before and after Twombty and Iqbal support the sufficiency of hisFLSA-violation allegations. He does not address the challenge to the coverage allegations. Coleman argues that theadditional details can be obtained through discovery. John Moore replies by pointing out that some of the casesColeman relies on are from 2009 and the more recent cases denying motions to dismiss had considerably moredetailed pleadings than Coleman’s complaint.

H. Analysis
On a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, a court must take the facts alleged in the complaint as true and draw all reasonableinferences in the plaintiff’s favor. The court will not dismiss any claims unless the plaintiff has failed to pleadçj sufficient facts to state a claim to relief that is facially plausible, Belt ArL Corp., 550 U.S. at 570, that is, one thatcontains “factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the
WestlawNext © 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works,
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misconduct alleged,” tqbat, 556 U.S. at 67$. The plaintiff must allege facts showing “more than a sheer possibility
that a defendant has acted unlawfully.” Id. A complaint that offers only “labels and conclusions” or “a formulaic
recitation of the elements of a cause of action will not do.” Twombty, 550 U.S. at 555.

A. The Allegation of an FLSA Violation
The FLSA states that for “employees engaged in interstate commerce ... no employer shall employ any of his
employees ... for a workweek longer than forty hours unless such employee receives compensation for his
employment in excess of the hours above specified at a rate not less than one and one-half times the regular rate at
which he is employed.” 29 U.S.C. § 207fa)f 1). To show a violation of the FLSA’s overtime requirements, a plaintiff
must allege (1) that he was employed by the defendant; (2) that his work involved interstate activity; and (3) that he
performed work for which he was undercompensated. John Moore argues that Coleman’s complaint fails to allege
his claims or coverage with sufficient factual specificity. John Moore relies on two recent circuit cases, Deiesus v.
HF Management Services, LLC, 726 F.3d 85 (2d Cfr.2013) and Prueti v. Caritas Christi, 678 f.3d 10, 13 ( 1st
Cfr.201 2).

Tn DeJesus, the Second Circuit agreed with the district court that the plaintiff failed to allege sufficient facts
supporting allegations that she worked overtime without proper compensation. DeJesus “alleged only that in “some
or all weeks” she worked more than ‘forty hours’ a week without being paid ‘1.5’ times her rate of compensation.”Dejesus, 726 f.3d at 89. Those allegations were “no more than [a] rephrasing [of] the FLSA’s formulation
specifically set forth in section 207(a)f 1).” Id. Because the “complaint [merely] tracked the statutory language of the
FLSA, lifting its numbers and rehashing its formulation, but alleging no particular facts” her complaint was propertydismissed. Id. Plaintiff merely “repeated the language of the [FLSA],” without “estimat[ing] her hours in any or allweeks or provid[ingj any other factual context or content,” Id.

*3 Although plaintiffs are not required to provide an approximation of uncompensated overtime hours to survive amotion to dismiss FLSA overtime claims, the Second Circuit required the plaintiff to at least “allege 40 hours ofwork in a given workweek as well as some uncompensated time in excess of the 40 hours,” and noting that anapproximation of hours “may help draw a plaintiff’s claim closer to plausibility,” but was clear that such anapproximation was not required.

Before the Second Circuit’s analysis in De]esus, district courts in the Second Circuit allowed threadbareparaphrasing of the H.SA’s statutory requirements to survive a motion to dismiss. DeJesus approved a districtcourt’s decision to require some factual content or context beyond the etements of the statute. Cases decided indistrict courts in the Second Circuit after DeJesus have applied this requirement.

*4 Here, by contrast, Coleman’s complaint has no allegations that provide any factual context that form the basis forhis claimed FLSA violation. The complaint merely alleges that “[during] one or more weeks of Plaintiff’semployment, Plaintiff worked in excess of forty (40) hours” and that during “one or more weeks ... Defendant failedto pay Plaintiff’ the overtime tate. For the same reasons as the Second Circuit in Deiesus, this court finds that moreis required of a plaintiff than an “all purpose pleading template” with allegations providing no factual context and noway for the court to determine that the plaintiff has stated a claim as opposed to repeating the statutory elements ofthe cause of action. The DeJesus court was careful to note that it was not requiring a plaintiff to plead a specificnumber of hours worked; “mathematical precision” was not the standard. But the court did not find it unfair orburdensome to require some factual allegations. “[lit is employees’ memory and experience that lead them to claimin federal court that they have been denied overtime in violation of the FLSA in the first place. Our standard requiresthat plaintiffs draw on those resources in providing complaints with sufficiently developed factual allegations .“Dejesus, 726 f.3d at 88—91. Similarly, Coleman should be able to use his memory to flesh out the complaint with afactual context, before discovery has taken place.

John Moore points out that while Coleman cites cases denying motions to dismiss FLSA claims, the complaints inthose cases provided facts that fairly put the defendant on notice of the basis of the claims but in [those cases] theplaintiff’s allegations indicated that her overtime claim was based on alleged misclassification as an independentcontractor. Accordingly, the motion to dismiss the FLSA violation claim is granted, without prejudice and withleave to amend the complaint to provide a factual context, consistent with this opinion.

WesthiwNext’ © 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to orgmnaJ Ll,S. Government Works. 2
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B. The Allegation of FLSA Coverage
John Moore contends that the complaint does not allege facts but rather merely recites the statutory elements ofFLSA coverage. Coleman does not respond to this argument. His amended complaint alleges the following:

At all times pertinent to this complaint, Defendant John Moore, LP was an enterprise engaged
in interstate commerce. At all times pertinent to this Complaint, Defendant regularly owned
and operated businesses engaged in commerce or in the production of goods for commerce as
defined by § 3(r) and 3(s) of the Act, 29 U.S.C. § 203(r) and 203(s). Additionally, Plaintiff
was individually engaged in commerce, and his work was essential to Defendant’s business.

*5 To survive a motion to dismiss, a complaint must allege facts that show coverage under the FLSA. “The RSAguarantees overtime pay to employees engaged in the production of goods for commerce (‘individual coverage’) oremployed in an enterprise engaged in commerce or in the production of goods for commerce (‘enterprisecoverage’).” Martin v. Bedett, 955 F.2d 1029, 1032 (5th Cir.1992). “Commerce,” under the FLSA, “means trade,commerce, transportation, transmission, or communication among the several States or between any State and anyplace outside thereof.” 29 U.S .C. § 203(b).

The court agrees that the complaint does not sufficiently allege facts demonstrating individual or enterprisecoverage. Rather than pleading specific facts that establish individual or enterprise coverage, Coleman recites thestatutory elements of FLSA coverage or asserts generalized facts that do not relate to the coverage issue.

Because Coleman has failed to allege facts that, if taken as true, establish coverage under the FLSA, John Moore’sRule 12fb)(6) motion to dismiss is granted, without prejudice and with leave to amend to provide a sufficient factualbasis consistent with this opinion.

find or Document © OI5 1Thonion Reuters. No cfim to ,irijnat U.S. Gucmrncnt Wcwk.,
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2014 WL 4722706
N.D. Texas,

Dallas Division.

Kurtiss KIDWELL, Plaintiff,
V.

DIGITAL INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS, LLC, d/b/a Disys, Defendant.

Signed Sept. 22, 2014.

MEMORANDUM OPiNION AND ORDER

JANE J. BOYLE, District Judge.

*1 Before the Court is the Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim or, in the Alternative, Motion for a Mote Definite
Statement, filed by Defendant Digital Intelligence Systems, LLC, ti/b/a DISYS on March 17, 2014. After considering the
Motion and the related briefings, the Court GRANTS Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss but permits Plaintiff leave to amend
his complaint to include allegations sufficient to inform Defendant of the parties’ coverage under the FLSA. Accordingly, the
Court DENIES Defendant’s Motion for a More Definite Statement as moot.

I.
BACKGROUND

This is an action for unpaid overtime compensation under the fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”), 29 U.S.C. § 201, et. seq.
Plaintiff Kurtiss Kidwell (“Kidwell”) alleges that he was employed by Defendant Digital Intelligence Systems, LLC d/b/a
DISYS (“DISYS”) as a national accounts recruiter from November 2012 through April 2013. KidwelL claims that during
“one or more weeks” of his employment he worked in excess of forty hours but was not paid overtime. !d Accordingly, he
filed suit in this Court on October 8, 2013. Several months later, on february 3, 2014, Kidwefl filed his First Amended
Complaint, seeking actual and compensatory damages, liquidated damages, as well as attorneys’ fees and costs. On March
17, 2014, DISYS filed its present Motion to Dismiss, or in the Alternative, Motion for a Mote Definite Statement.

IL
LEGAL STANDARD

A. Rule 12(b)(6) Motion to Dismiss
Under Rule 8(a)(2) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a complaint must contain “a short and plain statement of the
claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.” Fed.RCiv.P, 8(a)f2). Rule 12(b)(6) authorizes the court to dismiss aplaintiffs complaint for “failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.” Fed.R.Civ.P. l2(b)(6). In considering aRule 12(b)f6) motion to dismiss, “[t]he court accepts all well-pleaded facts as true, viewing them in the light most favorableto the plaintiff.” In re Katrina Canal Breaches Lirig., 495 f.3d 191, 205 (5th Cir.2007). To survive a motion to dismiss, aplaintiff must plead “enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.” Beti Ait. Corp. v. Twombty, 550 U.S.544, 570, 127 S.Ct. 1955, 167 L.Ed.2d 929 (2007). “Threadbare recitals of the elements of a cause of action, supported bymere conclusory statements, do not suffice.” Asficroft v. Iqbat, 556 U.S. 662, 678, 129 $.CC 1937, 173 L.Ed.2d 868 (2009).“A claim has facial plausibi]ity when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inferencethat the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” Id. “The plausibility standard is not akin to a ‘probabilityrequirement,’ but it asks for more than a sheer possibility that a defendant has acted unlawfully.” Id. When well-pleaded factsfail to achieve this plausibility standard, “the complaint has alleged—but it has not shown—that the pleader is entitled torelief.” Id. at 679 (internal quotation marks and alterations omitted).

B. Rule 12(e) Motion for a More Definite Statement
*2 Rule 12(e) allows a party to “move for a more definite statement of a pleading to which a responsive pleading is allowed”
when it is “so vague or ambiguous that the party cannot reasonably prepare a response.” Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(e). “When a partymoves tbr a more definite statement, a court must determine whether the complaint is such that a party cannot reasonably be
required to frame a responsive pleading.” Ash Grove Te’, L.P. v. City of Dallas, No. 3:08—CV—2 114—0, 2009 WL 3270821,at *7 (N.D.Tex. Oct.9, 2009). “[M]otions for a more definite statement are generally disfavored,” and district courts have

V’estLawNexr © 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original US, Government Works. 1
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“significant discretion” when considering them. Id. (internal citations and quotations omitted).

ffi.
ANALYSISDISYS seeks dismissal, or alternatively, a more definite statement, because Kidweti “failed to plead facts ... sufficient tosupport his claims for individual relief’ under the FLSA. Specifically, DISYS argues Kidwell does not offer sufficient factsregarding DISYS’s employer status, the alleged overtime violations, and coverage under the FLSA.

A. The Attegations of Employer Status under the FLSA
The Court first considers DISYS’s argument that Kidwell has failed to plead sufficient facts to demonstrate that anemployer-employee relationship existed between them. DISYS contends that Kidwelt’s altegations fail to satisfy the“economic reality” test set out by the Fifth Circuit and do not provide facts establishing DISYS’s employer status.
In order “[tJo be bound by the requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act, one must be an ‘employer.’ “Donovan v. GrimHotel Ca., 747 f.2d 966, 971 (5th Cir.1984) (citing 29 U.S.C. § 206—07). Under the FLSA, the term “employer” “includesany person acting directly or indirectly in the interest of an employer in relation to an employee.” Lee v. Coahoma Cnry., 937F.2d 220, 226(5th Cir.1991) (quoting 29 U.S.C. § 203(d)). The Supreme Court has determined that the FLSA’s definition of“employer” is to be interpreted expansively. falk v. Brennan, 414 U.S. 190, 195, 94 S.Ct. 427, 38 LEd.2d 406 (1973). Thus,“[tJhe term employer includes individuals with managerial responsibilities and ‘substantial control over the terms andconditions of the [employee’s] work.’ “Lee, 937 F.2d at 226 (quoting Folk, 414 U.S. at 195).

*3 The Fifth Circuit uses the “economic reality” test to evaluate whether an individual or entity possesses such operationalcontrol with respect to the employment relationship. Gray v. Powers, 673 F.3d 352, 354, 357 (5th Cir.20l2). In applying thistest, the court considers whether the alleged employer: “(1) possessed the power to hire and fire the employees, (2)supervised and controlled employee work schedules or conditions of employment, (3) determined the rate and method of_ payment, and (4) maintained employment records.” Id. at 355 (citations omitted). “While each element need not be present inevery case,” the individual must have control over at least certain aspects of the employment relationship. Id. at 357 (“Whilethe Fifth Circuit ‘has on several occasions found emptoyment status even though the defendant-employer had no control overcertain aspects of the relationship,’ it does not follow that someone who does not control any aspect of the employmentrelationship is an employer.”).

While Kidwell’s Amended Complaint does not provide details describing how DISYS oversaw his work, the Court concludesthat the allegations are sufficient to support a reasonable inference of operational control by DISYS and anemployer-employee relationship between the parties. Kidwell alleges he “worked for Defendant from November 2012through April 2013 as a national accounts recruiter”; “his work was essential to Defendant’s business”; and “[d] uringPlaintiff’s employment with Defendant ... Defendant failed to pay Plaintiff.” At the very least, Kidwell has asserted that hewas employed by DISYS, DISYS was in control of his method of payment, and DISYS failed to pay him. See Hoffman v.Cemex, Inc., No. H—09—3 144, 2009 WL 4825224, at *3 (S.D.Tex. Dec.8, 2009) (finding that similarly simple allegations inan FLSA complaint were “all factual ailegation[s]—not legal conclusions—and, if proven, they give rise to a plausible claimfor relief’). Kidweti’s allegations, taken as true, are sufficient to qualify DISYS as an employer under the FLSA, andtherefore state a claim against it.

Accordingly, the Court finds that Kidwett has alleged sufficient facts to demonstrate that an employer-employee relationshipexisted between him and DISYS.

8. The Allegations of FISA Overtime Violations*4 The Court next considers DISYS’s argument that Kidwell has failed to satisfy the pleading requirements for the allegedFLSA overtime violations because he offers no factual context for his claims and “must at least allege an estimate of thenumber of hours worked without adequate compensation.” In response, Kidwell insists that he pied sufficient facts to putDISYS on notice that it is being sued for overtime wage violations.

Allegations of a complaint must be sufficient to “give the defendant fair notice of what the ... claim is and the grounds uponi which it rests.” Twombty, 550 U.S. at 555 (quoting Contey v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 47, 78 S.Ct. 99, 2 L.Ed.2d 80 (1957)).‘J “Moreover, it cannot be the case that a plaintiff must plead specific instances of unpaid overtime before being allowed toproceed to discovery to access the employer’s records.” Sotis v. Time Warner Cable San Antonio, L.P., No.
WestlawNexr © 2015 Thomson Reuters, No claim to original U $ Government Works
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lO—CA—0231—XR, 2010 WL 2756800, at *2 (W.D.Tex. July 13, 2010).

Taking Kidwell’s factual allegations regarding the overtime violations as true, the Court finds that Kidwell has pled “enoughfacts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.” Twombty, 550 U.S. at 570? In his pleadings, Kidweti has specifiedthe name of the employee asserting the statutory violation, the employee’s job title while working for DISYS, and thesix-month time period during which he allegedly worked over forty hours without being paid time-and-a-half. Doc. 5, Pl.’sAm. Comp. 1—2 (noting that “Plaintiff worked for Defendant from November 2012 through April 2013”). Kidwelt’scomplaint presents similar allegations regarding overtime pay and is therefore sufficient to “give the defendant fair notice ofwhat the ... claim is and the grounds upon which it rests,” Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555 (quoting Contey. 355 U.S. at 47).

C. The Attegations of FLSA Coverage
*5 The Court turns to the issue of the parties’ coverage under the FLSA, examining both Kidwell’s individual coverage andDISYS’s enterprise coverage. “The FLSA guarantees overtime pay to employees engaged in the production of goods forcommerce (‘individual coverage’) or employed in an enterprise engaged in commerce or in the production of goods forcommerce (‘enterprise coverage’).” Martin v. BedetI, 955 f.2d 1029, 1032 (5th Cir.l992) (citing 29 U.S.C. § 207(a)(t)).“Either individual or enterprise coverage is enough to invoke FLSA protection.” !cL (emphasis omitted). Because coverage isan element of an ELSA claim, a plaintiff must allege facts that show coverage under the ELSA in order to survive a motion todismiss.

Kidwell alleges both individual and enterprise coverage. Doc. 5, Pl.’s Am. Comp. 1—2. In addition to stating that he workedfor DISYS as a national accounts recruiter, the relevant portion of the Amended Complaint states:

(alt all times pertinent to this complaint, DIGITAL INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS, LLC d/b/a DISYS,LLC, was an enterprise engaged in interstate commerce. At all times pertinent to this Complaint,Defendant regularly owned and operated businesses engaged in commerce or in the production ofgoods for commerce as defined by § 3(r) and 3(s) of the Act, 29 U.S.C. § 203(r) and 203(s).Additionally, Plaintiff was individually engaged in commerce and his work was essential toDefendant’s business.

Id. DISYS argues Kidwell’s allegations supporting the overtime claim are insufficient because the Amended Complaint doesnot allege any specific facts regarding interstate commercial activity, but merely recites the statutory elements of FLSAcoverage.

1. Individuat Coverage
The Court first addresses the issue of Kidwell’s individual coverage under the ELSA. To demonstrate that individualcoverage exists, Kidwell must allege facts that give rise to a reasonable inference that he was engaged in commerce or in theproduction of goods for commerce. 29 U.S.C. § 206(a), 207(a); Morrow, 2011 WL 5599051, at *3, The test to determinewhether an employee is “engaged in commerce” inquires “whether the work is so directly and vitally related to thefunctioning or an instrumentality or facility of interstate commerce as to be, in practical effect, a part of it rather than anisolated activity.” Wittiams v. Henagan, 595 F.3d 610, 621 (5th Cir.20l0).

*fi Even though Kidwell’s Amended Complaint indicates “national accounts recruiter” as his job title, Kidwell has failed toplead specific facts that establish individual coverage. Despite the presence of the term “national” in his job title, Kidwelloffers neither a description of the nature of his work nor a clarification as to how such work engaged him in interstatecommerce. See Foreman v. Foodtronix, LLC, No. 3;14—CV—0656—Bf, 2014 WL 2039055, at *2 fN.D.Tex. May 16, 2014)(finding that plaintiff’s allegation that he worked as a “technical support agent” and his assertion that his employer engagedin interstate commerce did not demonstrate that plaintiff’s work engaged him in interstate commerce); Morrow, 2011 WL5599051, at *3 (holding that plaintiff’s allegation that he provided electrician services to defendants’ clients sufficientlydescribed his work but did not demonstrate “how that work engage[d] him in interstate commerce”). Kidwell recites theelements of coverage as articulated in the ELSA, but he fails to relate them to the specifics of his work responsibilities. Thus,the Court concludes that the Amended Complaint fails to allege sufficient facts to establish individual coverage.

WestlawNe’ct © 2075 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 3
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2. Enterprise Coverage
Lastly, the Court examines the issue of enterprise coverage under the FLSA. To satisfy the pleading requirement, Kidwetlmust allege facts that give rise to at least a reasonable inference that DISYS is an “enterprise engaged in commerce or in theproduction of goods for commerce.” 29 U.S.C. § 206(a), 207(a). An “enterprise that engages in commerce or in theproduction of goods for commerce” is an enterprise that:

(I) has employees engaged in commerce or in the production of goods for commerce, or that hasemployees handling, selling, or otherwise working on goods or materials that have been moved in orproduced for commerce by any person; and (ii) is an enterprise whose annual gross volume of salesmade or business done is not less than $500,000 (exclusive of excise taxes at the retail level that areseparately stated) [.1

*7 29 U.S.C. § 203(s)(l)fA).

To demonstrate the existence of coverage under the FLSA, Kidwell alleges that “[a]t all times pertinent to [the Complaint],[Defendant] was an enterprise engaged in interstate commerce” and “regularly owned and operated businesses engaged incommerce or in the production of goods for commerce as defined by ... 29 U.S.C. § 203(r) and § 203(s).”

Kidwell does not otherwise allege that any other of DISYS’s employees engaged in interstate commerce or handled, sold, orworked on goods or materials that have been moved in or produced for commerce. 29 U.S.C. § 203(s)(l)(A)(i). Rather,Kidwell solely alleges that DISYS was “engaged in interstate commerce.” Doc. 5, Pl.’s Am. Comp. 1. These allegationsprovide no factual context for Kidwell’s claims and are merely “formulaic recitations” of the elements of an ELSA cause ofaction. Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555 (citations omitted). Therefore, the Court finds that Kidwell has not articulated grounds fromwhich individual or enterprise coverage under the ELSA can be discerned.

In sum, because Kidwell has failed to plead sufficient facts that, if taken as true, would establish coverage under the FLSA,he has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. Accordingly, DISYS’s Motion to Dismiss is GRANTED.

Iv.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, DISYS’s Motion to Dismiss is hereby GRANTED. Normally, courts will afford a plaintiff theopportunity to overcome pleading deficiencies, unless it appears that the defects are incurable. Since this Order is the Court’sfirst review of Kidwell’s allegations, the Court concludes that Kidwell should be given the opportunity to overcome thedeficiencies in its pleadings.

End of Document © 2015 Thnnisnii Rcutt. No claim to original 11,5. GOV,flIfl1cflt Wrk.
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2013 WL 2189952
S.D. Texas,

VIctoria Division.

Jose 0 GUZMAN, Plaintiff,
V.

HACIENDA RECORDS AND RECORDING $TUDIO, INC., et ai, Defendants.

May 20, 2013.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

GREGG COSTA, District Judge.

*1 This is a copyright infringement case involving two Tejano songs. Plaintiff José 0. Guzman alleges that Defendantscopied the “original lyrics and music” in his song, “Triste Aventurera,” by producing, selling, and distributing recordscontaining a substantially similar, yet differently named song, “Cartas de Amor.” Docket Entry No. 1 ¶J 13, 16. Defendantsnow seek dismissal pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6), or alternatively a more definite statement pursuant to Rule 12(e), on theground that Guzmaa failed to plead the infringement allegations with sufficient specificity. Having reviewed the parties’briefs and the applicable case law, the Court DENIES Defendants’ motion.

The crux of Defendant’s motion is whether Guzman’s Complaint meets the pleading standard set forth by the federal Rulesof Civil Procedure. Rule 8(a)(2) requires that a claim for relief contain “a short and plain statement of the claim showing thatthe pleader is entitled to relief.” fed.R.Civ.P. 8(a)f2). To survive a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), a claim for reliefmust be “plausible on its face.” Belt Att. Corp. v. Twombty, 550 U.S. 544, 570, 127 S.Ct. 1 955, 167 L.Ed.2d 929 (2007). Aclaim has facial plausibility “when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inferencethat the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678, 129 S.Ct. 1937, 173 L.Ed.2d868 (2009) (citing Twombiy, 550 U.S. at 556).

Defendants argue that Guzman’s Complaint fails to meet this standard, because it does not identify the exact elements of“Triste Aventurera” that “Cartas tie Amor” copied. But by identifying the two works at issue and alleging that Defendantscopied the original lyrics and music in his copyrighted work, Guzman pleaded a claim that was plausible on its face. Ketty v.LL. Coot J., 145 F.R.D. 32 (S,D.N.Y. 1992), is informative. In that case, the court rejected arguments nearly identical toDefendants’ when evaluating a complaint alleging that L.L. Cool J, copied parts of plaintiffs song “Jingling Baby” in his1991 hit “Mama Said Knock You Out”:

Broad, sweeping allegations of infringement do not comply with Rule 8. Plaintiff’s complainthowever, narrows the infringing act to the publishing and distribution of two songs, “Mama SaidKnock You Out” and “Jingling Baby” in 1991, which is sufficiently specific for the purpose of Rule 8.Defendant argues that it is not possibLe to determine from the complaint the nature of the claimedinfringement. However, such a level of specificity is not required in a complaint.

Id. at 36 11. 3 (citations omitted).

Though Ketty was decided before the Supreme Court clarified the federal pleading standard in Twombty and fqbat. underthose decisions “the height of the pleading requirement is relative to circumstances.” Cooney v. Rossiter, 583 F.3d 967, 971(7th Cfr.2009) (Posner, J.); see also Kadmovas v. Stevens, 706 f.3d 843, 844 (7th Ck.2013) (noting that “some [claims]require more explanation than others to establish their plausibility” (citations omitted)); Hamilton v. Palm, 621 F.3d 816, 817(8th Cir.2010) (“Twombty and Jqbat did not abrogate the notice pleading standard of Rule 8(a)(2).”). Complex ctaims, likethose in Twombty and Iqbat, require more specificity than simple ones, such as Kelly’s and Guzman’s. This makes sensegiven that Twombty and Iqbal are “designed to spare defendants the expense of responding to bulky, burdensome discoveryunless the complaint provides enough information to enable an inference that the suit has sufficient merit to warrant puttingthe defendant to the burden of responding to at least a limited discovery demand.” hi re Text Messaging Antitrust Litig., 630F.3d 622, 625 (7th Cir.2010). To the extent Twombly and Iqbat are animated by concerns that vague allegations will lead tobroad, “fishing expedition” discovery, that concern is not present here because the complaint provides notice of an allegation
WestlawNext © 2075 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 1
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limited to the copying of a three-minute song. The complaint cabins discovery to discrete items, such as the sales datarelating to the allegedly infringing song, the creation and production of the allegedly infringing and infringed songs, and notmuch else.

*2 Defendants have cited no post-!qbat cases imposing a higher pleading requirement in the copyright context than the Kettycourt did. After Guzman filed his response to Defendants’ motion, the Court held a telephone conference in which defensecounsel represented that, in a recent case in this District involving Beyoncé, the court required plaintiffs to identify theconstituent elements copied in an allegedly infringed song in order to meet the federal pleading standards. The Court allowedDefendants to file a supplemental brief containing the Beyoncé case and any similar cases, but Defendants’ brief only citedArmour v. Knowles, No. 4:05—cv—2407 (S.D.Tex.), in which the plaintiff voluntarily amended her complaint againstBeyoncd. Docket Entry No. 25 at 5. Contrary to Defendants’ position, “even post-Twombly, Rule 8 requires only thepleading of the basic elements of an infringement claim, albeit allegations that rise above the speculative level. There is noheightened pleading requirement for copyright-infringement claims.” 6 Parry on Copyright § 19:3 (2013); see also Schneiderv. Pearson Educ., Inc., No. 12 Civ. 6392(WO), 2013 WL 1386968, at *3 (S,D.N.Y. Apr.5, 2013) (ruling that plaintiff’sinfringement allegations, “though not brimming with details, are specific enough to meet the requirements of Rule 12(b)(6)and Rule 8” and citing cases).

In sum, Guzman has adequately stated a claim for copyright infringement. He has pleaded sufficient content to establish theelements of a copyright claim—namely, ownership of a valid copyright and copying of constituent elements of his originalwork. See Positive Black Talk Inc. v. Cash Money Records Inc., 394 F.3d 357, 367 (5th Cir.2004) (stating elements ofcopyright infringement claim), abrogated on other grounds by Reed Etsevier, Inc. v. Muchnick, 559 U.S. 154, 130 S.Ct.1237, 176 L.Ed.2d 18 (2010). The Complaint provides sufficient notice to allow Defendants to defend against the claim andto limit discovery. Accordingly, Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss and in the Alternative, Motion for More Definite Statement(Docket Entry No. 20) is DENIED.

End ornocumeid O 2015 Thotuun Reuters. No claim to oiiginal U.S. Goeemmnt Works.

‘ettE)wNe)ct 2015 Thomson Reuters, No claim to original U S. Government Works.
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Practice Problem for Notice Pteadln% — Problem #1.

Essay Ouestlon #1 (from Fafl 2009 exam)
(total —33 1/3 points)

Adel Guirguis brought suit in federal district court against his former employer,
4 Movers Specialty Services, Inc. (“Movers”), alleging violations of Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964. Guirguis, who is of Arab descent and a native of Egypt. contends that
Movers terminated his employment on the basis of his national origin.

Paragraphs 7 through 9 of the complaint, which read as follows, contain the entirety of
Gui;guis’s factual averments:

7. Plaintiff began working for the defendant in 2000 in the accounting
department. Plaintiff was employed by the defendant from that day until
February 14, 2006, when he was terminated by the defendant in violation
of his civil rights.

8. Plaintiff is foreign born, is an Arab, having been born in Egypt on June
20,1947.

9. On February 14, 2006, plaintiff was terminated by the defendant in
violation of his rights due to his national origin, having been born in
Egypt.

Movers sought dismissal, charging that his complaint failed to state a claim upon which
relief could be granted. How should the trial court rule?
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Practice Problem For Notice Pleading- Problem # 2

From Fall 2012 Exam

Question 2 fworth 4O% of gradc. Your answer should not exceetl 1500 words.

Plaintiff brings a complaint in federal district court. She alleges the fotlowing:

1. On June 8 2010, Plaintiff was severely and permanently injured when she fell
at Dollar General Store at 171 Anibiiar Plaza in Amherst County, Virginia. The
store was operated by Defendant Dollar General.

2. Plaintiff fell due to the negligence of Defendant and its employees who failed
to remove the liquid from the floor and had negligently failed to place warning
signs to alert and warn Plaintiff of the wet floor. Defendant, through its
employees, breached its duty to warn Plaintiff of the dangerous wet floor.

3. As a direct result of Defendant’s employee’s negligence, acting in the scope
of their employment, Plaintiff was severely and permanently injured, She has
incurred medical and hospital bills and suffered great pain. Also, her ability to
earn an income has been hindered.

4. Plaintiff seeks a judgment in the amount of $300,000 against Defendant
Dollar General.

Defendant moves to dismiss the complaint for failure to state a claim under fed. P.. Civ.
P. 12(b)(6). In its motion, Defendant argues that the complaint lacks any allegation of
how the liquid came to be on the floor and that it does not allege that Defendant kncw or
should have known about the liquid in advance of the plaintiff’s alleged fall.

Under Virginia law, store owners owe their customers the duty to exercise ordinary
care as their hivitees upon their premises, Ordinary care is not met as to an owner who
knew or should have known of a dangerous condition on the premises and failed to
exercise due care to warn others of the dangerous condition or remove it within a
reasonable time. However, a landowner is under no duty to a person reasonably expected
to be on the premises to warn against an open and obvious condition on the premises.

How should the court rule?
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Case 0:05-cv-01673-RHK-AJB Document 2 Filed 0811212005 Page 1 of 6

UNiTED STATES DISTRICT COURT

DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA

Domico Madrigal, Court file No, 05-C V-01673 JNE/JGL
Plaintiff,

V.

DEFENDANT’S ANSWER TO THE
Keny Inc., a foreign corporation, dlb/a COMPLAINT
Keny Specialty Ingredients,

Defendant.

Kerry Inc. (“Kerry”), by its attorneys, hereby answers Plaintiff’s Complaint.

1. Kerry admits the allegations in paragraph 1.

2. Keny denies that “Kerry Specialty Ingredients” has been registered as an assumed

name or that Keriy has not registered with the Minnesota Secretary of State as a foreign

corporation. Kerry is without knowledge or information sufficient to form belief as to truth of

the allegation that it is conducting business “throughout” the State of Minnesota in that such

terminology is unclear. Kerry admits it does business in Minnesota and admits the remaining

allegations of paragraph 2.

3. Kerry denies that Plaintiff became employed by it at its Albert Lea facility on or

about february 4, 1984. Kerry admits that Plaintiff was employed by Freeborn foods on or

about that date. Kerry is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the

position in which freeborn Foods originally employed Plaintiff. Kerry admits that when it

purchased the Albert Lea facility from Armour Foods, Inc. in October, 2000, it hired Plaintiff.

4. Kerry admits that during the time Plaintiff was employed by it he performed his

job in a manner sufficient to retain his position. Kerry is without knowledge or information

sufficient to form a belief as to t.he remaining allegations of paragraph 4,

Document ID: 403789.1 8122005 11:54:59AM
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Case 0:05-cv-01673RHK-AJB Document 2 Filed 08/12/2005 Page 2 of 6

5. Kerry is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the

truth of the allegations of paragraph 5 in that the “job” referenced is not identified. Kerty admits

that prior to approximately November 22, 2004 Plaintiff could perform the essential functions of

the jobs he held with or without reasonable accommodation.

6. Kerry admits that records in its possession apparently generated during Plaintiffs

employment with Freeborn foods indicate that on or about June 22, 1989 Plaintiff injured the L

5 disc, that he sought and received workers’ compensation benefits, had back surgery, and

returned to work at freeborn Foods under medical work restrictions. Kerry is without

knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations

of paragraph 6.

7. Kerry is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the

truth of the allegations of paragraph 7.

8. Kerry denies that Plaintiff was terminated. Kerty admits that until Plaintiffs

layoff on or about November 22, 2004, he worked in the “intake” position referenced.

9, Kerry admits that in September 2004, in an economy measure, Kerry eliminated

the job position previously held by Plaintiff, and at least one other job position held by other

persons. Kerry admits that, pursuant to the requirements of the applicable collective bargaining

agreement with Plaintiffs union, it posted a Notice of Job Openings for a “Janitor/Intake

Operator.” This new position combined the Janitor and Intake Operator jobs. The intake

operator component of the position included a requirement, as an essential function of the job,

that incumbents, upon occasion, perform lifting of as much as 55 lbs. Kerry admits further that.

following negotiations with Plaintiffs union, on or about December 17, 2004 ii modified the

Document ID 403789.1 8I220O5 1153:00 .‘M
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Case 0:05-cv-01673-RHK-AJB Document 2 Filed 0811212005 Page 5 of 6

41. Kerry denies the allegations of paragraph 41

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

1 To the extent Plaintiff’s Complaint alleges injuries covered by the Minnesota

Workers’ Compensation Act (Minn. Stat. Section 176 et seq.), he is barred by the exclusivity

provisions of that Act (Minn. Stat. Section 176.031).

2 Plaintiff’s prayer for back pay andlor for monetary damages is barred in whole or

in part by his failure to mitigate his damages.

3 To the extent Minnesota law does not allow trial by jury, Plaintiff’s request for a

jury trial should be stricken.

4 Plaintiff’s claim is barred in whole or in part since, pursuant to the applicable

Collective Bargaining Agreement with his union, on or about December 17, 2004, he bid on two

open positions which he apparently believed were within his medical restrictions, but did not

receive either position because he was not the senior bidder.

W1-IEREFORE, Defendant Kerry, Inc., prays that Plaintiffs Complaint be dismissed with

prejudice, and that Kerry be awarded its costs, attorneys’ fees, and other relief the court deems

fit.

DATED: August 12, 2005 KERRY INC. d/b/a .KERRY SPECIALTY
rNGREDENT5, Defendant

s/John j. McDonald. Jr.
John J. McDonald, Jr. (#136815)
Bradley 3. Lindeman (#02981 16)
MEAGHER & GEER P.L.L.P.
33 South Sixth Street, Suite 4200
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402-3788
(612) 338-0661

and

5
Ownent 11) 403789.1 8/1212005 11:55:00 AM
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Exercise On Timing and Waiver for Answer and Ftc-Answer Defenses

Assume the following facts:
Penelope brings suit against Dan Dugan in the United States District Court for the SouthernDistrict of Texas. Her case is filed on August 1, 2014. Twenty days later, on August 21, you,Dugan’s lawyer, file a pre-answer motion in which you assert the defense that process was notproperly served. About a week later, you realize that Dugan has a potentially viable defense oflack of personal jurisdiction he could have asserted. You also conclude that another potentialparty, Trudy, is arguably an indispensable party who should be in the case. You have not yetfiled an answer on Dugan’s behalf and the court has not yet ruled on the motion you filed.Questions:

1. Can you assert the defense of lack of personal jurisdiction in another pre answer motion?

2. Can you assert the defense of failure to join an indispensable party in another pre answermotion?

3. Could you instead assert either defense in the answer?

4. Would it matter whether, at the time you filed the pre answer motion to dismiss ftrinsufficient service that neither you nor your client were aware of the facts on which theadditional defenses would be based?

Now change the facts, above, as follows:
Penelope brings suit against Dan Dugan in the United States District Court for the SouthernDistrict of Texas. Her case is filed on August 1, 2014. Twenty days later, on August 21, onbehalf of Dugan you, his lawyer, file a pre-answer motion in which you assert the defense thatvenue is improper. When that motion is denied, you file an answer on Dugan’s behalf. Sixmonths later, you realize that there is no subject matter jurisdiction. Questions:

1. Can you assert this defense in a motion to dismiss? If so, what specific rule would you use?

2. What if you didn’t realize the problem with subject matter until after the case had gone to trialand a verdict was entered against Dugan? Could you make this argument for the first time onappeal?

Now change the facts above, as follows:
Penelope brings suit against Dan Dugan in the United States District Court for the SouthernDistrict of Texas. Her case is filed on August 1, 2014. Twenty days later, on August 21, onbehalf of Dugan you, his lawyer, file an answer. A month later, however, you realize that there isa defense of insufficiency of service of process and another defense of failure to state a claim onwhich relief can be granted. Are you allowed to raise either of these defenses now? If so, howwould you do so?
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Rule 11
Questions to Discuss

1. What is the primary function of Rule 11?

2. Are there other professional standards that govern lawyer conduct beyond Rule 11? What
are they?

3. What is the scope of Rule 11? To what things does it apply?

4. What is Rule il’s certification requirement?

5. In what ways is the 1993 version of Rule 11 (current version) less restrictive of lawyer
and client activity than the 1983 version? (There are at least 5 or 6)

6. In what ways is the 1993 version of Rule 11 more restrictive of lawyer and client activity
than the 1983 version? (There are 2 or 3)

7. Contrast the current version of Rule 11 with the legislation that has been proposed a
number of times in Congress known as the Lawsuit Abuse Reduction Act (your materials
discuss the LARA of 201 1). What are the differences you see between LARA and Rule
11?

8. Do you think the following example would satisfy Rule 11(b)(3)?

P brings suit against D claiming that D, his neighbor, caused P to develop cancer by
spraying a chemical pesticide on his flowers. P does not allege that any medical evidence
links his cancer to the pesticides that were sprayed.

9. Do you think the following example would satisfy Rule 1 l(b)(4)?

P brings suit against D for injuries caused by a defective product that D manufactured.
Assume that an internal investigation D conducted before suit revealed that its
manufacture of the product was defective. If P was not aware of that internal
investigation at the time she brought suit, may D deny the allegation under Rule
1 1(b)(4)?
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10. May P make the allegation of a defective product under Rule ll(b)(3) if P was not awareof that internal investigation, and P had no other evidentiary support for the allegation
that D’s product was defectively manufactured?

11. What limits does Rule 11(c) impose on the consequences of violating the certificationrequirements of the rule?

12. How does the safe harbor of Rule 11(c) work?
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THE CASE AGAINST TI-IE LAWSUIT ABUSEREDUCTION ACT OF 2011

Lonny Floffman

I. INTRODUCTION

On March 9, 2011, Lamar Smith, Chairman, of the I-louse ofRepresentatives Committee on the Judiciary, introduced HR. 966,the Lawsuit Abuse Reduction Act.’ On the same day CharlesGrassley, the ranking Republican member of the Senate JudiciaryCommittee, sponsored an identical measure in the upper chamber.’Animated by concern QVCT rising costs and abuses in federal civilcases, the bills stiffen penalties against lawyers who filesanctionable papers in federal court by legislatively amending Rule11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the general certificationand sanctions standard for federal civil cases.’
This is not the first time that Cuugress has tried to reform thefederal sanctions rule as a means of curbing litigation costs andabuse. Since 1995, bills regularly have been introduced that wouldtoughen Rule 11, but to date, none have been successfully enacted.4

However, buoyed by sweeping victories last November that gave
Republicans majority control of the House and a much greater voice
in the Senate,5 the prospects for legislative reform of Rule Ii are
better now than they have ever been before.

Enacted in 1938 as part of the original rules, Rule 11 remained
unchanged for half a century.6 Then, in 1983, spurred by
perceptions of a growing litigation crisis, judicial rulemakers
proposed significant amendments to the rule.’ One of the most
important changes was that the rule was made mandatory so that
courts were required “to impose sanctions whenever a violation of
the rule was found to have occurred.” This and other amendments
in 1983 signaled that the nile was now meant to hold lawyers more
accountable for improper conduct in federal cases.’ It soon became
apparent, however, that the 1983 version of Rule 11 not only failed
to deter groundless litigation practices but actually led to greater
litigation costs and abuses in many cases by incentiviaing
voluminous, wasteflal satellite litigation over sanctions. Finally
convinced that the 1983 experiment with Rule 11 was ill-advised,
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rulemakers amended the rule again a decade later to soften its
sharpest edges.l3 Although most in the legal profession welcomed
the 1993 amendments, some thought the revisions to the rule
weakened a powerful deterrent against wrongful litigation
practices.11 Seizing on these concerns, the Republican Party made
reform of Rule 11 one of the highlighted parts of the sweeping
legislative reforms they proposed in the Contract with America
leading up to the 1994 mid-term elections.’

With awareness of this history, and frustrated by their
repeated failures over the last fifteen years to stiffen penalties
agaiflst lawyers, sponsors introduced the Lawsuit Abuse
Reduction Act of 2011 CLARA) with high hopes of finally
succeeding in their ambitions. The first of the changes LAPA
maltes to Rule 11 is to require the imposition of sanctions
whenever the district judge find that the rule was violated,
mirroring the mandatory form of the 1983 version of the rule.”rfjjj5 sanction provision is a significant change to existing law.
Indeed, except for the decade in which the 1983 version of Rule
11 was in farce, federal judges have always been vested with
discretion to decide which violations of the rule warrant
punishment and which do not.’4 LARA’s second retrogressive reform
ethuinates the existing safe harbor provision in the current rule.tS
The safe harbor, put in place in 1993, protects against the
imposition of sanctions if the filing alleged to be in violation of the
rule is withdrawn in a timely manner.’ The third reform would
make the sanctions rule even more potent than it was thirty yearsago. The proposed legislation does so by adding an express proviso
authorizing—the better word maybe encouraging—judges to awardmonetary sanctions, including attorney’s fees and costs incurred bythe other side, when the rule is violated.’7 This change departsdrastically not only from current law hut even from that earlierversion of the rule inasmuch as compensation never has been theexpress purpose of the rule.S Indeed, one of the main criticisms ofthe 1983 version of Rule 11 that prompted its revision was that,notwithstanding that rtilemakers intended the rule to be for
deterrence, litigants and courts frequently misused it for
compensatory, cost-shifting purposes.’

•1
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11. ErENsxVE EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON RULE 11
DEMONSTPATES THAT A RETURN TO PETE 1983 VERSION OF TEE

RULE WOULD INCREASE COSTS AND DELAYS AND FOSTER
GREATER LITIGATION ABUSE

A vast body of empirical evidence has been collected relatingto the 1983 version of Rule 11. As Georgene Vairo observes in herleading treatise on Rule 11, ‘Tew amendments to the FederalRules of Civil Procedure have generated the controversy andstudy occasioned, by the 1983 amendments to Rule 1L”2 As aresult, we are fortunate today not to have to consideramendments to the rule in the same empirical vacuum in whichthe rulemakers Lu 1983 previously operated. There have been atleast nine major empirical studies and numerous reports of the1983 version of Rule 11. Several books, a great many law review

articles, and a myriad of legal and, lay newspaper stories have
also examined itY Of course, there were also literally thousands
of reported judicial opinions on the subject, though more than
anything else these probably serve best to undeTscore the
difficulties wrought by the 1983 amendments. In any event,
drawing on all of these sources today, there is much we can say
with a great deal of certainty about the 1983 Rule 11 experience.
Indeed, the available empirical evidence is so persuasive that it
has produced a remarkable degree of agreement across the
political spectrum that the 1983 sanctions rule was one of the
most ifi-advised procedural experiments ever tried. This moment
is one of those occasions, regrettably rare, when we do not have
to legislate blindly; history can be our guide.

A The 1983 Version of tiLe Rule Produced an Avalanche of
Uawetcome Satellite Litigation

If the objective was to substantially increase the sheer
volume of requests for sanctions, then by that measure the 1983
version of Rule 11 certainly did not disappoint. In less than ten
years, the rule generated nearly 7,000 reported sanctions
decisions.24 And those were just the cases that were easily
identified because they were reported. When unreported
decisions are taken into account, the actual amount of Rule 11
activity dwarfed the reported figures, as the country’s most
respected legal practitioner on the subject, Greg Joseph, has
emphasized. Indeed, a task force organized by the Third Circuit
to study Rule 11 by looking at both reported and unreported
cases found that in the Third Circuit less than 40% of the Rule 11
decisions wete published or available on Lexis or Westlaw.2 The
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contrast with the paucity of decisions under the original version
of Rule 11 could not have been sharper. ]‘Ioreover, these figures
also stand in contrast with the marked drop off in Rule 11 cases
since the 1993 amendments to Rule ii. went into effect (more on
that, in Part UI, below).

Sanctions practice took on a life of its own under the 1983
rule. After passage of the 1983 amendments, a cottage industry
arose with lawyers routinely battling over the minutiae of all of
the new obligations imposed. MI too often this produced satellite
litigation within the case itself over one or the other lawyer’s (or
both lawyers’) alleged noncompliance with the rule. One side
would move to sanction his opponent who might respond, in kind,
by filing a sanctions motion on the basis that the filing of the
original sanctions motion was, itself, sanctionable.°7 And on and
on it would go. All of this would take place as a side show to the
trial of the case itself, with limited resources and time spent
dealing with these tertiary sanctions issues. Georgene Vairo
summarized the ‘°avalanche” of sateffite litigation unleashed by
the 1983 amendments:

Beginning in 1984, the volume of cases decided under the
rule increased dramatically. By the end of 1987, the
number of reported Rule 11 cases had plateaued. Even
though the number of reported cases leveled ofi motions
under the amended rule continued to be made routinely,
especially by defense counsel, as many attorneys were
unable to pass up the opportunity to force their
adversaries to justify the factual and legal bases
underlying motions and pleadings. Indeed, one study
found that in a one-year period, almost one-third of the
respondents to the survey reported being involved in a
case in which Rule 11 motions or orders to show cause
were made. The same study showed that almost 55% of
the respondents had experienced either formal or
informal threats of Rule 11 sanctions.
The reasons that explain the significant increase in

sanctions motions that occurred are varied but certainly at least
include that Rule 11 in its 1983 form came to be seen—contrary
to the rulemakers’ intent -as a fee-shifting device that could be
used for compensatory purposes. in consequence, even the rule’s
strongest backers began to realize that the satellite litigation the
rule was causing, and the compensatory fee-shifting effect that
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the frequent award of monetary damages was producing, were
greatly troubling developments.

3. The 1983 Rule Was App1id Tnconsistently and Inequitably

1. Civil Rights and Employment Discrimination Plaintiffs,
in Particular, Were Impacted the Most Severely Under the 1983
Version of Rule 11. The available empirical evidence persuasively
demonstrates the profound discriminatory effects of the 1983
version of Rule 11. Sanctions were sought and imposed against
civil rights and employment discrimination plaintiffs, in
particular, more often than other litigants in the civil courts,
with the greatest disparities in treatment observed in the first
five years of the amended rule’s existence. In a study conducted
in 1988, researchers with the Federal Judicial Center CFJC)
found that civil rights and employment discrimination plaintiffs
were the subject of sanctions motions more than 22% of the time,
well out of proportion to the percentage of such cases flled.° Civil
rights and employment discrimination plaintijs were sanctioned
more than 70% of the time sanctions were sought, a significantly
higher rate than in cases against other kinds of plaintiffsY

One reason why civil rights claimants and other resource-poor
plaintiffs, like employment discrimination claimants, faced
much tougher treatment under the 1983 rule is that, as applied
by many courts, the 1983 version was used as a cost-shifting
device. The Advisory Committee itself eventually realized that
under the 1983 nile, the poorest victims and their lawyers faced the
greatest threat from monetary sanctions. In its discussions about
amending the rule to overcome the prior experience, the Advisory
Committee recognized the particular problem cost-shifting could
create in “cases involving litigants with greatly disparate
financial resources.” In addition, the 1993 Advisory Committee
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Notes make reference to the problems posed by cost-shifting for
“an impecunious adversary.”

The 1983 experience also reflects that judges
disproportionately enforced the prefihing factual investigation
requirement of the nile against civil rights plaintiffs and their
lawyers. In many of these decisions, sanctions were awarded
even though factual information vital to asserting a claim was in
the sole possession of the defendant. There are many
illustrations of this perverse problem, as Professor Carl Tobias
carefully documented in a series of penetrating articles about the
nile’s disparate impact on civil rights claimants.5 Professor
Tobias recognized that lack of access to proof was a problem that
bedeviled these claimants especially:

Civil rights actions, in comparison with private, two-party
contract suits, implicate public issues and invo]ve many
persons. Correspondingly, civil rights litigants and
practitioners, in contrast to the parties and lawyers they
typically oppose, such as governmental entities or
corporate counsel, have restricted access to pertinent
data and meager resources with which to perform
investigations, to collect and evaluate information, and to
conduct legal researchY

As he documented, courts often did not take the imbalance
in access to proof into account in deciding whether to impose
sanctions under the 1983 version of the rule.37 One illustration
of this is Johnson u. United Stutes, a case involving the sexual
assault of an infant, in which the dissent took the majority to
task for imposing an unrealistic pleading burden on the
plaintiff, given her obvious lack of access to proof before
discovery:

The [majority] opinion notes that the complaint does not
state facts indicating that Ojeda had “committed past
offenses or manifested previous aberrant behavior that his
employers should have detected.”.

Nowhere does the majority suggest how plaintiff,
presuit, could ever obtain such information. One
authoritative source, Ojeda’s personnel file, is in the
government’s control, but it usually would be regarded as
quasi-coofidential and unavailable to an outsider. As a
practical matter, therefore, plaintifi’s attorney would
probably be unable to obtain the information required by
the majority to satisfy Rule 11 without some form of
compelled discovery, discovery which would be available
only if the action should survive the inevitable Rule 12
motion by the government. As a result, requiring plaintiff to
plead the additional information mentioned in the majority
opinion erects a “Catch 22” barrier: no information until
litigation, but no litigation without imformation.3
A still further factor that contributed to the discriminatory

impact of the 1983 version of Rule 11 was that a sanctions legal
standard is inherently flexible, which is to say it is highly
susceptible to different interpretations. Of course, indeterminacy
is not unique to sanctions rules, but for reasons that are perhaps
still not entirely understood, the failure of the law in this area to
develop evenly and coherently fell particularly hard on civil
rights and employ-meat discrimination plaintiffs. As discussed
below in Part UI, these problems would have continued to exist
with the 1993 rule but for the adoption of the safe harbor
provision in that rule, which ameliorates at least some of the
harsh effects of the rule’s inherent indeterminacy.
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Finally, it is worthwhile to say something about an.
additional factor involved in some CMI rights cases that triggered
disproportionate sanctions under the 1983 version of the rule: that
is, the assertion by some of these claimants of novel theories of
law. Although it is not clear how often civil rights claimants in
the 19$Os asserted legal theories that can be correctly
characterized as “novel,” the available empirical evidence
demonstrates that judges were not very good at distinguishing
legitimate assertions of new legal theories from failures to
conduct adequate prefiling investigations.40 What is also clear is
that judges applying the 1983 rule were less likely to give civil
rights claimants the benefit of the doubt, especially in the first
five years after the rule’s amendment4’

Further, th.e empirical evidence also suggests that the 1983
version of Rule 11 deterred the filing of meritorious cases. When
asked, a substantial number of lawyers who were surveyed (nearly
20% of respondents) reported that as a result of increased use of the
1983 version of Rule 11, they were warier of bringing meritorious
cases because of a fear that the rule would be inappropriately
applied to them.42 Based on similar survey results it obtained in its
1988 study, the FJC researchers were led to conclude that “whether
it can be classified as a chilling effect or not, lawyers reported a
cautionary effect of Rule 11.”

A last, related lesson to mention from the 1983 experience with
Rule 11 is that by allowing sanctions to be sought after a case had
been resolved on the merits, the 1983 rule further exacerbated the
rule’s discriminatory impact. One of the leading researchers in the
civil litigation field, Thomas Wiligirig, was the first to recognize that
application of the nile was subject to the problem of “hindsight
bias,” as it is often cafled. In his 1988 study of Rule 11 for the FJC,
Wiflging commented that when sanctions are sought
contemporaneously with or after the dismissal of a case on the
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merits, “there may be a tendency to merge the sanctions issue with
the merits” and that “[clommon sense and empirically tested data
demonstrate that hindsight can have a powerftil effect on legal
decisious.” Another keen observer, Professor Charles Yablon, made
the same point some years later:

A judge deciding a motion for sanctions is looking at a
case that has already been adjudicated and found to be
without merit. Although the law requires her to evaluate
the case as of the time it was initially brought, the judge,
in fact, knows a lot more than the lawyer did at that
time. She knows the facts and legal rules that were
actually presented to the court, and which ones turned
out to be dispositive.4S

“Like a reader who already knows how the mystery turns out,”
Yablon analogized, “she may discern significance in facts that the
lawyer deciding whether to file a claim had no reason to find
especially compelling. This hindsight can affect a judge’s view of
what constitutes creasonable inquiry.” By conflating bow the
case ultimately was resolved with what should have been a
cabined assessment of what the party knew (or should have
known) at the time of filing, the 1983 rule increased the risk that
a civil rights or employment discrimination claimant would be
sanctioned. Thankfully, this problem was ameliorated by the
1993 amendments and, specifically, the addition of the safe
harbor provision in Rule 11(c).

2. Plaintiffs Were Targets of Sanctions Far More Often than
Defendants and Were Sanctioned at Strikingly Higher Rates. The
evidence also shows that under the 1983 version of Rule 11,
plaintiffs were more often the target of sanctions motions than
defendants Far more troubling, the empirical evidence also shows
that plaintiffs were sanctioned at strikingly higher rates.
Notwithstanding possible legitimate explanations for the findings,
the sheer magnitude of the disparity raises serious questions of
fairness in terms of how the rule was applied that must be
confronted.

A 1988 study found that plaintiffs were the target of sanctions
motions in 536 of the 680 cases examined (or 78.8% of the total).4 Of
the reported Rule 11 cases, a violation was found 57.8% of the

ci
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time.° However, the 1988 study found that plaintzifls were ruled to
be in violation of Rule ii more frequently (489%) than defendants
f1O.9%). The Third Circuit task force also found that under the
1983 version o the rule, p]ainhffs overa]i were more likely to be
sanctioned than defendants (finding a 3:1 ratio of sanctions
imposed).° The starkest disparities were revealed by a later
study conducted by the FJC in 1991 which looked at both
reported and unreported cases in five different judicial distñets.°°
Exirg the cases in which sanctions were imposed, the FJC
researchers found that plaintiffs were sanctioned at
astonishingly higher rates than defendants. The table below from
the 1991 FJC study illustrates the disparities:

Table 20
Ordem imposing Rule 11 saictions: targeted “side’ of litigation

a ND. EL. Wi).
D.C. Ca. Mbch. Tex.

Number of rulings imposing
sanctions against

?laintiWs side 35 17 34 33 34
Defendant’s sIde 3 5 4
Otiier 6 0 4 0 1
Tot1 44 22 42 41 56

As percentage of all
rulings imposing oanctorts

Plathtiff’s side )% 77% 81% 80% 61%
Defendant’s side 7% 23% 9% 211% 38%
Other 14% 0% 9% 0% 2%

Whatever may be said about these findings, it is difficult
to credibly defend a rule that produces such strikingly
disparate results. Unavoidably, the findings raise serious
fairness concerns about how the 1983 version was applied.
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C. The 1983 Version ofRule 11 Increased Costs and Delays by
Encouraging Rambo-Lihe Litigation Tactics

Yet another unfortunate result of the 1983 amendments is that
they increased costs and delays by encouraging “[{]he Rambo-like
use of Rule 11 by too many lawyers,” as Profssor Georgene Vairo
erpiaine& Similarly, in their treatise, The Law of Lawyering,
Geoffrey Hazard and William Bodes note that it was frequently
said by critics of the 1983 rule that it “has been a major contributing
factor in the rise of so-called ‘Rambo tactics’ and the breakdown of
civility and professionaiism.”

Representative of a view many shared at the Lime, one court
in 1991 bemoaned the incentive the rule provided to litigators ‘to
bring Rule 11 motions and engage in professional discourtesy,
preventing prompt resolution of disputes, the trial court’s
primary ftsnction.”5 Another emphasized the distraction that the
volume of satellite litigation over sanctions motions produced,
commenting that “[tihe amendment of Rule 11 has called
forth a flood of. .. collateral disputes within lawsuits, unrelated
to the ultimate merits of the cases themselves -. . .“ The
sentiment was widely felt. The FJC’s 1991 study found that more
than half of the federal judges and lawyers surveyed thought
that the 1983 version of Rule 11 made the problems of incivility
among lawyers much worse.5 The lindings of the 1992 survey by
the American Judicature Society showed that even higher
percentages of lawyer respondents believed the 1983 version of
the nile put great strain on relations among lawyers.’

In light of the rulemakers’ professed desire in 1983 to improve
the efficiency of civil litigation process, it is ironic that, by
encouraging Rambo4itigation tactics by lawyers during this
unfortunate decade, the 1983 version of Rule 11 had the effect of
increasing costs and delays and impeding efficient merit-based
resolution of cases.

13. The 1983 Version ofRule 11 Was Not an Effective Means for
Reducing Cost, Delay, and Abusive Litigation Activity

Finally, and independently of the unintended consequences
the rule’s amendments produced, the empirical evidence also
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shows that there is little reason to put faith in the assertion that
the 1983 version of Rule 11 was effective in addressing the
perceived cost7 delay, and abuse problems that prompted
reformers to act. A 1991 ?JC study revealed that few judges
polled thought the 1983 version of the rule was “very effective” in
deterring groundless pleadings. The FJC’s 1995 study of Rule
11 similarly found that most federal judges and lawyers were
opposed to returning Rule 11 to its 1983 version. As will be seen
below, a more recent study (in 2005) found even higher levels of
consensus among judges that the 1983 version was not an
effective means for reducing costs and delays and for addressing
abusive litigation conduct. Instead, judges and others in the
profession report that separate procedural tools, including active
judicial management of cases and expeditious rulings on motions
to dismiss at the pleading stage or for si.munary judgment, are
much more effective for dealing with the problems of cost, delay,
and groundless litigation.

Di TaERr IS No SIWPORT FOR THE ASSERTION THAT TIlE
1993 NDMENTS CkN BE BlAMED FOR ANY PROBLEMS THAT

Do EXIST wn’a FEDEi1, Crvii LITIGATION

We have seen the serious difficulties that attended the 1983
revision of Rule 11. In the next Part, I will show that LAI?A can
a]so be opposed on the ground that sponsors fail to demonstrate
that the 1993 amendments to Rule 11 can he blamed for any
problems that do exist today with federal civil litigation.

In the years after the 1983 amendments of Rule 11 went into
effect, criticism of it grew in volume and intensity.64 By 1989, the
Advisory Committee could not ignore the criticisms any longer.
The Advisory Committee commissioned a second study by the
FJC to evaluate the ru1e. Then, in the summer of 1990, the
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Conimittee announced a “Call for Comments” from the bench and
bar, which produced more criticisms and suggestions than the
Committee had ever received before in its half-century
existence. One of the primary criticisms lodged was that the
1983 version actually made the problem of costly litigation
worse because of all of the satellite sanctions litigation
unrelated to the merits of the underlying case. A second,
frequently voiced complaint was that the 1983 rule was
applied nonuniformly and inconsistently by judges. A third
and fourth theme echoed over and over again was,
respectively, that the rule dispropthtionately hurt civil rights
plaintiffs, and their counsel, and that the rule worsened civil
relations among iawyers

In February 1991, the Committee held a public hearing in
which testimony from judges, lawyers, and academics was takenY°
The criticism bad a powerful effect on the Committee, which
promptly issued an interim reportthat concluded that “in light of
the intensity of criticism—the process of possible revision should
not be delayed.’17’ The criticisms of the 1983 version of Rule 11, the
Advisory Committee concluded, “have sucient merit to justify
considering specific proposals for change.” Accompanying its 1992
recommendation that the rule he amended again to remedy the
prior revisions made, the Advisory Committee commented that
among its many unfortunate effects, the 1983 version of Rule 11
“impacted plaiutifl more frequently and severely than
defeudanta”’ Au too often, it resulted in the imposition of monetary
sanctions, which had the effect of turning the rule into a de facto
“cost-shifting” rule, a result that incentivized lawyers to abuse the
sanctions rule. Occasionally, the rule proved problematic for those
asserting navel legal theories or claims for which more factual
discovery was necessary, and it disincentivized lawyers from
backing away from positions they could no longer support. In.
addition, the nile sometimes caused conflicts between attorneys and
clients and, more frequently, among lawyers.
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In light of their concerns, the nilemakers amended the nile in
1993 to ameliorate the documented effects of the prior version.
What is most critical to point out here is that, in bad±rg away from
the 1983 version, the rulemakers did not regress to the pre-1983
rule, but instead sought “La strike a fair and equitable balance
between competing interests, remedy the major problems with
the nile, and allow courts to focus on the merits of the underlying
cases rather than on Rule 11 motions.” Said more simply, the
rulemakers improved upon the nile so that the rampant and
abusive Rule 11 motion practices were cm-tailed while ensuring
that the rule still could deter unwanted litigation practices.

One of the key changes in 1993 was to replace the mandate
that sanctions must lie imposed if a violation of the rule is found
with a grant of discretion to federal judges to decide when to
impose sanctions, and to what extent.76 Additionally, if sanctions
were to be imposed, the 1993 amendments emphasized that the
purpose of sanctions is deterrence, not compensation. This
latter reform was significant because it was designed to
discourage the incentive that the prior nile created to seek
sanctions for monetary gain.

A further, key reform in 1993 was the addition of what is
known as the “sale harbor” provision, which protects against the
imposition of sanctions iS the filing alleged to lie sanctionable is
withdrawn in a timely manner. The safe harbor does not protect
against court-imposed sanctions or from the various other rules,
statutes, and disciplinary authorities beyond Rule 11 that can be
invoked to deter and punish counsel who act wrongfully in civil
litigation.78 Nevertheless, the addition of the safe harbor has been
credited with successfully reducing the incidence of abusive Rule
11 sanctions practice, a salutary result felt especially by those
claimants who were impacted most severely by the 1983 rule.
The addition of the safe harbor is also significant because it
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flrndamantally alters one key problem observed with the 1983
version of Rule 11—namely, that it had the effect of
disincentivi2ing the withdrawal of sanctionable filings because,
as the Advisory Committee put it, ‘parties WeTe sometimes
reluctant to abandon a questionable contention lest that be
viewed as evidence ofa violation of Rule 11.”’

Beyond these specific points, experience since 1993 has
shown that the current nile works admirably well and has
engendered little complaint. The evidence shows that the rate of
filing of sanctions motions has dropped off considerably post-1993.
While lawyers are still sanctioned for wrongful conduct under
Rule 11, there is no longer a scourge of frivolous Rule 11 motions
being flied.8’ At the same time, this drop in meritless Rule 11
motion practice has not been accompanied by an increase in
groundless litigation practices. To this point in particular,
evidence gathered by several researchers, including Danielle Kie
1-lart, demonstrates that after the current version of Rule 11
went into effect in 1993, there as an increased incidence of
sanctions being imposed under other laws, including 28 U.s_c.
§ 1927 and pursuant to the court’s inherent powers.82 Meanwhile,
Rule 11 has continued to be used as a means of regulating
wrongfil lawyer conduct that contravenes the rule. Consider, for
instance, the data from one of the most active federal judicial
districts. In the Southern District of New York, in the same time
period that there were slightly fewer than two hundred § 1927
motions for sanctions, there were nearly twice as many Rule 11
motions sought. This one example, which typiEes the patterns
found in other districts, underlines that both Rule 11 and other
existing sanctioning and disciplinary laws are available for
addressing wrongful lawyer conduct. Finally, as I discuss further
in Part W, we must also be mindful that beyond sanctions rules
and laws, other—and far more effective—tools exist for dealing
with cost and delay in litigation that are regularly employed by
courts in managing their dockets.

Judges and lawyers overwhelmingly report that they oppose
attempts to restore Rule 11 to its 1983 form. The FJC’s 1995 study
of Rule 11 showed that a majority of judges and lawyers are
opposed to amending Rule 11 to bring hack the 1983 version of the
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ruie.4 Then a 2005 survey conducted by the FJC even more starkly
illustrated the strong support within the profession that the current
version of Rule ii enjoys. More than 80% of the 278 district judges
surveyed shared the view that Rule 11 is needed and it is just right
as it now stands.” An even higher percentage (87%) preferred the
existing nile to the 1983 version. Equally strong support (86%)
existed for the safe harbor provision in Rule 11(c), while more than
90% opposed changing the rule to make the imposition of sanctions
mandatory for every Rule 11 violation.

P1. LAPA Is NOT NEEDED BECAUSE ThERE Ai MANY AVAILABLE
ALTERNATWES FOR MANAGING Crvm LmGATION COSTS AND

ABUSES

By focusing exclusively on Rule 11, LABA’s sponsors overlook
the fact that both the existing Rule 11, as well as many other
provisions in the existing rules, serve the purpose of managing
federal litigation and deterring, punishing, and otherwise
addressing abusive litigation practices. Of course, problems with
particular cases still exist and, unavoidably, will always exist.
Ruit, alone, annoL eliminate all difficulties. However, the
fundamental point that LARA’s sponsors miss is that existing rules
can and are used effectively by courts every day to adequately
monitor federal civil cases.

Since the focus of LARA is on sanctioning lawyers, we can start
there. Existing Rule 11 requires that all factual contentions that are
plead must contain “evidentiary supporL” When a pleading is
brought without evidentiary support, sanctions can be sought and
imposed if the pleader does not withdraw the offending
aflegationsY° Moreover, Rule 11 is not the only source of legal
authority for regulating lawyer conduct. Rule 26(g), which was
enacted in 1983 as part of the same package of amendments that
stiffened Rule 11, imposes a steep certification obligation on lawyers
with regard to discovery disclosures, requests, responses, and
objectinns.” The provision was designed as a ‘deterrent to both
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excessive discovery and evasion” and to require lawyers to stop and
think about the legitimacy of a discovery request, a response
thereto, or an obje±on.”2 Although the 1933 version of Rule U was
repealed, under Rule 26(g) sanctions are still mandatory for
violations of this section.9” In addition, after a motion to compel has
been ified, sanctions for discovery abuse can be imposed under Rule37•94 More broadly still, lawyers are regulated through other law,
including 28 U.S.C. § 1927, as well as under an array of other, even
more specific provisions. Of course, the court also possesses
inherent power to impose sanctions when they are deemed
appropriate.96 In sum, there are a plethora of authorities by which
lawyers are held accountable and may be sanctioned when their
conduct warrants it, under existing law. These authorities, which
LARA sponsors have failed to acknowledge, cannot be squared with
the bald assertion that the existing Rule 11 is inadequate for
regulating lawyer conduct in the federal courts.

But sanctions rules ar. far from the only means for
managing litigation costs and abuses. The discovery rules
themselves provide powerful means for controlling costs and
abuses. For more than a decade, Rule 26 has required that
parties make mandatory disclosures at various stages in the
case.97 These mandatory disclosures are expressly designed to
reduce discovery costs and avoid unnecessary skirmishes over
groundless objections to routine discoveryY8 Moreover, while the
rules obviQusly contemplate liberal discovery, important
restrtctions exist on discovery rights. For instance, presumptive
limits on the amount of discovery now exist, including limits on
the number of written interrogatories and the number and length
of oral depositions.99

I
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Even more specifically, the rules authorize judges to protect
parties from unnecessarily expensive and burdensome discovery.
One way this goal is accomplished is by the toundational
requirement in Rule 2&b)(2) that the discovery sought must be
proportional -with the burden imposed. Thus, when the ‘discovery
sought is unreasonably cumulative or duplicative, or is
obtainable from some other source that is more convenient, less
burdensome, or less expensive,” the court has wide discretion to
limit the discovery sought.10° So too can it limit discovery when it
is sought too late in the case.10’ Perhaps most importantly, Rule
2&b)(2)CC)Wi) provides that discovery can be limited when czthe
burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its likely
benefit.

Another vital provision by which discovery is controlled is
Rule 26(c), which allows for the entry of protective orders to
protect against “annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or
undue burden or expense.”’° For instance, if documents are
sought that cover a period of time longer than relevant to the
claims in the case that has been brought, a protective order can be
issued. The rule also protects against production of information
protected by, for example, trade secret protection. Courts effectively
employ this rule to protect against discovery abuses.’°5

Even before the discovery phase, there are many procedural
tools available for managing litigation and, where appropriate,
dismissing cases even before the discovery stage is reached. If a
pleading is filed that is too vague to understand, Rule 12(e) is
available. II a pleader flies a pleading that “Is so vague or
ambiguous that a party cannot reasonably be required to frame a
responsive pleading,” this rule authorizes an order directing the
party to plead a more definite statement of the claim’°

Separate from vagueness, Rule l2Qo)(6) is another powerful
procedural rule for obtaining dismissal before discovery. Indeed,
it is nothing short of astonishing that in urging Rule li’s
amendment, LARA’s proponents do not mention that in the last
few years the Supreme Court has increased tha availability of
dismissals before discovery under Rule 12(b)(6).’°1 The decisions
in Bell Atlantic Corp. v Twombly and Ashcroft u. Iqbal were
justified by the Court—and, not coincidently, hailed by these
same reformers—precisely because the motion to dismiss for
failure to state a claim was seen as the appropriate rule for ifitexing
out groundless cases before they reach the pleading stage,’

Beyond eñsting rules, the Judicial Conference continues to
monitor the state of civil litigation practice through its Standing
Committee and Advisory Committee. The Judicial Conference
remains closely engaged in the effort to ensure the federal courts
are run ecienUy and fairly. Consider, as one important
example, the major Conference held last summer at Duke
University that was organized by the Advisory Committee for the
Civil Rules.’T0 That Conference exemplifies the Advisory
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Committee’s serious focus on rulemaking and its commitment to
solicit and receive input from the rich diversity of experience in
the profession. Having heard concerns about costs, delays, and
burdens of civil litigation in the federal courts, the Advisory
Committee designed the Conference as a disciplined
identification of litigation problems and exploration of the most
promising opportunities to improve federal civil litigation.”” The
result of these efforts was the production of a large body of
empirical data, as well as much thoughtful commentary and
discussions, by a diverse group of individuals and organizations.

One of the clearest messages the Committee took away from
the Duke Conference was that participants (who represented a
wide range of lawyars, business interests, judges, and academics)
believed that better utilization of existing tools was vital for
effective case management and weeding out of nonmeritorious
litigation. The report of the Advisory Committee following the
Conference makes this point:

Conference participants repeatedly observed that the
existing rules provide many tools, clear authority, and
ample flexibility for lawyers, litigants, and the courts to
control cost and delay. Conference participants noted that
many of the problems that exist could be substantiafly
reduced by using the existing rules more often and more
effectively.”

Of course, there was also measured support expressed for
revising some of the existing rules (with the discussion
primarily focused an the rules governing pleading and
discovery practice), though even here most participants
recognized that the existing procedural framework was
fundamentally sound.’’ What may he most relevant, for
present purposes, is that although the two-day Conference was
attended by more than two hundred observers and invited
guests (a group which included many members of the business
community and defense bar), not a single one of the
participants expressed any support—either in oral statements
made at the Conference or in their written submissions—for

strengthening Rule 11 along the lines contemplated by the
proposed legislation.”

The lack of any serious discussion at the Conference about
amending Rule 11 is not the least bit surprising. Although there
are certainly strong divisions within the profession over civil
litigation reform, the well-known experience With the prior rule
has produced remarkable agreement across the political spectrum
that the rule committee’s decision in 1983 was an “ill-considered,
precipitous step,” as Professor George Cochran once succinctly
described it.11’
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